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1   - RECALL OF COMPLETED STUDIES 

The successful results of  forestry plantations completed 

In Madagascar, particularly in tropical resinous species,  have brought forth 

the concern of their use for papermaking. 

n - TWHW pyçTlps or A CELLULOSE pm 

111 - first studies 

a short document, written by C.T.F.T.  in  I960, put the Madagascar Covermmant 

in a position to consider two actions   :   papermaking or  panel processing 

(fiber,  flbraglos or particule board and panels). 

He say also indicate a doctorate degree thesis submitted in  1961 to the 

Farla Law and Economic Science Faculty,  on the subject  of "Reafforestation, 

areliminary condition for development  in Madagascar".   This thesis  Indicated 

•ore particularly the profitable influence,  utilisation of its reaffo- 

restratlon resources would have on the country's economy. 

In 1962,  a  first  study was  issued on the papermaking concern.  This waa 

"Perspectives d'Implantation d'une industrie de pite à papier a Madagascar" 

(S.I.D.E.S.   - C.T.F.T.).   (1)    Although written some time ago,   the  interest 

of this study resides  in  the survey,  over  a number of  years,  more specially 

of the woodpulp world market and of prospective Madagascar development 

schemes.  The forward Madagascar paper consumption,   indicated by S.E.D.E.S. 

(toclété d'Etudes pour  le Développement Economique et  Social) has proved 

to he overestimated on a year  1970 level.  On the contrary,  development of 

world market is  in accordance with the conclusions of  the report. 

Raw material study for papermaking has enabled checking 

Plans Fatula aa adequate  for woodpulp proceasing. The report concludaa as 

to a study of productive potentiality of  the Upper Mataiatra Fine planta- 

tions and to possible undertaking of a papermaking industry. The coat price 

•stimate concludes to necessity of further studies. 

(1) The headlines  in French referring to works mentioned  in this chapter 
are translated  in Appendix I, A. 
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112 - Possible choice» 

112.1 - Useof^Pine 

Among checked raw materials other than Pine, one nay 

Eucalyptus, priaitively planted for supplying the railroad with firewood. 

A further study, issued in 1963, had in view a decision to be taken on a 

possible choice. This was a work completed by O.C.C.R. (Office Central de 

Coopération et de Recherche) and titled "Implantation d'une industrie du 

papier et de la cellulose à Madagascar". This report presents for conside- 

ration four cellulose mill projects : 

Project A - A non combined 60,000 ton bleached sulfate Pine patula pulp 

mill. 

Project 1 - A combined mill, the same as the first one, but provided 

besides with a 15,000 ton (P. patula) grinding mill, and a 

papermaking unit, producing 30,000 ton of products in three 

stages (7,500 ton per annum, 15,000 ton per annum, and 30,000 

per annum). 

Project C - Same type of mill as project A, but producing 90,000 tons of 

bleached sulfate pulp. First of all, it was intended to use 

Eucalyptus, and replace it progressively by Pine in relation 

with plantation development. 

Project D - The last project, exclusively directed towards sole Pinus patula 

groundwood pulp processing, included : a 70,000 ton per year 

capacity grinding mill ; a 30,000 ton per year papermaking unit 

(same as B and C) ; the necessary chemical woodpulp would be 

imported. 

Although the financial outlook of project D were more 

profitable, the report unrecommended it, on account of the dullness in the 

world market for this pulp grade. 

In fact, after analysis of the different projects, project I 

was recommended, thas is, a capacity of 200 tons per day of  bleached 

sulfata chemical pulp. 
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Interest was also emphasized on adjoining a papermaking 

unit so as to inprove the profitability. Mill was suggested near 

Fianarantsoa, and the completion by stages. The first stage would be the 

papermaking unit with a grinder installation ; chemical woodpulp would be 

subject to import. The papermaking would start up at 7,500 ton per annum, 

than go up to 15,000 ton per annum to finally reach 30,000 ton per annum. 

The second stage was in relation with the woodpulp mill, 

which was to be erected after more definite studies, but before the paper- 

making unit had reached full capacity (30,000 ton per annum). 

112.2 - Use_of_Iucalyj>tuB 

In 1963,  S.E.D.E.S.  completed a study on "Perspectives 

d'utilisation das Eucalyptus de la région Périnet-Moramanga pour  la fabri- 

cation 4« pite à papier".     In this work,  use of Eucalyptus was considered, 

as well as eventual marketing and site of mill  at Périnet. Cost of wood- 

pulp was also estimated as well as  fabrication cost price and pulp marketing. 

From this date  forward,  says  the report,  Madagascar Government considered 

establishment of a papermaking industry as essential  for  development of 

the country. 

However,  the woodpulp mill for  export project and the 

papermaking unit for a local market project were considered as two different 

concerna. 

He note as regards to this, a Convention with Parsons and 

Whit emore firm for the erection of a papermaking mill at Ambohimanambola, 

near Tananarive, which became operative in 1966. 

112.3 - Varioua notes 

Between 1964-65,  five notes were Issued concerning the 

prospective woodpulp mill,  and they gave way to controversy, 

112.31 - Note by Mr.  Labbé-Laurent.  administrator delegate 

for Madagascar Papermaking (PAPMAD). 

It put forth the question of proceeding with the Upper 

Matalatra project.  The writer objected  : 
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- insufficiency of woodland (13,(XX) ha.  in 1964) 

- dubious character of adequate water supply 

- insufficiency of roads for conveyance of the pulpwood and necessity of 

opening them 
- no deep water harbour at Manakara (railroad terminus) 

- necessity of erection of a hydro-electric power plant. 

He concluded as to the discarding of  the    Upper Matsiatra 

project,  as to the choice of a better  site,  to affore-station of at  least 

40,000 ha.  Pine plantation at proximity of the most suitable site.  The 

Moramanga area seemed the most favourable one. 

112.32  - Notes controverting the preceding one 

Two notes contended Mr.  Labbé Laurent's assertions.    The 

first one was written jointly by Estate, Agriculture and Forestry Depart- 

ments, the second one by Mr. Perraudin, technical adviser to the Forestry 

and National Reafforestation Minister. 

The data put forth in these two notes were the following  : 

- the preceding note overestimated the foresti y potential involved and 

underestimated the difficulties as to finding adequate  lands for 

raafforesting 40,000 ha. with the result that the erection of the 

projected mill could not possibly be operated before ten y*ars  time, 

- as to Hatsiatra, afforestation extension and proceding with complemen- 

tary studies ought to settly the three first points put forth, which in 

any way would have to be settled somewhere else. 

- the power station and the necessary road construction might be completed 

by an enlarged program of the Betsileo country development scheme. 

112.33 - Notes of a more technical character 

Two notes of a more technical character have been issued, 

one by the E.C. Public Works and Transport Ministry,  the other by the 

Power Department. 

The first one studies transport cost in the different 

possible eventualities   : 
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" Hat«latra mil1   '•  conveyance by rail to Manakara with lighterage to ahip, 

or construction of another harbour,  or cite,  conveyance by another 

railroad (Fianarantsoa-Antsirabé) to be constructed up to Tama tave. 

- MorasMnaa mill  : wood supply from Matsiatra and export towards Tamatave 

or wood supply from new afforestrations (farseeing solution). 

Conclusions of the note suggested two investment choices, 
one excluding the other : 

- whether construction of a harbour in the Manakara region, 

- or railroad construction Antsirabé-Fianarantsoa. 

The second note recalled the hydro-electric power plant 
In the Flanarantsoa area. 

112.34 - "Pine plantations and papermaking induatrv 

in Madagascar". 

This study, financed by United Nations speciel funds, was 

completad in 1965 by Mr. Robbe in collaboration with Mr. Rouanet, Manager 

of C.T.F.T. in Madagascar. 

This report stresses first of all practical anawers to 
two following queries  : 

- Is there at the outcome,  a woodpulp market ? 

- Is Madagascar in a position to compete with other countries for supplying 

the consumption market or markets ? 

Discarding the problem set by Upper Matsiatra reaf forcatati on 

(out of  the scope of the present study),  the writers insist on reducing 

the coat of pulpwood delivered at mill through research of maximum unit 

potentiality and conveyance cost reduction. 

Six areas for eventual reafforestation     are then considered. 

The report concludes as to necessity for restricting plantatione to one 

area only,  for supplying one sole mill producing  100,000 tons of pulp. 

At  end of  1965, Mr.  Labbé Laurent concluded  in  the same 

manner aa to the policy for Madagascar to export woodpulp and to complete 

a combined unit producing unbleached kraft pulp  (one part being bleached), 

the woodpulp required for  local paper ma kin g being provided in a wet state. 
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Establishment of this unit at Pianarant§oa seemed possible 

only by building th« Antsirabé-Fianarantsoa railroad line, and by erection 

of a hydro-electric power plant  ;  these two real i «at ions would coate in 

with the Industrial and agricultural development  sehet« for Madagascar. 

113 - Combined study    (S.E.D.E.S.   -C.T.F.T.) 

In 1966, was published the last  of combined studies titled   : 

"Perspectives d'industrialisation papetier« à Madagascar", completed 

Jointly by S.E.D.E.S.   and C.T.F.T. 

This report comprises following parts  : 

- a study of the pulp and paper world market, 

• a prospect of  local and regional consumption, 

- a study of the available fibrous raw material in Madagascar, 

- the methods of processing pulpwood into woodpulp, 

- pulpwood cost price, 

• the prevlsional accounts for operating the possible mills. 

We have seen that  the world market prospects were in 

accordance with 1970 figures, whereas those in relation with local market 

war« rekoned too high,  on account of  lacking adequate statistics.  Raw 

material  for use was  checked as to Fine and Eucalyptus. 

As regards to Pine,  the report points out that by planting 

3,000 ha. yearly from 1967 onwards,   150 m3 per hectare, with a ground level 

logging, would be available towards  1983, which works out at 45C.0O0 m3 

par annum.  Due account  given to the standing timber presently disposable 

of 3,000,000 m3,  a mill could be supplied 5 years earlier,   i.e.  in  1978, 

for a 100,000 pulp tons production. 

Good paper characteristics have been obtained from labo- 

ratory and ••mi-industrial tests effected on Madagascar Pinevood (P. patula 

and P. kashya). 

Price of barked A.D. pulpwood was valuated between FMG 

3,900 and A,950 par ton for 100,000 or 200,000 tons of pulp per year. 

As to Perinet Eucalyptus,  the price was put down for 

PMC 2,500 or 3,000 par ton of A.D.  pulpwood. 
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Th« report  conclude« to th« effect that « 60,000 pulp ton« 

tmit on a Pin« basi« would not yitld satisfactory returns. On th« other 

hand, with  100,000 Pin« kraft pulp tons,  a mill at Fianarantsoa might be 

considered,  providing reafforestation    be conducted at a fairly speedy 

rhythm.  However,  the gross returns ratio would still be  faily low.   The 

investment would then be   :   FMG 9 billons 

If   100,000 bleached kraft Eucalyptus  pulp    tons were 

considered at Perinet,   conditions would be more favourable and the returns 

ratio higher  than at Fianarantsoa.  However,   it must be  indicated that other 

similar projects exist  in other African countries restricted softwood pulp 

market. 

A number of studies deal with Pinewood plantations and the 

us« of this pulpwood for papermaking. 

121 - Hesources  in Pinewood 

In  1966,   C.T.F.T.  issued a report  titled  :   "Les plantations 

d« Pins A Madagascar et au Cameroun".  This report gathers data on cultivation 

methods, pulpwood yield,  planted lands and available pulpwood resources. 

122 - Plantation development scheme 

Mr. Parrat, of C.T.F.T., has prepared a "Ustionai develop- 

ment plan in view of ex tendin» Pinus patula plantation  in Upper Matsiatra". 

This inquiry was to meet  recommendations  in preceeding 

reports urging extension  of plantation.  This document,   completed  in  1967, 

defines th« areas to be planted and makes many suggestions for each of them. 

123 - Utilisation of Pinus patula 

123.1 - ^2fi-"l *n<* conveyance 

Th« first study, completed in 1967 by C.T.F.T. is titled : 

"Ituees des problème» d'exploitation et de transport dans les rabots—ents 

4m la Haute Matsiatra". 
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The objact ot thie etudy was to éaecribe logging attthods 

for F. patula in the Finarantsoa region, «nil to aeeess pulpwood cost prie« 

delivered at tha pulp »ill «t Forgaot.  It deals  .uccas.ivtly with  :   tha 

rood ayates^  logging «ethods,  convayanca of pulpwood to mill and working 

expanses. 

123.2  - Industrial and^gagara»kin|_uaaa. 

The second study,  al.o completed  in  1*67, wa. titlad  : 

»Utilisation Indytrialle du Finua patula".    It al.o co-prised a pap.r«eking 

•t«4y and a tachnological »tudy of Pinus patula. 

Aa regards to paparmaking out of  thia pulpwood,   laboratory 

tests hava proved tha possibility of getting P.  patula kraft pulp with a 

grad« batw«an Mariti«« Fina woodpulp and Spruca pulp. Mechanical or  seal- 

chaaical procaaa provad to ba not aa intarasting comparatively as kraft 

procasa. 

Furthermore, unbleached and blaachad wrapping papar has 

bom «enufactured,  on a seaH-induetrial scala,  out of kraft Pina patul* 

wooépulp. Thaaa tasta hava provad satisfactory aa regards cha papar 

cl*ractariatics rasults, although thay are slightly  lower than Spruca papar. 

A» a conclusion, Madagascar P.   patula has baan acknow- 

ledged aa  suitable for  treatment without any particular technical diffi- 

culty for kraft pulp fabrication of cosasarcialiaable quality. 

Tha tachnological  study on P.  patula,  due to tha corres- 

ponding C.T.F.T.  division,  deals with gradas and tachnological properties 

of F. patula in varioua possible uaas  : building,  packing casas,   linings, 

ate... 

124 - "Invasfant proaaecte for pulpwood production in Madagascar" 

Tha above article, published in 1970 by Mr. Mmnantaoavina, 

Forestry and fatata Director for Madagascar, emits a clear view on the 

Madagascar p*per*aklng problema in relation with foraatry. After having 

stressed tha world woodpulp de«and développent,  in Europe as well aa in 

Japan, and tha powarful involvement of investments in the pulewoo* industry, 
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the writer draws an allround inventory of Madagascar forestry resources, 

•»4 recall* the two favourable project* which are in hi*  view : 

- the Upper Matslatra project, 

- the Upper Mangoro project. 

Having already defined the aims of the Madagascar Covtrmeant 

forestry policy, he show* his interest  in the realisation  in progrti» and 

in the projects in course of study. 

Actual plantation schemes decided upon by Madagascar 

Governsisnt bears upon following surfaces  :  3,000 ha.  yearly between 1170 

sad H74 in the Upper Matsiatra, 4,000 ha.  yearly fro» 1970 onwards in the 

Upper Mangoro. 

These plantations will  enable Goverranent   to complete, in 

esse of need, investments studied in Upper Matsiatra by availing of 

33,000 ha.  planted Pinus pstula  in 1974-1973. 

Establishment of a second unit in Upper Mangoro would be 

opersted towerds  1985-1990, the unit capacity being about  200,000 tons par 

SltSHSB. 

13 - FVU »HP »AUK WOULD MAMCET 

131 - International studies 

Various studies were cosspleted before 1944 by international 

organise». Aston g these, we may quote   : 

iraUon seoeraphUue des coûts de production de  la »ite I paUsr" 

(r.A.O.   1964) 

M oejra—in«, data and criteria for the pulp and paper  industry" (O.S.U. 

1944),  in concern with different world paper projects. 

" wC<»»«tence internationale sur le coasaerce du bols en Afrique" (r.A.O. 

1963) 
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132 - Combined study 

The already quoted study  :  "Perspective d' industrialisation 

»«»atiere a Madstascar"   (196*),  completed by S.E.D.E.S. and C.T.F.T., 

comprised a vary important  first part titled  : 

"Tht world woodpulp and paper market". 

The report  on world market concluded in this manner  : 
M In all part of  the world,  the woodpulp,  pep«r  and board demand 
H vili  go on increasing at a rapid rhythm during the  fifteen coining yeara. 
H In fact, only South America and U.S.S.R.  have at  their  disposal enough 
M conventional pulpwood  for papermaking.  Western Europe will remain the 

" foremost importing area and it will essentially buy first  Iona fiber 

" woodpulp. and secondly kraft paper and board.  Its  hardwood pulp importa 
M will  remain restricted because Europe  is in a position to produce 

" sufficient quantities  on its own,  on the spot..." 

The woodpulp and paper market must be competitive,  ao the 

remort conciudad si to a quotation stabilization at a rather low level 

(this  has bean denied ir   1970). 

However,   aays the report,  it seems possible for Madagascar 

to amply to a good uae  full  grown Pinea  in spite of  their remoteness fro« 

urban centras or porta.   Interest of Pine for Madagaacar is a proviaion of 

a long fiber woodpulp, whereas other African French-epeaking countries 

"posâmes only primary format producta or Eucalyptus,  the potentiality of 

which la mora restricted". 

14 - SISAL IN HADAGASCA» 

leport rmlated to in Appendix I.« have been summed up 

her«after. 

141 - Sisal plantations 

Concentrated in the South Eaat of Madagaacar, Siaal plan- 

tat lona have undergone a speedy development from 1950 to 1960. There are 

also other plantations  in the Morondava region, which correspond to s 1,000 

to 2,000 ha. surface out  of  19,400 planted hectárea on the whole. 
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141.1 - M*n4ra£¿..*°il* 

Except at Mor onda va,  the plantations tre to be found on 

alluvial tracts of the Mandraré (50 km.  long). 

There are three types of soil   : 

- the reddish sands  (advanced soils,  ferruginous,   tropical); 

- the alluvions and colluvions  (slightly or not  advanced); 

- tha erosive or skeletal soil. 

The alluvial  soils are the store  fertile. Generally speaking, 

th« soils are of a  good fertile quality. 

141.2 - Fluviometri 

At Anboasary, we check an average  510 to 520 ton. rainfall 

pair annua), with extremes of respectively 250 and  730 mm.  In Tanzania  (Tanga), 

Kenya and Moiaabique,  we note  1,200 inn. per annum in the Sisal areas. 

Rainfalls in Mandraré Valley are  short,  irregular and with 

haavy downpours.     70 7» of the rainfalls occur between November and March 

(5 months) which is  the  intensive vegetation season,  but 13 times out of 

on« hundred,  these months have  less than 10 mm.   rainfall. Outside these 

nonths, a monthly pluviometry of more than 100 mm.   has been registered on 

••varal occasions.   It rains an average of 60 days  per annum. 

Under   local conditions, an essential minimum for the  growth 

of Sisal is 400 to 500 mm. We may indicate three dry years  :   1957,   1958, 

1959 with 350 ram. The  1969-70 period was very rainy. 

141.3 - Agronomical characteristics 

The cyclical duration of the plant  is normally eight years, 

with a 17 tons fiber yield per hectare in six cuttings  in succession every 

tan months. On less rich soils,   the cyclical duration may reach ten years 

with a 12 tons yield per hectare.  The Mandraré average is between 13 and 

14  tons per hectare with a nine year cycle,  so,  as  an average  :   1.5  ton of 

fibers par annum and per hectare. 
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Th« Ungth of  th« Lav.« «ay r.ach 150 c«. on good »oil. 

Wight of fib« p«r l.af v«i«. b.tw««n 13 «nd 20 g. with a 16 g.  av.r.ga. 

PUnt reproduction it effected by bulbil, in 75 7. of th« 

CI«, .nd by .uck.r. in 25 7. of ca.«.. Th. plant ha.  to be ho«d on th« 

l.t.  2nd .nd .o««ti».. th. 3rd yf*r .ft.r pl.nting. Aft.rw.rd.  th. pl.nt 

i. d.v.loped enough to find .vail.bl« daapne.. it.  own way. 

Differently from other African producing countri...  th« 

.uck.r r«*oving i. op.r.t.d «v.ry y«.r. In th. oth«r countri..,  th. .uck.r. 

are r«aov«d during hoeing. 

With an «xp.ri.nce of only four cultivation cycle, in th. 

Mandaré V.ll.y,  .volution of  .oil richn...  i.  «till unknown. Only a f«w 

poor .oil. ara actually fertilised and d.fiberi««d wa.t« i. put on th« 

nursery b«d.. 

Th« v.g«tal  dia.a.c. are .caree  in prevailing drought 

condition..  "Sun .corch" and .t«i rotting only could ri., probi.«.. 

141.4 - Agronomicalre.earch.. 

We recall .xc.ll.nt re.ult. owing to "Inatitut d. *«ch«r- 

ch.. du Coton .t d.. T.xtil«. Exotique."  (I.R.CT.)  in relation with Si.al 

d«v«lop«.nt in th. Mandr.ré V.ll.y. The cultiv.tion t.chniqu.. having 

b««n .tudi.d, thi. In.titud« brought about  i«prove»ent. in clo.e collabo- 

ration with .11 the cultivation concern., with th« re.ult of the higha.t 

grid, obtainabl. and .xcellent yield, per hectare of Madaga.c.r SÌ..1. 

Other probi««« have already been .ettl.d or are in cour., 

of .tudy, ..p.ci«Uy :  ch«aic«l or «»netical «.«ne of .ucker growth 

pr«vntion, po..ibility of  f.rtili.ing .oil. on lo«, t.r«, and liv.tock 

foéd«r fro« defiberii.d wa.t«, «tc... 

141.5 - Labour 

Labour .«.loy.d on th. plantation, an«* for Si.al h*rv..ting 

com«, fro. Ant««dr«y. « Kmth ia.tr»« H.«aga.c.r tri««, tk« uek..P of 

«a«, the w««a. ced« g fro« th* IIMI forking.. Thi. indue trial 
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cultivation has modified th« trend of these population* which,   from nomads 

thay wart, ara now sadantary. Sitai employs about 4 or 5,000 «an and 

woman workers  (cultivation and fiber preparation) and provides for the 

living of about 25 to 30,000 parsons.  Its forward prospects are of  great 

importance  for Antandroy people and interests Government authorities to 

the highest degree. 

142 - Sisal cultivation promotion 

142.1 - French Government Aid 

Sisal cultivation was promoted from 1953 to  l93t by 

"French textile promotion funds", who paid planters an extra price up to 

F CFA  10,000 per ton (1   14   1/2)  at  the time of a  fall  in the quotations. 

The total amount paid was   :  F CFA 500 millions or nearly US$ 2 millions. 

142.2 - Madagascar Government Aid 

The slump being due more particularly to the discarding 

of reaper-binder machines   (main outlet  for Sisal cord)  for combined 

harvesters,  Madagascar Government adopted important  steps to help the 

planters  : 

• the export  tax on fiber was  lowered and finally cancelled  :   first 7 % 

down to 2 7. (1966) and afterwards 0 7. (1968)   ; 

- middle term loan facilities  granted to three workings. 

142.3 - 9ï°E;_;Z5HST 

Quota system was also applied to aasist Sisal workings, 

under care of F.A.O. Quota reserved for Madagascar was reckoned in 196S 

on the 1964-65-66 export ratio.  The same was applied on the  1965-66-67 

period. 

Madagascar complied with these quota distributions, but 

other producing countries  (Tansania in particular)  did not,  and the 

result was  that in 1970, we note a further fall of  fiber pricea  on the 

world market. 
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143 -üitLíi&SL 

Apart fro« a low tonnage da li varad at tha cord «ill 

(fir»), tha capacity of which ia lowar than 600 tona of cord,  string, 

bogt, cloth«, and carpata» Madagascar production la entirely exported. 

143.1 - i*go£tjrob 

Export have ragularly incraaaad fro« 1953 (4,500 ton») 

to 1965 (28,600 toni).    For tha last four y aar a, axporta hava teen : 

1966 : 23,000 tona 

1967 : 20,300 tona 

1968 : 25,700 tona 

1969 : 24,700 tona 

Tha quota assigned in 1968 waa 25,400 toni plus  100 tons 

alloca* to firo». In 1969,  tha Madagascar quota waa 24,700 tona, and 

100 tona wars allotad to Siro». Furthermore, 200 tona wara allotad to 

Coaora Islands. A suspension in Coaore production ia axpactad in 1970. 

143.2 - ExPjort^voluotion 

In 1963-64,  Sisal axporta raachod US$ 8 millions (PMC 

2 »i 11 lona) and corraapondod to 9 X of ant 1rs Madagascar axporta. At tha 

praaent tina,  the slua» on world aarkat has reduced this parcantaga to 

2,4 % or 2,6 X of ant ira axporta, with a groaa valuation of nearly 

Off 3 »illions  (FMG 830 «illiona) only. 

143.3 - Çoat^rica^and^worW^juotationa 

In 1968-69,  tha avaraga Siaal coat prica waa aoawwhere 

»Mr FMC 35,500 par ton at F.0.1. prica par Metrical ton, corresponding 

to F CFA 44,500 par ton C.I.F., i.a. £ 66.7 por  ton C.I.F. 

In fact,  tha C.I.F. prica variegated following cultivation 

concerns and aoils, between FMC 42,000 and 48,000 per ton, i.e. Between 

C 64 and 72. 

Important endeavours have boon undertaken by the planters. 

During our mission, Sisal quotations established between : t 5» and 60 

por long ton (1,016 kg.). 
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Thete quotation thow up reduced profits for planters, if 

not lottai. 

143.4 - Fiber fradea 

In decreeting grade order,  we note  :ie-A9-2*-  3L* - 

3* - UG or P."  (watte)  - R2*  or D8 and tow. 

Madagascar  planters have made elaborate attempts  so as  to 

tcandardlae grades for  sales. At present  time, 85 7. of  sales are nade  up 

of  3L (41 7.)  grade  :  UG  (44 %)  grade and  tow (8 7.). We also note 2 %  of 

2'  grade,   3 X of 3"  grade and 2 % of R2  or  0 grade. 

The Tanzania  sales,  which roughly correspond to  four   times 

the Madagatctr  sales,   grade  in following manner   :  8 % \*  grade,   3 1 2 ' 

grada, 48 % 3L*  grade,   9 % 3*  grade,  22  7. UG and Re grade and 7  % tow. 

Grada concentration in Madagascar has enabled reducing cost price. 

144 - »apermtklng utilisation 

The C.T.F.T.   export,  Head of Cellulose Division,  has 

written a report on Sisal papermaking utilisation, after a visit to 

Irati lian and Angola »lilt. We turn up conclusions of this report. 

144.1 - ÏÎÇÎSiîÎîiJÎiiiÎMÎiSlL^îiiîiiiÎ!;1" 

Two fabrication techniques may be considered  : 

• • former method copying the process for  rags   :   coarse  fiber washing 

and rag breaking in a stock beater; 

« a more recent method  :  previous fiber cutting,   cooking, putting pulp 

through a dite cruther  to complete fiber  thortening. 

Cooking properly speaking may take place in a rotary 

difettar.  No tett hat ever been made in a vertical digester. 

Soda quantitlet may vary from 5 % (after previous water 

treatment)  to 14 or  15 7..  High alkaline quantities yield a better cooked 

pulp,  eaty for mechanical treatment and for bleaching. 
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Sisal unbleached pulp is adequate for wrappers or cement 

bag fabrication. Mixing with other shorter fiber is possible and is even 

recommended.   Siaal proportion   in  the mix may vary between 30 and 70 7.. 

Sisal bleached pulp may be useful in a mixing with short 

flVar for printing writing paper. Sisal between 10 to 30 % then makes up 

a strong long  fiber web. 

Waste stuff   is   certainly responsible  for many impurities. 

It »ay be used  for cardboard under-layers and very coarse wrappers. 

It Bust be discarded for well   finished paper. 

144,2 - Economic  asgect 

Sisal is a very costly raw material  for  papermaking. 

Its use may be  admitted when resinous pulpwoôd is scarce and has to be 

imported. 

In Madagascar,   where Sisal  is  in competition with resinous 

species,   ita   aale price must   be  adjusted accordingly. 

In the eventuality of paper made up of 50 7. hardwood 

pulp and 50 'U resinous pulp, with a paper yield of 45 % for Pine and 

50 X for Eucalyptus, we get   : 

°.T  »   *P°   x 5.500     +     °*> »^    x  3,200 
45 J« 

FMG 9,350 

of raw material per paper  ton.   Pulpwood of full dryness price being as 

follows  : 

- Pine :     FMG 5,500 per  ton 

- Eucalyptus   :     PMC 3,200 per  ton 

Supposing an  equivalent paper  fabrication with 35 1 Sisal 

and 65 % Eucalyptus (Sisal paper yield - 70 %),  Sisal cost would be X : 

0.33  x  100 S*6* » 1Q0      x       3,200    -      rMG 9,350 
70 50 

so 
~i 

PMG  10.40O 
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It may therefore be admitted that  for Madagascar,  O.D. 

Sisal  coat, ought not to exceed FMG 10,000 per  ton,  to as to be competi- 

tive with resinous pulpwood.  This  is  for "textile  grade'1 or entirely 

purified waste  stuff,  waste  stuff containing impurities ought  to be 

commercialised at a  lower price,   taking into account cost of purifying 

if   this   can be  done. 

In Brail 1 and Angola,  Sisal  fiber  for papermaking 

commercialises around FMG 2.000 and 2,500 per  ton. 

144.3 - Other  processes 

Apart from the preceding standard processes,  one may use 

other  processes. Although experience  in this  regard has not yet  been 

completed,  they are worthy of notice   : 

- neutral  sulfite process  :   this process yields very bright unbleached 

pwip; 

- activated chlorate process   :   a scheme was  set up in Tansania for  the 

use  of   this reagent;  but nothing is known about  the means by which it 

urns   to be operated; 

process : this process trests Abaca (Musa textil!« or Manilla 

• ). It uses the whole plant. Machines have been devised for cutting 

the plant into small pieces. These are crushed and treated for separa- 

ting the parenchymatous part from the fibrous part. The latter is then 

conveyed to the pulp processing shop. The parenchymatous part is dried 

and ground into flour for livestock fodder or soil fertilising or mill 
fuel. 

The same kind of process could be devised for Sisal. 

144.5 - Conclusion 

Use of Sisal for papermaking is an economic concern. 

It incurs a sufficient market protection for the marketing of a 5 to 

10,000  tons per annum production. 

When other  long fiber resources are available,  such as 

resinous,   cost of Sisal delivered at mill is an important restrictive 
concern. 
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Tests leading to further fabrication processes for 

getting better returns from Sisal fiber might possibly improve paper- 

waking possibilities, in case standard processes were not profitable. 

145 - Development scheme for the Mandraré region 

A study on a development scheme for the Mandraré region 

was completed in 1969. The aim of this study was to cope with the dete- 

rioration of the Sisal situation, whether by exploiting bauxite mines, 

in view of industrial development prospects or by agricultural production 

improvement. 

The Sisal Studies Commission had already considered in 

1967, Sisal variation by combining fiber export and papermaking from 

this material, with alternative crop growing in Mandraré : fruit growing 

or other cultivations alternating with Sisal. 

However, first conclusions led to the fact that different 

technical problems for Sisal papermaking had to be settled beforehand 

and that actual markets would not be appropriate for such an establishment 

fron an economic point of view. 

Irrigated cotton experimentation has been undertaken by 

I.R.C.T. Merinos sheep breeding had also been considered. 

145.1 - Bauxite mining 

The British mission scheme is based on exploitation of 

2 Millions yearly tons of bauxite. This would be conveyed to a deep 

water harbour north of Manantenina. 

145.2 - Aluminia production 

Bauxite production could be supplemented by 300,000 tons 

of Alualnla production instead of ore. This would be exported through 

Fort Dauphin or through a harbour to be set up at Ranofotsy. 
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145.3 - Aluminium »roelting^orks 

The third industrial development stage would be 

establishment of  smelting works producing 200,000 tons of aluminium by 

means of an electric furnace.  This would mean  setting up a hydro-electric 

power plant on the Mañanara river with a dam. 

In  fact,   if aluminium smelting  is  to be undertaken,   the 

dam on the Mañanara river  is necessary (400 to 600 M.W.).  On the con- 

trary,   if production is restricted to Alumina  only, a dam on the Mandraré 

river  (at Amboetsy or Anadabolava) producing only 10 to 40 M.W.  per year 

would be enough. 

145.4 - Irrigated cultivation 

The preceding industrialization projects as regards 

bauxite,  the entire investments  of which would be over  110 milliards 

FMG, would be associated with irrigated cultivation development of beans 

and cotton on the Mandraré  sands and alluvions.   In this case,   irrigated 

cultivation would replace present dry Sisal  cultivation.  Exclusively 

agricultural investments comprising  :  main canal,  secondary canals,   soil 

preparation,  construction, roads and experiments, would amount to a 

little over 6 milliards. 

146 - Conclusion 

The Mandraré area actually includes  19,400 hectares of 

Sisal plantations,   the export of which is questionable on account of the 

slump on the world market.  This  slump  is due  to abandonment of Sisal 

cord for harvester machines,  and to the increasing use of nylon thread 

and cables. 

Mandraré Basin cultivation has already reached a high 

technical degree and no further  improvement  seems possible in this regard. 

The Madagascar State Aid to planters is not  sufficient for covering 

production expenses. This cultivation,  providing for the  living of 30,000 

persons  in Antandroy area on distributed wages through Sisal industry, 

is an imperative concern and a solution should be found for promoting the 

economy of this  area. Utilization of Sisal for papcrmaking is an answer, 

and substitution of irrigation (cotton,  beans)  for Sisal  is another one. 
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2 - SURVEY Or THE WOODPULP AND PAPER MARKET 

21 - LOCAL AMD RICIOMAL PAPER PROSPECTS 

211 - muyy pro«p«ct» 

Th« data gathered  in March 1970 at Tananarive have enabled 

establishing with accuracy following informations  : 

* pulp,  paper,  printed and non-printed cardboard import* and exports 

- renarkable economic concourse 

* basic up to date deaographical data 

- influence of different economic and social concerns  interested in 

paper production and consumption. 

The study was completed in two  stages  : 

- regrouping general basic  data and round  figures 

• inquiry through interviews with the various paper dealers and 

manufacturers. 

211.1 - AMlvsis^of^the^actual_gager^onsusm^lon 

He have consigned in table list 211.1a the data furnished 

by the National Institute of  Statistics and Economic Research for 

Madagascar, 

This table  list classifies data  following the usual 

statistic methods  :   (so called "Brussels method")  :   (1) 

- paper pulp Import (chapter 47) 

- paper and non-printed board imports (chapter 48) 

- printed paper  imports  (chapter 49) 

- woodpulp and paper production figures  (furnished by the Malagasy 

Paper Company 

- paper exports 

• allround printed and non-printed paper  consumption in Madagascar 

(1) Madagascar,  like the other OCAM African countries,  have accepted 

the Brussels statiatic  schedule. 
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So as to enlighten the various  tendencies of  the different 

it«••,  table list 211.1b »witioiis to tncr«*«e Incurred in the propo.ed 

grades. We have alio added the part in concern with following itami: 

- duplicate paper 

- stationary articles 

- package paper and articles 

The variable average on a three years period has  furthermore 

been reckoned (formula Cg MM3)  as regards  to allround printed and 

non-printed consumption. 

This method corrects  the very strong influence of the casual 

annual variegations which come upon Malagasy consumption.  When the 

Cg MM  formula is applied, we  find that the  increage is  very steady. 

We also recall  that  the report   "Paper industrialization 

prospects  in Malagasy" had concluded as  to  a probable consumption 

between 22 and 24,000 tons of  paper and cardboard in 1970,  and as to 

44 to 45,000 tons  in 1975. 

The 1970 consumption is very much lower and  it has seemed 

adequate  to start on entirely new prospects. This is possible, the 

present  statistics data methods being sounder. 

The detailed data actually available will be  found in the 

two table lists  :  211.1c and 211.Id. 

Table list 211. lc   shows the non printed paper consumption 

in Madagascar from 1958 to  1968; we have reckoned the variable three 

years average C MM3 formula and its progression rate,   so as  to discard 

impeding occasional variations  for a middle term study. 

Progression during the latest years shows as being very 

rapid,   the annual average ratio being over 9 7. per annum.   It enlightens 

Malagasy development and the progress of  its  industrialisation. 
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Tabi« If t 2U.1C - MOM PRIMTED PAPER CONSUMPTION (ton.) 

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 j 1965 1966 1967 
•• 

1968 

Imports • 4,052 4,882 5,373 5,143 5,860 7,206 6,780 7,823 9,216 5,155 6,331 

Production 
3,800 4,700 

Exports 30 10 85 380 725 

Consumption 4,052 4,882 5,373 5,143 5,860 7,206 6,750 7,813 9,131 8,575 10,306 

Consumption 
CMO 

4,769 5,132 5,458 6,069 6,605 7,756 7,898 8.506 9,337 

Index 87 100 121 144 155 m 

Source : INSRE 

In table litt 211.Id, we show the various statistic» paragraph! 

of ite« 48 for  1968 and for the eleven first 1969 months. 

The large nuaber of paper uses and the variegation of paper 

articles appear distinctly in the diversity of the items. 

(I) CMO  : reckoning of «obile average over three years, 
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1 Quantities 
(tons) 

Valuation 
(1000 FMG) 

1968 
1969 

11  months 
1968 

1969 
11   months 

Mechanical paper 4801 2   366.4 1   029.4 118.7 57.5 

Parchment board,   paper 4803 103.6 58.6 17.4 11.3 

Assembled board,   paper 4804 87.9 36.0 7.5 3.0 

Creped corrugated board,   paper 4805 161.7 68.9 14.6 6.2 

Cross-ruled board,   paper 4806 1.8 0.9 0.9 0.6 

Asphalte board, paper 4807 349.4 300.7 53.7 45.9 

Paper pulp building panels 4806 3.1 2.8 1.2 11.1 

Construction board 4809 1   199.0 1   648.0 40.9 57.3 

Ready cut cigarette paper 4810 64.6 43.5 29.3 17.8 

Tincture paper 4811 1.5 8.4 0.3 3.4 

Floor covers 4812 257.6 258.9 22.3 20.8 

Duplicator paper 4813 71.5 60.7 53.8 34.3 

Stationary articles 4814 104.2 109.2 28.9 28.2 

Ready cut board,   paper 4815 114.2 247.3 26.6 49.4 

Wrappers 4816 969.3 888.9 102.9 93.5 

Office boards 4817 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.4 

Copybooks - pocketbooks 4818 166.8 129.7 61.5 52.9 

Labels 4819 49.1 29.3 29.3 24.4 

Miscellaneous 153.6 196.1 54.2 45.4 

TOTAL 6 330.7 5   140.3 665.9 582.1 

Source : INSRE 
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However, tre note Chat : 

- the "mchanical paper"  item does not pernit to show the newsprint 

proportion 

• the "asphalte board,   paper"  item include« very different aorta,  auch aa 

carbone paper and aaphalte board 

- the "ready cut cigarette paper" item correaponda   to nearly the whole 

actual  cigarette paper,  a small portion,   only,  being delivered in reela 

(mechanical paper) 

- the "ntiscellaneoua"   item includea  all aorta of  articles,   like  statiatica 

and perforated cards. 

Table  liât  211.1c marks  out evolution on a  longer period 

following items   : mechanical  paper 

copy booka  and pocket booka 

duplicator  paper 

atationary articles 

Finally,  the whole of ao called  "printing/writting papera" have 

b««n regrouped. 

Table list 211. U - Various paper gradea of  import   into Malagasy (tons) 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
11 month! 

Mechanical paper 

with newsprint 

1944 
(161.0) 

1680 
(130.7) 

1863 
(184.6) 

1521 
(116.2) 

1707 
(170.9) 

5209 
(396.9) 

2366.4 
(118.7] 

1029.4 
(57.5) 

Copybooks,  pocketbook 875 
1   (152.5) 

1088 
(172.6) 

1229 1067 663 281 166 
(61.61 

129.7 
(52.9) 

Duplicator paper 
37 

(29.8) 
45 

(31.3) 
78 46 62 

(52.4) 
71 

(51,8) 
60.7 

(54.3) 

Stationary articlea 
146 

(30.4) 
163 

(38.9) 
155 112 103 

(29.5) 
104 

(28.9) 
109.2 
(28.2) 

Package paper and 
articlea 

410 
(53.9 

706 
(70.8) 

637 451 534 940 1278 
(128.5) 

Printing/writing 
papar 

1888 1794 4846 718.8 475 

(...)  : Value  :   (thousands of FMC) 
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Analysis of  211.1* table   list figure» »treues  the major 

influence of the Malagaay Papeterie  firm for providing the local market, 

and the  fall of paper   import» as to  the items   :  copy book» and pocket 

booka -  stationary articles and mechanical paper,  which incur the hightest 

import recession. 

The slow progression in package paper and articles  is  in relation 

with development of Madagascar cardboard package manufacturing  :  ELGE 

board mill (Tamatave)   and ets BIAGGI. 

It may be  interesting to compare  the two preceding table  list 

with table list  11.A   in the appendix, which relates  to the whole of OCAM 

countries. 

The special   package articles concern is   studied in table  list 

211.If  hereafter. This   table  list  does not concentrate on all package 

manufactured in Malagasy,  because   small bags and   light cardboard» made 

by the Malagasy Papeterie firm are  not mentioned. 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1      1969 1      1970 
(11 months) 

Papar and board 
imports 
4804 + 4805) 

249.6 107.9 

Package imports 
4804 + 4805 + 4816 

410 706 637 451 534 940 1278 993.8 

Board production   (1) 500 
(X) 

1850 2500 
(X) 

3000 
(X) 

* 
Paper and package 
paper and board 
consumption 

410 

1 
706 637 451 534 1440 

(X) 
3128 3500 

(X) 

(1) - EIgé board factory 

(X) - Estimation 

J 
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TH« vtry rapid progression of board packing is obvious in all 

th« other OCAM countries.   It ia connected with tha accelerated export 

development  (bananaa,  tinned food) and with the modem agricultural and 

indue trial production development. 

Printed paper consumption ia not easy to define because there 

la no reliable datum in Madagaacar as to the production concern«.  Inquiry 

through interviewa has been the only way of  getting, very approximately, 

tha Halagaay printing production. 

However,  table   liât 211.lg concentrates on th« printed papar 

i aporta (chapter 49 of Brussels achedule) 

It ia convenient  to note that   : 

- book importe do not includa those given  free by various countries 

- th« newspaper and periodicela are practically not checked owing to 

airmail dispatch 

- the advertiaement, propaganda and suchlike prints are concentrated in 

various mixes chapters. 

fable Hat 211.1« - Frlnfd P«p«r importa   (tona) 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
11 month! 

Intire printed 
articles 

408 437 502 604 484 499 635 619 686 647 

looks 277 370 239 264 368 384 406 380 

Newspapers (1) 1 10 5 1 1 5 2 4 

Various prints 159 166 206 209 

Calendars 34 38 

1 
37 31 41 29 36 19 

(I) - Statistics concerning news paper a,  magasinée and periodicals ar« false. 

Most of these imports come by airmail and are not checked. 
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Study,  partly completad through interviewt with publishers 

and graphic art professionals,  has enabled to check the Malagasy allround 

printed articles production at about  1,2J0 /   1,300 tons per annue». 

Consequently,  the whole Malagasy printed articles consumption 

«My correspond to  1,900 /  2,000 tons  per annum. 

211.2  - Assess«ent_o£^future_gager_consu^tion 

The report "Malagasy paper  industrialisation prospects" has 

already stressed the inconvenience of   long term assessments based on 

fragile data. 

We shall also recall that all correct prospects are based on 

• definite and complete knowledge for former data; this is particularly 

imperative when one has  to deal with correlation between economic phenomena. 

To try and assess Malagasy 1975-1980 paper and card-board 

production,  we had at hand the  serials which have been made up.   These 

serials are very short and some of the statistics among them seem to be 

vague.  In this way,   the figures we shall put  forth are to be considered 

rough valuation only and as guide marks. 

Economic aggregate generally known for explaining consumption 

phenomena is  the Revenue.   But we have been unable  to get homogenous and 

complete composites of  the Gross National Product. 

So we have tentatively taken into account a very short and very 

indefinite check-list for Gross  Interior Product       (at market price)   ; 

moreover, we have been brought   to make use  of  the European Tananarive 

environment as  to family consumption,   so as   to establish tentatively some 

kind of formula,   in view of  getting a G.I.P.   on a  steady  franc  ratio basis. 

The actual results are deceptive  over  several  tentative formulas 

(linear,  logarithmical or  semi-logarithmical) and finally the  linear  formula 

is the one which yields  the highest probability ratio. This may be explained 

by the nearly linear bearing of  the consumption curve. 
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Tabi« list lib vili be found herewith in appendice  :  it marks 

otit G.I.P. «volution in current francs. Table litt lie also herewith 

shows a very slow G.I.P. constant franc progression over the very short 

period (1962-1968) taken into consideration. 

These figures enable to apprise  impossibility as  to a basic 

valuation on G.I.P. progression.  It seeas much more probable that G.'.P. 

will progress until 1975, and afterwards up  to 1980,  at a much quicker 

rhythm. 

In relation with actual evolution and doubt connected with 

rhythm of allround economic progression (The Malagasy Plan has not yet 

been issued),  the most reliable definition for paper consumption is the 

one in relation with demographical criteria,   the results of which are 

stated in table list 211.2a hereafter. 

This table  list »hows  the Malagasy non-printed paper consumption 

forward evolution in actual economic circumstances. 

The resulting data is  in concern with the consumption variable 

average (of non-printed paper),   and are thus  definitely low. 

The assess will be a sure minimum  : 

- If73 consumption will be over   13,000 tons 

- lftO consumption will be over  17,000 tons. 
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Atsesament of printed paper consumption appears still more 

critical due to the complete  lack of appropriate  data. 

The only possible assessment which could be reasonably made has 

been practised,  due account given to information received during interviews. 

The progression rate of Malagasy Publishing Graphic  arts pro- 

duction industries being nearly the rate of non-printed paper consumption, 

we have assessed entire Malagasy paper production all  in following a 

regular relation between printed and non-printed    paper. 

Printed paper consumption  (import + production)  ought  to be 

approximately on the following levels   : 

- in  1975 2,700 tons per annum 

- in  1980 3,500 tons per  annum 

The aggregate printed and non-printed  gross consumption would 

therefore be : 

- in  1975 15,700 tons per  annum 

- in   1980 20,500 tons per  annum 

Furthermore,  it will be convenient to assess the extra requere- 

menta which are already apparent (with more or  less certainty)  in the 

different spheres of the Malagasy economy and community. 

We shall dintinguish industrial and cultural requirements  : 

Induetrial extra requirements 

The industrial extra requirements are  linked with further 

investments or else accelerated and important development of agricultural 

productions especially. 

We will note  : 

- Cement production. There is a scheme for establishing in Malagasy a 

cement factory large enough to cover the whole Malagasy market, and a 

fair export contingent. 

- flour production. There is also a flour mill scheme to supply the whole 

Malagasy market 

- Banana production and export. This comes in with the actual ready export 

line. 
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The cement factory scheme forecasts that the Malagasy cement 

consumption, which was 138,645 tons in 1969 (of which 75,445 tons produced 

locally) will be 170 to 200,000 tons in 1975. 

The whole of the Malagasy market will be supplied by a national 

production. Furthermore, the lime production at Antsirabe will go up from 

5,000 to 10,000 tons. 

The additional consumption of cement bags (400 grs. paper) will 

therefore be about 760 tons or 1,000 tons in 1975, i.e. 880 unbleached 

kraft paper tons. 

as 
The flour mill scheme is not/accurate, but it forecasts actual 

development of consumption (24,000 tons). Extra kraft paper consumption 

will therefore be 190 tons before 1975 and may reach 320 tons shortly after 

1975. 

The packing requirements for banana export depend upon Government 

export policy and upon banana world market tendency. 

Banana production for export (15,000 tons) corresponded in 1968 

to about 800 tons cardboard packages. This figure will probably nearly 

treble from now on to 1975. 

The extra industrial requirements may be assessed 3,500 tons of 

paper and package cardboards. They might reach, and very likely exceed, 

5,000 tons in 1980. 

Extra cultural requirements 

The schoolable population corresponds for the two sexes to 

875,000 pupils in 1969 with a schoolable population of 1,700,000 children, 

so the schooling rate is near 53 %. 

A future schoolable population of 1,875,000 is put forward for 

1975-1976. If the schoolable population increases at the rate put forward 

by Malagasy National Education Board (10 % per annum), the schoolable 

population will be more than 1,600,000 pupils in 1975. The schooling rate 

would then be over 86 %. 
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In thi»  case,   tht school book requirements would be conside- 

rably increased a« well as the copy book,  pocket  books and other cultural 

utilities.  The Malagasy  Schoolbook  production  problem would have  to be 

•«ttled imperatively,   and cultural paper extra requirements will  have to 

be defined. We are  unable to assess  this on account  of no available data, 

but we may venture  an approximate  figure of  1,500  to 3,000 tons  or even 

more  in 1975.  The   3,000 tons  figure might be reached in  1980 at  the 
latest. 

Total consumption 

Entire  printed and non-printed paper consumption ought  to 

settle into shape around the regrouped figures  showing in the  table  list 

hereafter  : 

Table  liât 211.2b - Total  consumption prospects  (tons) 

Printed and non 
printed paper 

Printed and non 
printed paper total 

Industrial paper 
extra requirements 

Cultural paper 
extra requirements 

General  total 

(1)    evaluation 

1975 prospects 
low eventuality 

13,000 
2,700 

15,700 

3,500 

1,500     ( 1 ) 

20,700 

1975 prospects 
high eventuality 

13,000 
2.70O 

15.70O 

3,500 

3,000     (1) 

22,200 

1980 prospects 
low eventuality 

17,000 
3,500 

20,500 

5,000 

3,000    (1) 

28,500 
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211.3 - Malagasy Pine •nd_Sis«l_£ulg requirements 

The Papeteries de Madagascar firm produces paper since 1966 

and has th« benfit of a fabrication monopoly in Madagascar; however, they 

still run against impediments in ther production development which has 

not been as fast as expected. In fact, Madagascar consumption is not very 

important and too variegated, so the firm has to comply with the situation 

by making many production articles in small numbers. 

The Papeteries de Madagascar firm produce Pinus patula mechanical 

wood pulp, use waste paper, and import several pulp grades for their paper 

production. 

With establishment of a pulp mill in Madagascar, woodpulp 

imports of corresponding grades would disappear. 

One may try to define the chemical Pinus patula woodpulp or 

Sisal pulp proportion which could be used by Papeteries de Madagascar 

firm. Kraft Pinus patula woodpulp (bleached or unbleached) would be a 

convenient grade (it is intermediate between Scandinavian woodpulp and 

Landes Maritime Pine pulp, and Sisal pulp would have the same characteristic« 

at least. 

Papeteries de Madagascar first have consumed in 1969 : 

630 tons kraft bleached resinous woodpulp 

118 tons kraft unbleached resinous woodpulp 

1,100 tons bleached bisulfite hardwood pulp 

650 tons unbleached bisulfite hardwood pulp 

which totalice 2,500 tons of Imported woodpulp. 

An important portion of non printed paper imports could be 

replaced by Papeteries de Madagascar firm production, ao in table list 

211.3a, we shall try to assess the potential Papeteries de Madagascar 

firm's market and its forward evolution. 

We have «ade a gross analysis. A detailed analysis would have 

required more time and more definite data; forward progression of paper 

requirements of this kind during further years has been taken into account. 
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Forward progression of Papeteries de Madagascar firn potential 

aarket has been made by reckoning the outcome of following statistical 

it CM : 

- «echanical pulp 

- corrugated cardboard paper, creped paper (Papeteries de Madagascar) 
are studying a liner for E Ige board mill) 

- cross-ruled cardboard paper 

- duplicator paper 

• stationary articles 

• copy and pocket books 

• labels 

• wrappers  (cement bags and board packages) 

We note with interest reduction of  this potential aarket between 

1948 and 1969,  due to Papeteries de Madagascar production development. We 

may expect progression of  this evolution,  but it would not be appropriate 

to forecast the rate of  this progression. 

However it is probable that in  1975,   this market will be 

entirely under control and that the above statistical items will come in 

but for paper  import,  that  the Papeteries de Madagascar will not process. 

These items will come in for a rough 500 tons. 

Supposing a constant  fabrication construing,   we  get the table 

list 211.3a previsions. 

However,  construing of  fabrication modifications  is probable 

and the various woodpulp grade requirements will be evolutive,  according 

to development of Papeteries de Madagascar  firm's fabrications   ;  so the 

mechanical pulp portion ought  to lessen and the resinous chemical woodpulp 

portion ought  to increase.  The figures put  forth ought thus  to be depassed. 

It may be added to these prospects,  extra industrial requirements 

which will be  in relation with the package article. 

We have aasessed them (Cf 211.2) for  3,500 tons  in  1975 and 

5,000 tons In 1980; we indicate that the unbleached resinous woodpulp 

portion which will come into the component will be high, without being 

able to give an exact figure. 
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The Papeteries  de  Madagascar   firm's resinous woodpulp or  Sisal 

pulp demande would be  (not  taking into account  extra requirements)   : 

- 900 tons bleached pulp in   1975  and  1,200  tons   in  1980 

- 170 tons  unbleached pulp in   1975  and 220   tons   in  1980 

Table   list 211.3a  -  Papeteries de  Madagascar  firm production  portion on the 

Malagasy market  (tons) 

Non printed paper   entire 
consumption 

Papeteries  de Madagascar 
firm entire production 

1968 

10,300 

Bleached resinous kraft 
pulp used by papeteries 
Madagascar 

Unbleached resinous kraft ! 
pulp used  by Papeteries 
Madagascar 

Bleached bisulfite pulp 
used by Papeteries 
Madagascar 

Unbleached bisulfite pulp 
used by Papeteries 
Madagascar 

Total of  pulps   imported 
by  Papeteries Madagascar 

Paper waste used  by 
Papeteries Madagascar 

Mechanical  pulp  mad¿ by 
Papeteries Madagascar 

Non printed paper 
total imports 

(x) Provisional  evaluation 

4,700 

2,450 

1,780 

Non printed paper  import 
portion which could be made       4,000 
by  Papeteries Madagascar 

6,300 

1969 

11,000 
(x) 

5,700 

630 

116 

1,100 

650 

2,500 

1,000 

2,000 

3,100 
(x) 

5,600 
(x) 

Prospect 
1975 

13,000 

C.OOO 

Prospect 
1980 

17,000 

10,500 

875 

170 

1,160 

220 

1,600 

910 

3,555 
soit  3,500 

2,000 

1.200 

4,680 
soit 4,600 

500 

5,000 

700 

6,500 
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211.4  - Sectoral analysis  of the Market 

The analytic method of tendencies applied for  previsions in 

preceding paragraphs is  a rough method.  It  is quick and essential for 

long term  studies  of continuous  phenomena (consumption).   This method 

however  is  not accurate  and the impending results  only correspond to a 

scale order of size which are  useful   for taking investment decisions. 

Sectoral analysis,   on the contrary, more  complete, yields 

better short term results and enables  defining discontinuous phenomena 

influence   (starting up of production units). 

Inquiry through interviews  has been short and  practically 

restricted  to Tananarive   (the E Ige board mill at Tamatave was also studied); 

this  inquiry has  enabled the particular outlining of the Malagasy market 

in  1969 -   1970. 

The inquiry bears  essentially on  the paper and  board utilization 
sectors  : 

- printing,   publishing,   graphic  arts 

- board and package  fabrication 

- industrial  customers. 

Printing.   Publishing and Graphic arts   : 

The Industrial Development and Promotion Bureau has checked 

36  firms  in this   sector   (23 are  in Tananarive).  The  entire  turnover amounts 

to 645 millions FMG in   1966 and  the business  employed nearly 1,000 persons 

(in  1968  the turnover would have been 700 to  750 millions). 

However,  these concerns are of very irregular   importance and 

the  following distinctions are   to be made  : 

- the public sector includes two organisas  : 

. the National State Printing Plant 

. the National Geographical Institute. 
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- the private  sector  if divided as  follows  : 

.   five   firm«,   established at  Tananarive,   have a   50 to   100 millions 

FMG  turnover,  and employ more than 50 persons   ;   together  they make 

more   than 67  % of  the whole turnover.  The first three make   50 I 

of  the: whole   turnover  by   themselves; 

.   nine   firms  have a  turnover   of between FMG  12   to 25 millions; 

they  make 23   X of   the whole  turnover  (four  are  established   in the 

provinces) ; 

.   the  other  firms are  of a  négligeable  importance. 

The Plan  Commissariate   forecasts  (the  school books not   taken 

into account)  a 5 % production   increase  per annum and  about   FMG   1  milliard 

gross   turnover;  parallely,   printed articles  import  would attain a   cost of 

FMG  i.l milliard  in  the case the   school  book  problem were  not   settled. 

The National  State  Printing Plant   is  definitely the most  impor- 

tant  in Madagascar.   It produces   essentially for Government offices and 

administrations and has used following quantities of  paper during   latter 

years   : 

Paper 

Board 

1967 

494   tons 

7   tons 

1968 

328  tons 

7.3   tons 

1969 

403  tons 

8.5  tons 

The year   1967  was  exceptional and many  forms of   administrative 

print were   turned  out;  there  *as   nls<>  in important   stock  of   kraft  papers 

for binding   tax  lists.  The year   1968,   on the  contrary, was  marked  by very 

many book printings  and  by a reduction  of the   1967   stocks. 

The greater portion   of  the  sales was  operated by  Papeteries de 

Madagascar   firm,  which had supplied 353  tuns  paper   grades   in  1969. 

The National  Geographical   Institude  prints maps  nnd  scientific 

docussents  on very  special  paper   grades which are provided after  control 

by the Pari»  Geographical   Institute.  These papers  are processed  from 

resinous chemical  pulp with a   low quantity of   titanium dioxide.   These 

papers must   be resisting  folding and wear of   folding,  of  high tensile 

strength,   of  good tearing resistance,   non porous,  white,   clean and void 

of plush.    The consomption  is  7   tons per annus«. 
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Th« five most   important firms have a progression  rate very much 

above  th«  other  sectoral  concerns,  som«  firms progressing  slowly or at  th« 

•am« production  level.   In this relation,   the three foremost   printing firms 

have used  together   in   1969 a 500 tons  paper  bulk and have  progressed more 

than  50 tons between  1968 and 1969. One  firm has progressed more than 10O 

tons   in two years   time. 

Prospects of   these firms are promising ;  various   extension or 

further production unit   schemes are in  course of study or   fitting up. 

furthermore,  some  kind of  spécialisation  is  taking shape between different 

firma. Acquisition of  export markets  also seems to be going well. 

Firms   of   lesser importance  are still undergoing  the results of 

th«  indirect effect and  registered stock desequilibrium owing to  lsck of 

sufficient   financial means, at  the time  of  production starting up of the 

Papeterie«  de Madagascar   firm.   However,   constant demand progression will 

•nable th«m more  promising prospects. 

Th« cardboard manufacturing sector 

This production sector is   still  of a limited importance and  there 

are  only  three firms   in  existence in Madagascar. But  board   is useful for 

packing a   large number  of goods several  of which are  industrial and its 

growing demand is   connected with production development,   like banana packing, 

tinned food and bottle  casing. 

Elgé  board manufacture at  Tamatave started up   in   1967  by producing 

500 tons  of corrugated a year at the  time.   Now it makes different  sorts  of 

package  (light board is made by Papeteries de Madagascar  and  thick fiberboard 

is  imported). This  firm produced 1.850  tons   in 1968  and will make about 

3,000 tons   in 1970;   its  production capacity  is much  larger. 

Production  growth is remarkable,   something like   20 1 a year.   It 

will  go on, but  the rhythm will break before  1975, and the  Tamatave mill 

will  th«n be over  5,000 tons a year. 

Two other  firms are established at Tananarive.   They are smaller   : 

th«y produce about 350 tons wrappers  from board coming from Elgé manufacture. 

Their growth is also fast and connected with the use of casing development. 
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Industrial customers 

Inquiry through interviews took place with widely different 

people «nd concerned •  part of   the Malagasy paper  and package market. 

The visited  firms  belonged to the  following business   : 

- Tobacco and matches 

- Soap making 

- Ready-made  dresses 

- Boots and  shoes 

- Distribution of  goods 

Between  1960 and  1968  the secondary sector has progressed 

(Gross Interior Product  percentage)  from 9.7 7= to   14.8 1 with a  12.7 7° 

annual growth. This groas  tendency for  industrial  development has  resulted 

in a marked progress of   the  studied firms during  latter years. 

However,  a  general  remark becomes apparent after  the   interviews  : 

the progression rate of   exchange between industries   is much faster  than 

the  final  individual consumption rate. Firm managers opinions differ 

appreciably according to  the market they trade on,   and the final  purpose 

of   their  goods  (goods  for   industriai  consumption and export have much better 

prospects  than those  for   the   local market). 

However,   it   is  to be considered that  the  probable rise  in wages 

will  lessen this  discrepancy by  stimulating the  local market, which 

progression has been  impeded  by a  low rise  in wages  related with monetary 

circulation. We also note  that,   in spite of  the temporary  less  favourable 

prospects,   firms of all   sectors have  gone on   investing and developing their 

production capacity. 

The sectoral   "Tobacco and «•tches"  firma are divided  into 

three groups : 

- match factory 

- tobacco for  smoking fabrication 

- tobacco  for  chewing or  snuff fabrication 

The only match factory develops rapidly and has Just  started 

• new light board model made by Papeteries de Madagascar. 
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Cigarette making is done essentially through ready cut paper 

imported fro« France. This production   is  growing fast. 

Chewing  tobacco making  is   latent and could only  develop if 

Government took  steps to reduce clandestine consumption. 

Soag_and detersive sector  : 

A modern  soap mill has  been  erected  in Madagascar   lately. 

Production  increases and ought  to  diversify rapidly.  The mill will  shortly 

• tart making detersive powder.  This will  call  forth an important wrapper 
demand. 

Ä«»djf^ma»de_cloth«a firms   : 

Here  the managers opinions  is  often unfavourable,   the  local 

market progressing  very slowly.   Previsions are difficult  to make,   because 

the market  is   split  up  into a  lot  of  small markets.   There are  some very 

encouraging signs  of export business,   and some  firms have been studying 

frest investment possibilities.  Clothing firms use two board types   : 

- a grey  light  board,  500 gr/ra2,   for  shirts and shirt boxes, 

- corrugated  board for packing. 

Boot  and  shoe business   : 

This  sector includes a   larga firm surpassing all  the small 

artisanal shops. 

loot  and shoe board packing development will progress at a 

moderate rate over  the 1969 figures   :  about 435,000 boxes and 16,000 boards; 

still, plastic   bags are much in favour and will  progress more  steadily. 

Distribution  sector   : 

This  sector comprises  two sorts of establishments   : 

- a modern "de   luxe" sector,  and  large  surface store especially for 

European customers. 

- a traditional  sector of small shops,  essentially for Malagasy provincial 

and suburbs  customers. 
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The modern sector's expansion, although being rather  low,  is 

much faster  than the  traditional  sector.  It concerns mostly paper bags. 

The amali  shops  use very small quantities  for wrapping   :   this 

is newspaper  processed locally.  Each shop may use about 5 to  10 paper reams 

yearly. 

211,5 - Prices  on  th«_M«lagaajj_raark«it 

211.51  -  Price  of imported pulp and papar  Import 

Import prices essentially concern  : 

« various paper  pulp  grades 

•  different types of  paper 

After an  increase at  the end of 196«,   the Scandinavian unbleached 

kraft  paper  pulp price was   :   FMG  53,000 C.I.F.;   in March 1970,  another rise 

of about Swedish Crowns 25.- was  expected. 

The prices  for   imported paper are as   follows   : 

Liner   : 

- USA origin - US$   191 per   ton CIF Tamatave,   since  1.1.1970 

- South African origin   :   US$ 230 per ton CIF Tamatave 

(semi-chemical bagasse or   Eucalyptus waterproof  liner). 

ruajited paper : 

- South African origin   :   US$  191 per ton  CIF Tamatave 

(Piet Retief  or  SAPPI) 

Freight  : 

Importance of freight cost  is stressed by following figures  : 

- Freight USA-Tamatave US$ 5ê.50 per  ton  (about F CFA  17,000) 

- Freight South Africa-Tamatave    US$ 17.85 per  ton  (about FMG 5,000) 

- Freight Tamatave-Fort Dauphin    FMG 5,000 per  ton 

The paper  product  imports  (non printed) are submitted to JO % 

custom* duty rate. We note  that   school books have been free of customs duty 

up to now. 
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211.52 - Wholesale price of paper on the Malagasy market 

INSRE hat established  two statistics  series  for wholesale 

l>rlces  : 

- printing paper 

• binding board 

They are   in the  tabic   list hereafter   : 

Tabi« list 211.5a - Evolution of wholesale paper  price  in Madagascar 

1964 
-1 

1965 1966 1967 1968 

Printing paper 
(100 kg) 

12,620 12,676 13,365 12,928 12,991 

Binding board 
(100 kg) 

9,^55 9,884 10,218 10,443 10,647 

In march  1970, AFNOR 21 paper -  76 x  112  - 64  gr/m2 was  sold 

120 fMG par  Kg whereas in  1965,   the price was  90 FMG per Kg and in  1960, 

105 FMG per  Kg. 

- Offset paper was  sold fron 280 to 300 FMG per  Kg 

- Bible paper 40 grs/m2, was   120 FMG per Kg 

• Corrugated board 740 gr/m2  costed 88 FMG/m2 

It   is  instructive  to compare  these  progressions with retail 

price progression at consumption   level,   in European environment or   in 

Malagasy environment or with average annual wages   : 

Table  1ft 211.3b - Price index 

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 

Batall price index 
European consumption 

108,1 111,0 114,1 117,2 120,4 
100 « 

march 1962 

Batall price index 
Malagasy consumption 

100,8 105,2 108,4 109,3 110,3 
100 - 

Janv.   1964 

Annual average wages 
1,000 FMC 

89,1 93,5 92,2 96,6 

Monetary circulation 
billions FMC 

3t,9 40,3 41,5 42,3 
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Retail price index at European consumption level was 140,9 

value march 1970, where as retail price index at Malagasy level was index 

119,5. 

212 - Reunionesc prospects 

Reunion island,   which is a  french department,   is  not  far 

from Madagascar.   A community  in  language and a  same  currency are   favourable 

circumstances   for  trading,   as well  as  for coordinating necessary means  in 

view of economic  development of   interest  for  the  two countries. 

So the Reunionese  paper  market  appears as being complementary 

to the Malagasy market,  all   the more because gross  consumption of most 

diverse goods   is  developing and extending fast   in Reunion Island. 

The Reunionese capital economic resource is sugar cane, and 

use of its sub-product, i.e. bagasse, offers Reunionese paper prospects an 

asset which deserves due consideration. 

212.1  - Analysis of actual_consumj>tion 

The report "Paper  industrialization prospects  in Madagascar" 

valuatcd Reunionese paper consumption for about   1,000 tons  and   forecast that 

this consumption would not exceed 4,000 tons  before   1975.   Figures  in Table 

list 212.1a a show that higher  estimates are more  appropriate. 

Non printed paper   imports have  gone up  from 2,917   tons  in 

1965 to 3,983  tons  in 1968,   which corresponds  to an  important  progress of 

nearly 11 ?• per annum. 

One must take due  notice of the   imports of kraft  paper and 

packing articles which are due  to  further industrial development  and to 

production and export diversification.    A cement  factory will  be erected 

shortly at Point« des Galets,   and will  turn out  250,000 yearly  tons of 

cement. 

This market might  be of interest  for Malagasy production due 

account given to proximity of Madagascar and remoteness of other paper 

production supplies. 
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212.2 -  'urt|M£_r«3uiir««cnCii_gr«vlsion* 

•«union««« consumption - comparatively low - will probably 

go on developing at a steady rhythm during the next year. Thia consumption 

ought to attain 6,000 tons in 1975 and  10,000 tons after  1900. 

It  is essential to stress hereafter Reunione»« paper 

possibilities and Industrial development projects which are of interest 

in this regard. 

In 1970 Reunion Island disposes of  70,000 tons of A.D. 

bagasse.  The «or« and more wide use of  fuel  for steam and power production 

in the sugar industry sets the problem of utilisation of this sub-product. 

The Bourbon sugar  factory has therefore erected in  1944, 

at La Mare sugar  factory,  a production unit  for bagasse particle boards 

exported to France and commercialised by Llnex Co. 

In March  1970, a study was  in course of completion by 

French engineering firs»  in view of establishing an integrated paper pro- 

duction unit producing paper pulp out  of bagasse.  This pulp would b« manu- 

factured into corrugated paper (for corrugated board-middle)  and exported 

in reels on the European markets. 

The studied project  forecast  three possible production 

capacities   : 40,000,  40,000, 90,000 tons,  the returns study enabling choic« 

of the most profitable  solution. 

Other  former schemes have probably been abandonad  :   they 

suggested production of  furfural and glycerin from bagasse. 

213 - Mauritian prospects 

Mauritius Island,  indépendant since  194t,  is net so 

mslatalnowe and more populated (700,000 Inhabitants) than Reunion Island. 

Population density is v«ry high  :  442  inhabitants par K«2. 

As in Reunion Island,   sugar can«  is  the major agricultural 

activity (90 1 of lands and 94 X of agricultural production valu«) with 

400,000 tons per year.  Other cultivations devslop rapidly :  tea,  tobacco... 
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Industrial activity i« growing and is apparent in «any parts, 

Part-Louis traffic (1,000,000 tons) is definitely abova Taatatavt traffic 

an anethar hand.   Intricata  labour concerns have been set   (80,000 uncnployad 

paaplc). 

However,   solutions sees) to be  in view,  »né are in connexion 

with industrial development and probable setting up of a   free port end a 

free sona,  where «any industries with fair   labour employment, would be 

erected,  and producing  for export especially  towards Australia and New 

Zealand. 

213.1 - ta*ly>*i*.of_*«tuaJ_ccmsuKgtion 

The schooling  rate is very high in Mauritius Island  :  90 X, 

this explains a cooperatively high paper  and cardboard consumption. 

Total papar,   cardboard,  printed and non printed,  figures 

in two table  lists 213.1a  (bulk) and 213.1b (detail)   : 

Table list 213.1a - Papar and cardboard imports in Mauritius (tons) 

1963 1966 1967 ma 
Hon printed paper and 
board 

4,566 4,036 4,279 3,7*2 

Printed paper 
and board 15fi 119 172 294 

Total iaports 4,744 4,155 4,451 4,076 
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Tabi«  list  213.1b 

Item No. Description 

fiptr and paper board 

641.01.0 

641-02.0 

641-03.0 

641-04.0 

641-03.0 

641-06.0 

QUANTITY     (tons) 

641-07.0 

641-06.0 

641-11.0 

641-12.0 

641-lt.l 

641-1».2 

Newsprint   paper,  when proved to 
the satisfaction of the 
Comptroller   of  Customs   to  have 
been  imported solely  for   the 
printing of  news-papers 

Printing  and wrinting papers in 
rolls  and   sheets other  than 
newsprint 

Common packing and wrapping 
paper 

Paperboard (cardboard) inclu- 
ding corrugated cardboard hut 
not   including  building  board 

Building board of paper or of 
pulp,   not   imp r egra ted 

Paper and  paperboard,   bitu- 
winised or   asphalted;   including 
reinforced  and coated with 
graphite   in   imitation  of   slate 

Paper  and  paperboard coated, 
impregnated,   vulcanised,   etc... 
other  than  bituminiaed or 
asphalted 

Wall paper,   including  lincrusta 

Cigarette   paper 

Hotting  paper,   filter  paper 
and block« 

Tissue or  muslin paper 

Paper and  paperboard n.e.s. 

1965 1966 

697.2 

418.9 

47.6 

321.7 

028.5 

24.3 

140.3 

0.5 

32.0 

3.0 

10.3 

25.5 

625.0 

441.4 

75.2 

243.2 

638.5 

21.7 

51.0 

0.9 

22.3 

0.8 

10.0 

18.3 

1967 

556.5 

779.1 

63.3 

168.4 

491.3 

6.7 

116.9 

0.1 

33.3 

0.7 

10.9 

23.2 

1968 

599.3 

511.2 

71.5 

338.2 

356.8 

7.7 

35.6 

1.6 

35.5 

2.3 

13.8 

36.2 
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Table  list  213.1b    (following) 

Item No Description 
QUANTITY   (tons) 

1965 

Articles made ot  pulp,  of paper. 
and of paperboard. 

642-01.1 

642-01.2 

642-02.1 

642-02.2 

642-03.1 

642-03.2 

643-03.3 

642-09.1 

642-09.2 

Pr lutte — tur 

892-01.0 

892-02.0 

Paper  bags,   board boxes  and 
other containers of paper  or 
cardboard 

Paper bags when proved to  the 
satisfaction  of  the Comptroller 
of Customs  to have  been  imported 
exclusively   foe the purpose  of 
bagging  cement   from a  bulk  cement 
installation 

Paper  stationery,   cards,   post- 
cards  and  similar   items  printed, 
decorated  or  embossed   for   corres 
pondance,   in  boxes,   packets,   etc. 

Paper  stationery,   cards  and 
similar   items    plnin,   in boxes, 
packets,   etc . . . 

Registers  and  ledgers,   account 
adress,   memorandum,   note,   order 
and recept   forms,   books or  pads 
file covers   and  files  other  than 
box  files,   stationery   in  the 
form of bounds  books,   ot   paper 
or paper  board 

Exercise  and  copy  books 

Albums  and diaries of paper 
and cardboard 

Cigarette papers cut  to seze 
for cigarettes 

Articles of pulp,   of paper 
and of paperboard,  n.e.s. 

Books and pamphlets,   printed 

Newspaper  and periodicals 

302.8 

1,558.2 

10.9 

3«.9 

38.8 

1966 1967 

60.0 

6.4 

0.3 

230.3 

62.9 

84.9 

209.2 

1,319.4 

12.3 

41.3 

39.6 

40.2 

7.0 

0.4 

218.0 

35.5 

82.8 

307.9 

1,241.1 

36.5 

64.4 

28.5 

9.8 

2.0 

284.3 

101.0 

71.1 

1968 

258.1 

1,003,8 

78.9 

53.3 49.9 

63.9 

12.2 

8.6 

0.4 

306.7 

228.0 

66.2 
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It is  to be nottd that  1968 was « deficient year for 

Mauritian economy ;   1*69 was marked by a definite minimum 5 % progression; 

in «arch  last,   1970 teemed to be even more promising. 

The two paper and board firma,  Packing  Industries and M.S.M., 

forecast «ore than 20 X annual progression,  their  latter years progression 

having been about 15 X. 

213.2  - ?urther_reguirenents previsions 

Mauritius is a market of interest  for Madagascar, and quite 

Mar  :   consumption is already important and it will grow   very much in the 

naar future.  Industrial projects,  still in course of study, ought to 

stimulate appreciably board and package consumption up  to 10 X yearly. 

Furthermore,  developing exports will require more and «ore 

board packings, especially for export of following goods   : 

boar, cigarettes,  clothings,   tinned  food,   flowers,   fruit 

(in 1969  :  export value of 144,000 rupees) 

Acquisition of Mauritian paper market entails a policy   : 

at present time, Malagasy exports to Mauritius are taxes  15 % whereas 

fouth African exports enter free of duty.   This is probably connected with 

the low rate of Malagasy imports of Mauritian goods. 

Mauritius,   like Reunion Island,  disposes of important 

quantities of bagasse,   but  it seems  that  technical conditions in Mauritius 

are far  fro« favourable (water concern) and that a study of possibility of 

trecting a bagasse pulpmill in Mauritius has been abandoned. 

He note existence,   at  Port Louis,  of a bagasse partici« 
board factory. 

On the whole,  it seems  that Mauritius paper and board 

consumption ought to be very much ov«r 6,000 tons a year in 1975, espe- 

cially if the scheme for erection of a fertiliser fabrication unit (papar 

bags) ware completed with a 100,000 yearly tons output. 
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22 - CENERAI REVIEW OF PROSPECTS OF THE EAST AFRICAN MARKET 

East Africa groups the  following countries   : 

- Burundi 

- Ethiopia 

- Kenya 

- Malawi 

- Uganda 

- Rwanda 

- Sonaii land 

- Tansania 

- Zambia 

This an aggregate of States of diverse importance which arc 

in a rather similar economic development situation. Entire population exceeds 

65 aillions inhabitants. 

We also indicate that Kenya,  Uganda and Tangania are asso- 

ciated in a Customs Union   :  East African Union. 

221  - General economic characteristics 

It is of  interest to compare paper and cardboard consumption 

per head in the different  countries. Table   list 221.a classifies data already 

far back  (1965 and 1967)   but gives an idea of evolution and gross development 

level of the countries. 

• If Ethiopia is the more populated country,   it is the State  where the 

standard of living is  the  lowest; 

- The East  African States  aggregate  :  Kenya,   Uganda, Tansania,  have similar 

standard of living; population varies  from 7 to 11 millions  inhabitants; 

- Rwanda and Burundi are very populated (very high density)  but poor; 

- Somaliland, with a very dry climate,   is  underpopulated and poor.  Its 

development is questionable; 

- On the  contrary, Zambia has an income per  head far superior on account of 

its important mining resources. 
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It should be noted that in 1967,   for these countries, the 

i son generally established between the Gross Interior Product  (G.I.P.) 

level and the paper consumption per head has not  been entirely checked. 

In fact, the paper consumption per  inhabitant   is the hightest 

in Kenya, whereas the  income  is maximum in Zambia.  This unusual  fact  is 

probably the consequence of  the most drastic change of the social structure 

which modern economy  brought   into Kenya and therefore of the  higher 

cultural level. 

In 1968, different origins of  information gave  following 

consumption per head  : 

- Burundi 0.9 kg 
- Ethiopia o*$ kg 
• Kenya 4.3 kg 
- Malawi 0.8 kg 
• Rwanda 0.5 kg 
- Somali land 0.8 kg 
- Tansania 1.3 kg 
- Uganda 1.3 kg 
- Zambia 5.5 kg 

Very quick paper consumption growth in Zambia  is thus 

•tressed. 

It is of interest to note that average consumption per head 

is near Madagascar's, the entire market being ten times the Malagasy market 

for a ten times more numerous population. 

Table  list 221.b gives the entire non printed paper 

consumption in the different  studied countries. 

The  1968 consumption structure undoebtbly differs very much 

from the figures that will characterise 1969-1970 period, because of 

production unit erection in Ethiopia and Kenya (see 222.2 and 222.3). 
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222 - Situation and paper development proiects in th« various 

countrie» 

Th« state« of the considered area have generally draw» 

schemes in regard with economic and social development : five-year plans, 

short tern scheine s and diverse projects. Different types of projects 

have been put to study, aore especially in the forestry natter or in the 

paper industry concern. W« shall review this situation in each country 

•o as to be able to valúate market which Madagascar night acquire for an 

eventual paper pulp production. 

222.1 -  MjlUNDI 

Burundi is a small state in which the population is very 

dense but which does not possess enough economic resources for considering 

maintenance of a paper industry. 

Reforestation is projected in an erosion prevention 

scheme, «specially on the line of watershed between the two Nile and 

Congo great fluvial basins. 

We note that paper and board imports (non printed) nave 

amounted to : 

3,300 short tons in lt*7 

3,400 short tons in 19*4 

originating essentially from South Africa. 

222.2 - ITOIOFIA 

Ethiopia is the most populated country of th« group, but 

it is also th« one where the standard oc living is th« lowest and whore 

s^tlopmmnt is the slowest. 

Th« paper market is of about the same importance as at 

Madagascar (for a 23 million inhabitants population). It is sufficiently 

important for three paper mills of different capacities to be established 

there. 
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The most  important   is also the «ort recent   :  the Ethiopian 

Pulp and Paper  is a Parsons and Whittmore sub-company.   It proctsses papar 

fro« importad pulp but will soon be using bagasse  fro« the Wonji  sugar 

factory. 

This paper mill,  very similar  in its planning and  its 

production characteristics,   to the one established at Tananarive by Pape- 

teries de Madagascar,   started up during   1*69.   It   is meant  to produce at 

least  23 daily tons of paperi of all  sort«.   Its production will probably 

reach 9 or  10,000 tons per  annum. 

The African Match  and Paper  factory erected at Asmara could 

process about   15,000 yearly tons cardboard and paper wrappers  from Do us» 

flfeer and waste paper.   Its  actual  production is  about  650 tons cardboard. 

Paper  imports have  amounted to   12,000 short tons en  19*8, 

which puts consumption at   12,650 short  tons. 

222.3  - KENYA 

Kenya is the state in which the traditional society has 

been overturned to the utmost and where sociological conditions of economic 

progress arc the best. 

We recall Kenya previsional evolution as it is described 

in the second five year development plan for 1970-1974. 

The aims of this plan are based on four conditions which 

ought to enable its completion : 

- a world economy in continuous expansion, without any fall in exports of 

countries in course of development, 

- a constant expansive demand and opening of new markets, 

- an intensification of economic cooperation within the last African 

community, 

- adequate technical and financial assistance. 

The first aim is in concern with production increase 

which must attain 6.7 X  per annum. The monetary economy share ought to be 

in 1§74 : about §3 X of Cross National Product, with more than IK 500 

millions. 
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The added value of manufacturing industry ought to grow 

to Marly 9 X p*r annum.   In particular,  paper pulp and paper  industry will 

develop appreciably.  Investments to be completed in  this relation between 

1*67 and  1973 will amount  to IK 12,500,000  (to which will be added 

IK 1,900,000 in printing and publishing). 

The Kemya paper projects  are  in relation with important 

wood supplies  : 
- 133,000 ha.   forestry plantations  in   1965,  of which more than 30 % 

planted  in resinous  species; 

- further plantations are in course of completion and it  is estimated 

that planted lands will attain  142,000 ha.   in  1980; 

- there are more than  100,000 ha.  bamboo plantations. 

A small paper mill eKists  at present   in Kenya (Kenya Paper 

Mill Co.).  It produced  in  196ê  : 3,300 tons of paper  and board packages. 

Its requirements sre  : 

.   3,000 tons waste  paper 

900 tons  imported pulp 

Production of this mill ought to reach nearly 3,000 tons 

in 1974. 

Investments prevised in the plan are  in relation with 

erection of a pulp and paper mill at  Ir ode rick Falls.  This scheme seems 

to bo in a good way. The mill would start  up production in 1972.  Construc- 

tion would start  in April   1970.  Final capacity would  be 45,000 tons  of pulp 

pot  annum. Entire investment  is about  £K 13 millions.  This mill ought to 

supply all Kenya paper  requirements. 

Kenya paper and board consumption was,   in 1968,  about 

4«,300 short tons of which 3,500 were produced on the  spot;  imports come 

essentially from the United States, Creat  Britain and Scandinavia. 
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222.4 . MALAMI 

Malawi is a present developing, with the help of F.A.O., an 

important paper reforestation scheue of £ 2 millions for reforestation of 

Vijya plateau. 

Correspondingly, detailed studies of an integrated resinous 

kraft pulp and paper mill will be probably completed in 1970, and the mill 

of which production would start up at 150 tons daily, would begin working 

in 1*75. Capacity would be brought up to 300 tons daily in 1980. 

A paper project is now being studied by a South African 

financial concern : it previses use of waste paper in a first stage. 

In I960, Malawi consumption was 4,900 short tons of paper 

and cardboard. If the above project came into being Malawi would became an 

exporting country for paper and perhaps for pulp. 

222.5 - UGANDA 

The second Uganda five year plan for 1966 - 1971 had three 

•••antlai aims : 

• production increase, 

- production diversification, 

- social and economic rights. 

This proposes that income per capita should increase by 25 X 

«nal that the share of this income in national economy should proceed from 

H X  in 1M4 to 79 % in 1971 and then 86 X  in 1981. The Gross National 

Froduct amounted to £ 290,000,000 in 1968. 

In the paper Industry relation, the plan prevised esta- 

bllament at JinJa, by Madhavanl concern, of a bag factory with use of imported 

kraft papar. Two further stages were considered : erection of a pulp mill 

and of a paper mill. 

At present time, a paper mill has been added to the bag 

factory and the production is 20 daily tons of kraft paper bag (8,000,000 

haga a year). 



r OR E WORD 

This study was carried out according Co a contract entered 

Into between United Ha ti on e  Industrial Development Organisation (U.N. I.D.O.) 

and Centre Technique Forestier tropical (C.T.F.T.). The part of the study 

relating to engineering was committed to Société'de Constructions Industrielles, 

de Rèa 11 sat lernt de Hontage et d'Assistance Technique (C.I.U.K.A. ),  acting as 

sub-contractor for C.T.F.T. 

by sn 

C.T.F.T. 

The contract was signed on January XKh 1?70 and was coexisted 

t counter a lgned on May 11th 1970 by the General Manager of 

The plan of  the study comprised recalling previous reports on 

the papernaklng industry  in Madagascar, pulp and paper market prospect in the 

neighbouring countries,   technical and economic feasibility of a Sisal pulp 

«ill erection in the Fort  Dauphin region and of a  Pine woodpulp mill erection 

near Fianaranttoa. 

The experts were in Madagascar  during the months of March and 

April. 

Mr. Uhart we s  there from March  5th to April 4th for the raw 

material and market study   ; Mr. Bertrand from Merch 5th to March 2tth for the 

Madagascar,  Mauritany and Reunion market study ; Mr. Gokelsere from March 

II th to April 15 th for   the engineering study. 

The two former experts completed their study in the Middle last 

from May 15th to 29th. 

Mr. Fetroff,  Head of the Cellulose Departement, carried out 

laboratory paper tests at Mogant-sur-Marne from end of Merck until beginning 

of June. 

The two first chapters of the study are devoted to a detailed 

account of prsvlous studies and the pulp and paper middle term market prospecta. 

The following chapter deals with possibilities ad to potentiality and price 

of existing raw material and previsions as to plantationa to be aet up. 
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Extention of the «ill will be done by establishment of • 

pulp production unit with use of straw of bagasse and finally another paper 

•achina will be set up. 

Uganda does not seen to have considered a reforestation 

schea« for groundwood. There teems to be another project prepared by a 

Japanese concern for erection of a paper pulp mill on the Nile, but at 

present time this project has been put aside. 

In 1966 Uganda consumed 11,000 short tons non-printed paper 

and board. 

222.6 - RWANDA 

Rwanda is indépendant since 1962, but the first five years 

plan could only be set up in 1967. 

This plan sett up a priority investment scheme which was 

divided in the following way : 

- production 44 % 

- economic infrastructure 30 X 

- social and administrative Infrastructure 26 X. 

Prfcvited Grott Interior Product was 5 %. 

With UNIDO Aid, Rwanda is studying various projects of 

which an Integrated paper mill which would process pulp and then paper from 

papyrus. These projects would not come into being before 1975-1940. 

196«. 

Rwanda paper consumption amounted to 1,650 short tons in 

222.7 - SOMALILAND 

Somaliland is abarren country, poor and sparsely populated. 

In 1968 paper consumption was 2,340 tons and there is no 

progress. 

Paper prospects of Soma li land, ami remote and it will Import 

no paper pulp for the next years. 
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222.t  - TAIIXAH1A 

lantani« li • cowitty poorer and «or« agricultural  than 

Muya but  it My b« compared with th« lattar a« to ita economic ana social 

Situation (tribal society regression). 

The second Tramanian plan covers th« years  19*9 to 1974. 

It if expecting a Groas National rroouct of 6.5 % which would proceed fio* 

Tansania« shillings b.130 aillions (1 shilling T - FF. 0.69) to §,445 

•illions  in 1974.  Industrial development will essentially bear upon tha 

anali industrias. 

However,  the paper connexion is in concern with a  largo 

achana.  Tneae Tanaanian schanes essentially tear upon us« of iisal.  There 

ia a snail papar pulp mill for Sisal at Tangani. 

A French firn has studied a Sisal paper pulp project with 

establishment at Tanga. 

ihis project,  the realisation of which could begin rapidly, 

la awaiting final Tanaanian Government agreement. The   forecast production 

wowId be  100,000 tona per year of pulp. 

In l9*t, Tanaanian consumad 13,400 short tons non-printed 

panar anal board.  Coming into being of above project would definitely nake 

Tansania a papar pulp eiiport country on world narket  in competition with 

Madagascar. 

222.9 - UNtU 

Zambia,  like Malawi, haa aome common features with Sowtharn 

Africa« atates auch aa South Africa, Ihomesla or Mosaasble, or avan with 

formar Katanga. 

In this way,  Zanbia possesses Important mining reaourcea 

already «xploited on a large acala, and th« production often being treatadl 

locally.  Thus, §5 % of copper pronation is exported in the for» of elee- 

trolytic copper. The other exploited ores are  : 

- sine,  lead, cassiarit«, manganese, cobalt. 
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In «11 metallurgie spheres,   Zasabia Is In a  leading position, 

principally on account of  its Mining industries.   In this  way,   the Zambian 

Croas Interior Product per  capita is more than  double the  one of the other 

studied countries,   the  industrial population  being very high  for a whole 

population comparatively   low,  with 3.7 millions   inhabitants. 

Although paper consumption per   capita is  high,  Zambia paper 

projects are restrained and directed towards   long term.   The   forestry potential 

in 1H0 will be  sufficient   (taking into account  tompleted  plantations)   for 

establishment of a pulp  and paper integrated  unit. 

At  the  present  moment,   the     only project   in  course of 

cosa Ut ion is a bag and paper and board package   factory;   this project,   of 

• total $ 1.4 »illion value,   started  in aprii   1969. 

In  1968,   Zambia consumed  14,000 short tons  of paper. 

223 - Prospects of exporting paper gulp  to East Africa 

For a survey of paper pulp  imports by the   above studied 

countries,  one must valúate   : 

- forward consumption  level 

• paper production  level 

- pulp production  level 

The paper  and board consumptions which are prevised during 

the F.A.O.  Cairo Conference  in  1965 are already remote,   but  with due  account 

to actual  figures,   one may believe that  forward needs will  approach these   : 

Table  list 223.a - Paper  and board consumption previsions   (per thousands  tona) 

North Africa 

West Africa 

Central Africa 

last Africa 

South Africa 

Total 

1975 

905 

237 

69 

342 

866 

2,419 

1980 

1,324 

376 

102 

526 

1,145 

3,473 

F.A.O.  Cairo Conference 1965 
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Indeed,   according to an estimate completed  in 1969 by th« 

Nip Midi taper International Magatine,   annual consumption progresa per 

capita   in Africa is around  1 pound i.e.   0.454  Kg. 

These  two above estimates enable  to valúate paper 

consumption in the  studied East African countries  at  about   : 

- 250 - 290,000 tons  in  1975,   and nearly 

- 450,000 tons   in   1980 

Progress  will not be  regular  according to  the various 

csnsléared countries.  The «ore  forward countries  such as Zambia,  Kenya or 

even Tansania and Uganda will advance   faster  than  the others i progression 

will be helped forward  in the countries where paper  producing units will 

be set up. 

According to above estimates,  country after country,   it 

•etas  that  forward paper  production in studied countries will be  the 

following  in  1975 (it would be useless  to rely upon present data and 

projects,   for a i960 production estimate). 

Ethiopia 12,500 

Kenya 50,000 

Malawi 45.000 

Uganda 12,000 

Total 119,500 i.e.   120,000 tons 

East Africa will therefore  incur a  gross paper deficiency 

of about 290 - 120 •  170 thousand tons. 

It  is    here fore to be presumed that  between 1975 and 1980, 

•any paper and pulp unit  schemes (generally  integrated) will eoe»  into 

being  and will use ail  available raw materials   :   resinous,  bamboo,   straw, 

bagasse,  papyrus,  etc... 

On the  other hand,  in  1975,  pulp production will be in 

excess   :   the Ithiopian,   Kenyan, Mslawian and Ugandan integrated pulp and 

paper  units will produce  their own necessary pulp,   and Tansania will 

perhaps produce 100,000 tons of Sisal pulp. 
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It may therefor« be expected that until 1*76-H77, East 

Africa will to exporting paper pulp (sec 222.6) and importing paper,  and 

that tait trend will be on the reverse in the later years of 1976-60, 

last Africa becoming slightly importing pulp and then more appreciably 

palp together with paper. 

A Malagasy resinous pulp production would therefore  find 

outlets in laat Africa around lfSO, as the requirements could only be 

covered up to 73 X. 
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23 - MIDDLE EAST MARKETS 

The experts  studied the Middle East following markets  : 

united Arab Republic,  Iraq,   Iran and Israel»  by way of direct relations 

with tha administrative authorities and the  industrial managers of above 

studied countries. 

231  - United Arab Republic market 

231.1 - Ççneral_situation 

In 1970,  the United Arab Republic hai a population of 32 

•illions   inhabitant.,  which  increases at a  2.7 7. yearly  rate, whereas  the 

Gross National  Product,  which is actually  $  160,   increa.es yearly by 2.6 ?.. 

The state of war which exists   in United Arab Republic does not help the 

country's development. 

Presuming a rapid decline of the existing tension,  one 

My deem that  in 1980,  the population will  be 42 million«  inhabitants  and 

that G.H.P.   aattles at about  $ 210. 

231.2 - M*£k^t_situation 

United Arab Republic paper product consumption is supplied 

by ismort  and by local  industry production.  This  consumption is about  7 

yearly kilos per capita. 

Table list 231.2a define«  imported bulk« in 1967 and 196« 

in metric ton«  : 
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Tabi« Hit 231.2a - United Arab Republic paper product  Import» (actrie tons) 

Imported products 1967 1968 

Paper making material 42,021 70,683 

Newsprint 

Printing/writing paper 

Wrapping/packing paper 

Cigarette paper 

Board 

Parchment paper 

Light weight paper (30 gr/m2) 

Blotting and filter 

46,285 

13,272 

14,761 

596 

21,621 

941 

196 

6 

20,890 

4,824 

17,111 

1,152 

19,342 

1,688 

463 

18 

Total paper products 97,678 65,488 

National production coining from about  a dosen of converting 

units is   : 

TabU list 231.2b - United Arab Republic paper production (metric  tons) 

Materials 1966 1967 1968 

Printing /writing paper 

Wrapping /packing paper 

Kraft paper 

Total 

25,214 

60,839 

24,169 

28,432 

59,394 

3,942(1) 

32,741 

69,282 

13,976 

110,222 91,768 115,999 

(1) The production fall registered in 1967 is due to closing down of Sues 

kraft «ill following bombing.   It is to be removed to Cairo or Alexandria. 
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I, m the lHê t 

este»! latos •» 

sesia then 

(«•trie tons and X) 

Newsprint 

Frintinf/writing 

Vrapplng/packlng and kraft 

Beard 

Miscellaneous 

Total 

L 

21.00O 

31,000 

100,000 

20,000 

2,000 

111,000 

11.6 X 

20.9 X 

55.2 X 

11.0 % 

1.3 X 

100.0 X 

231.3 - ï»»y;£Î.î;îïiî?*îniî.Eîîïi!i2!îï 
Prevlalona have been »ad«  for l*SO,  presuming IMI consumption 

per capita,  ascribed to the  futura prsviaed population. Tht sas» percentages 

•7 kln4s ef producta beve been rataintd.  Fro« which we gtt fol lowing  tonnages 

(••trie tons) 

Newsprint 35,000 

Printlng/Writing »4.O00 

Wrapping/pac king and kraft 1*8,000 

board 33,000 

Miscellaneous 

Total 

4,000 

304,000 

If w« take  into account präsent  production and mill  achewes 

rded in 3rd five year plan <l»7l-l*75), ve  get   following prospect.  : 

 {ettrie tona) 

Newsprint 

Printing/writing 

«rapping/packing and 
kraft 

Corrugated board 

Total 

Production 

33,000 

•3,000 

Schei Total 

100,000 

18,000 

31.300 

25,000 

100,000 

31,000 

114,500 

25,000 

290,500 
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If the phut is completed in 1975, production ought therefor« 

to attain 290,000 tons. lhe deficiency in relation with requirements  is 

apparent for printing-vricing paper,  wrapperi, kraft,  and board. 

The projected «tills  are  : 

• one 100,000 tons newsprint mill for  bagasse processing 

- one 7,000 yearly tons rice straw pulp unit (bleached chemical pulp - 

Pulp unit in National Paper Co - Alexandrie) 

- one chemical pulp unit (30,000 tona)  for printing-writing paper 

(bagasse and rice straw) 

- an increase in a mill capacity (RATKA) from 4,000 to 22,000 tona for 

printing-writing paper 

- one fine wrapper unit (24,000 tona)  at Alexandrie,  by uaing imported 

kraft pulp and sulfite or soda pulp  from bagasse or rice  straw 

• one paper,  board and fine wrapper  mill (7,500 tons) 

- one corrugated board mill (25,000 tons) 

- one mixed wrapping paper unit  (paper, board, aluminium,   cellophane) 

(750 yearly tons) 

OH the whole,  in the  3rd Plan, 3 pulp mills and 5 manu- 

factoring units are prevised. 

231.4 - Malagjaa^^gotmnti«l__«x£orta 

For production prevised in 1975, United Arab Republic will 

have to Import  long fiber pulp.  For   140,000 tons wrapper a  and board,   100,000 

tons imported pulp may be forecast,  and for 51,000 tons printing/writing 

paper long fiber pulp import may be estimated at 10,000  tons. 

Madagascar could therefore find an outlet  on the Egyptian 

market for  following quantities   : 

- Pinus patula pulp    : 25 to 40,000 tons (bleached and unbleached) 

- Siaal oulp 5 to 10,000 tons (bleaehmd) 

Tmt flrat grade would be for wrapping paper and board;  the second grada 

would be intended for printing/writing paper. 
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231.5 - Ccemmrcialiyationjgrocees 

United Arab Republic  is  • socialistic economy country,  and 

baa only atat« concerni.  So,  to get Into this market,  one hat to participate 

la Government tender i,  the notices of which are published in the M.O.C. I. 

(International Coawerce Monitor).    Thia may be consulted by referring to the 

coasser eia 1 adviaer  of Tananarive French Embassy. Furthermore,  for a  tender 

to be accepted an  offer at equal quality is not sufficient   :   one has  to be 

politically introduced and agreeable in  the country.  It would be desirable 

for Madagaacar  to be represented by a  Bureau or a Malagasy commercial adviser 

who might be introduced to important personalities.   (1) 

Above remarks are also valid for Iraq market that we will 

now study. 

232 - Ira« —rket 

232.1 - G^najrail^aitumtlo« 

Iraq population : 8,500,000 Inhabitants a présent,  ought to 

rise to 11,200,000 inhabitants in 1980,  thus an increase of 2.i % every year. 

The Gross National Product  is $ 230 per capita;  it ought to 

attain $ 280 in  1980, which is a yearly  1.9 7. increase. 

232.2 - Ma£^.»i£\i*ïi2îî 

Iraq possesses no pulp processing, nor basic paper  product 

fabrication unita.  There are only converting or conditioning units which 

use imported goods   :  board casing,  paper bag,  paper and cigarette bo«, 

enveloppe,  block and copybook works. 

Following Table  liât  gives  1967 and 1968 Iraq importa. 

(1) Iba United Arab Republic paper  industries heads have permitted ua  to 

publish their names,  they are  : 

Mr. Abdel EL MASRI, Middle Eaat Paper Co. - 37, rue Kaer II Nil, Cairo 

Mr.  Ibrahim EL DESSOUKI, Managing Director and Chairman of Egyptian 

kraft Papar Co. - 26, Sherif Street, Cairo. 



Tb« test outcoaee ara apeeifled aa wall aa tha neceaeary 

coaplasaantary reaeerch. 

In tha two furtbar chapter«, technical and aconoailc circus»* 

taaces for tha araction of a Siaal pulp «ill and a Pina woodpulp «ill ara 

datait with. In particular, location factora for tha firat, and fabrication 

proceaa for tha aecond, have baan surveyed. Tha raturna rackoning has baan 

aatabllahad for tha two projacta. 

Tha study cloaaa on a soeaing up of tha raaults and suggaatlons 

fa« appropriata coapleasantary raaaarch. 

Tha asporta would Ilka to expreee tha ir thanks to tha Malagasy 

•utboritlea and tha Unitad Mations rapraaantatlvaa in Tananarive for their 

hind aaalatanca during their «lasion. 

^ 
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Table litt 232.2 - Ira« paper product importe 

(»trie tont) 

Producta 1%7 196« 

Newsprint 1,376 875 

Printing/writing 7,458 8,974 

Wrapping/packing paper 11,741 17,198 

Corrugated board 416 570 

Plain board 6,190 5,920 

Other papera 

Total 

3,269 4,201 

30,4 30 37,733 

Conaumption la actually 4 Kg per capita and per annua of 

mltcellaneout paper products. We nay note abaence of pulp  importa. 

232.3 - Forward requlrementt ¡¡revisions 

With preceding consumption,  and relating it to forward 

poamlation,   the I960 requirements would airount to  : 

about 45.000 Yearly tont 

Iraq Government has anticipated erection of a producing 

40,000 tone/year of various paper products mill  in the laaaorah area 

(32 KM fro« Bagdad).   Investment would be 20 millions Dinars  ($ 60 millions); 

it would uta atraw or marsh reed and imported pulp.  Full capacity production 

would be  : 

Solid fiberboard 

Plata board 

Corrugated board 

Flat cardboard 

Cement baga and mite. 

Printing paper 

writing paper 

4,600 tona 

1,500 tona 

1,800 tona 

3,600 tona 

3,6O0 tona 

6,6O0 tona 

Total 

13,500 tont 

14,100 tont 

10,200 tont 

37,800 tont 

Preaumably,  thia mill would praticaily cover forward Iraq requi- 

rement t.  It would only have to import special grade product!,  auch at 

newaprint,  cigarette and filter paper etc... 
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Femar« lonf fiber »«1» »ili rmtiitwnti ought te marh out for 

SO amé 70 X of requirements, to, between : 

20 an« 21.000 tont loftwoi or Sisal pulp. 

im 

232.4 - ^^|«;Ç»£ f©t«ntUl_«Kjortj 

Subject to rtMTki In I 241.3 for U.A.I., which are ilio vali« 

Ir M» Mnéagascar ought  to be in a position to «xport fro« H75 onwerée  : 

• to 12,000 tons unbleache« or bleach«« Finepulp 

2 to    3,000 tons bleached Sisal pulp      (1) 

133. 

233.1 - Çf*?*sL.£i!!£HS! 
Iran an joys actually a particular bright economic activity i« 

comparison with neighbouring countries.  Its population is 2t aillions 

inhabitants, an« it will riaa to 33,200,000 in IMO (growth rat« 2.9 X). 

Tha C.M.F. increases by 10 to 12 X evary yaar. From $ 330 in 1*70 it will 

rito to $ 9O0 in IMO. 

Furthermore, the cour a« of action of tha Shah against analphobetii 

lammte* lncroasa« requirements prevision for printing and writing papor. 

TIM Maturai Resource Ministry experts foracaat a papar an« boar« consumption 

introna« of  10 to 13 X por annum until 1973, an« ovar 13 X aftar  1973. 

arti 

233.2 - l&katjiituation 

Iran «i« not poaaaaa a pulp «all up to 1970. Firs», principally 

1 in character, procosa importa« wrapping papor an« boar«. 

The concomo« importa ara : 

(1) Tme poroonality it wowi« bo usaful to contact for starting a commercial 

cours« ia : Mr Gabrio! IttOUMI, Ira« Manufacturing am« Trading Co - 

Smmth Goto , lahgoa«. 
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Tabla litt 233.2 - Iran paper product imports 

(•«trie tons) 

Iran year 1346 
March 21  1967-March 20 1968 

1347 
March 21   1968-March 20 1969 

tiaat« paper - 491 

Paper pulp - 25 

Diverse boards 2,584 5,834 

Wrapping/packing 31,840 40,570 

Printing/writing 8,344 9,513 

Other papers 45.9S3 61,710 

including newsprint 7,694 8,725 

Total 88,751 118,143 

in round figures 90,000 tons 120,000 tons  (1) 

A non restrictive  list of  foremost  Iran paper  importers 

will be found in Appendix. 

The  local  processing units produce actually 58,000 tons of 

hoard boxes or cases; moreover,   cement  bag requirements are  13  to  14 tons 

of baga  (34  to 40 millions  bags).  Apart   from many artisans who produce an 

average yearly 200 tons,   there are about a doten converting shops. 

The actual   consumption per  capita  is  about  5 yearly Kilos. 

233,3 - Forward requirements previsions 

With a  14  7. average  increase rate per annum,  the  forward 

consomption  in ltëO would be 445,000 tons divided as  follows   : 

(1) ETtBARATE Bank statistics put  forth respectively   :  94,000 and 137,000 

tona by counting printed papers   :   stencils, carbon,  envelopes, etc... 
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Table litt 233.3 - jran forward requirement! 

Products 1970 consumption 

Boards 

Wrapping/packing 

Newsprint 

Printing/writing 
and Miscellaneous 

Total 

64,000 

41,000 

9,000 

10,000 

124,000 tons 

(metric tons) 

1980 consumption 

130,000 

100,000 

30,000 

185,000 

445,000 tons 

A high progression of printing/writing paper during this 

period Is  to he noted. 

The Iran further establishment projects  are  limited to a 

mill which has just been completed,   at APTA-BE,  near AHWAZ  (60 Kms)   in the 

South of   the country.  Of  a  printing/writing paper  30,000 to 40,000 tons 

capacity,   this mill will use as raw material  sugar   :  cane bagasse,  and 

importad  :  pulp.  Its forward requirements as to pulp may be valuated between 

1/3 and  1/2 of entire requirements,   so  : 

10,000 to 20,000 tonslof Pinewood or  Sisal bleached pulp. 

233.4 - '°tential_Madagascar_exgorts 

Due account  to the proximity of  the future mill to th« 

KorrasMhar or Abadan ports,   it seems  possible to sell Malagasy pulp at a 

compatit iva price. We shall mark out possible tonnages  to be sold as   : 

of bleached Pinewood or Sisal Pulp. 10,000  to 20,000  tons 

233.5 - CommarcialUation_grocess 

Reverse of the two preceding countries,  Iran has a liberal 

•conoalc regime, and trading proceeds without administrative tenders and on 

an absolute liberty footing. 
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If Madagascar had disposed now of a pulp production,   starting 

up in 1970 of the Aphta-Be «ill night  have resulted in the beginning of 

commercial exchanges with Iran during the present year.   (1) 

234 - Israelian market 

231.1   - GenÇ'fi.^H 

Israelian economy is  characterised by a rapid growth since 

the creation of   Israel State, with from time to  time a brief halt.   In  1969, 

Gross National Product reached million I   11,934 which  is 4.5  times more 

than in 1950 in actual  figures;  it corresponds  to a 9 7. yearly growth. 

This rate  is high,  even compared with the United  States  (3.3 7.),  Federal 

Germany (5.5 7.)   or Japan  (9.6 %).   Income per capita has been 1.1.  4,500 

i.e.  US$  1,500,   doubling in absolute  value since   1950. 

This swift economic expansion is due especially to manpower 

and capital growth. But the fundamental economic problems, eluded after the 

1967  outbread,   are still  existing.  They are  : 

- immigration decline 

- dwindling of  the monetary assignments  from Diaspora  (these assignments, 

very often without counterpart up  to 70 % of  the whole,  fall off  in spite 

of the abrupt and short rise in 1967). 

- weight of war  economy  (nearly 40 7»  of State expenses of Israel are 

assigned to Defence and Police). 

It must  be expected  that resort   to foreign loans will 

devalop,  and that the foreign debt reference will be an ever  increasing 

burden for  the payment balance in spite of the commercial balance deficient 

reduction.   Israelian economic progression rate will therefore have to be 

restricted. 

Paper product consumption  is  important;   this  is due  to the 

high average standard of  living. 

Climatic  and ecologie  conditions are not propitious  for 

groundwood production  :  afforestation is costly and unproductive on account 

of the dry climate, and is  linked with erosion prevention only.  Israel will 

be a permanent pulp and paper importer. 

(1)  It would be advisable,  for promoting pulp sales to Iran,  to contact  : 

Mr.  Louis GEMAYEL - Cartonnerie Mimosa  - Teheran 
P.O.B.   134    -    TEHERAN (Iran) 
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Iaports it«» are specified in Tabi« list 234.1a : 

Tabla liât 234.U - HffU*«, V*\V «* W«r  If0*" 

Chapter 47 » Paperpulp 

Mechanical pulp 
Soda or sulfata pulp 
Sulfite pulp 
Vegetable pulp 
Waste paper 

Pulp total 

Chapter 48 : loar¿paper 

Newsprint 
FT inting/vr i t ingpaper 
Kraft paper 
Cigarette paper 
Filter paper-board 
Condenser tissue 
Wrapping cellulose 
Fruit wrapper 
Paper/board in rolls 
Parchment paper 
Glased paper 
Paper wrappers 
Paper articles 
Writing board-paper 
Ready cut boardpaper 
Paper recia 
Perforated cards 
Measuring paper 
Cigarette filter 
Spindles, reels 
loard egg boxes 
Filter paper 
Paper laiap shades 
Hon checked articles 
Various articles 

Total paper 

1968 

Quantities 
(tons) 

1,735 
115 
387 

52,329 
1,316 

55,882 

11,924 
980 

17,566 
116 
22 
15 

447 
253 

48,984 
1,119 

173 
139 

44 
426 

3 
24 

224 
7 
5 
5 
8 

82,479 

Value 
(1,000 $) 

227 
14 
70 

6,446 
97 

6,854 

1,811 
232 

2,865 
123 
36 
40 

173 
89 

8,303 
406 

71 
144 

3 
154 
109 
392 
28 

114 
408 

13 
10 
11 
13 

578 
21 

20,872 

1969 

Quantities 
(tons) 

25,836 
168 
544 

28,383 
1,721 

56,652 

21,237 
2,385 

19,201 
144 

16 
17 

167 

34,337 
2,618 

129 
213 

44 
462 

5 
84 

216 
23 

115 
1 

81,414 

Value 
(1,000 $) 

3,431 
26 
94 

3,694 
194 

7,439 

3,124 
595 

3,263 
153 

33 
46 
96 

9 
6,112 

472 
56 

225 
11 

207 
193 
390 

35 
187 
343 

29 
50 

3 

413 
29 

24,128 

Ref.   :  Israel statistic yearbook 1969 
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On another hand, it must be noted that Israélien exports 

indicated in Statistic chapter <*7, bear solely on waste paper : 3,323 tons 

in 1969. Table list 234.1b gives the total non-printed paper and board 

production in Israel. 

TfjUa Hit 234.1» - Israel non printed paper and board production 

(metric  tons) 

1958 1960 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 

Newsprint 4,629 5,803 8,075 7,211 8,483 11,963 14,770 13,250 

Printing/writing 9,047 12,446 15,353 18,874 18,796 20,431 23,966 26,637 

Other papers 4,811 7,973 9,425 12,619 13,401 12,975 14,791 20,278 

Board 3,485 4,866 8,084 8,727 8,763 8,303 9,750 12,938 

Total 22,972 31,088 40,937 47,431 49,443 53,672 63,277 73,103 

Growth of this production is remarkable by its regularity 

and its rapidity. It enlightens Israel industrialization policy. 

Table list 234.1c gives the 1967 and 1968 total paper 

consumption according to other statistic data (Pulp and Paper International) 

with appreciably different figures. 

Table list 234.1c - Israel paper and board consumption (short tons) 

Production Imports Exports Consumption 

Year 1967 69,335 65,036 9,370 125,001 

Year 1968 80,799 98,105 7,275 171,629 

Israel is in a very good position for using imported papers; 

graphic art and packing industries are many and diversified. There now exists 

an important paper mill which processes about sixty thousand tons of imported 

pulp. This paper mill, the American Israel Paper Mill, is established at 

Hadera, between Haifa and Tel Aviv, and is restricted in its production 

capacity only through lack of sufficient water. 
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However,   there is a development project consisting of fitting 

up an extra paper machine which would increase production capacity by about 

60,000 tona before 1975.   This  investment will  be made possible by adjoining 

a waste water purifying unit, which would reduce water needs by 50 7.. 

The board   factories of  lesser   importance make 5,000 yearly 

tons of board each, essentially from waste paper.  In  1969  the entire board 

production was 14,000 tons,   the most of  it being corrugated board. At 

Jerusalem,  Commerce and  Industry Ministry,  the production capacity is 

estimated at about 18,000  tons. 

234.2 -  1975-1980_gro8Dects 

It is not  easy matter to valúate non-printed paper and board 

gross consumption in Israel between 1975 and 1980. Consumption per capita 

will increase very much,   but its progression  is  in strict relation with the 

standard of  living and -manufacturing industry development;   a detailed study 

would be the only way to  clear up this point.   Influence of  immigration,   in 

relation with political   local and world circumstances,   is  difficult  to 

appraise. 

For these two reasons, a forward consumption prevision may 

only be an Indication, The Jerusalem Commerce and Industry Ministry indi- 

cates a possible increase  average of 7  to 10 7. per annum. 

As for the  forward paper pulp requirements they are relati- 

vely easy to estimate : 

- there are definite projects 

• possibilities are  restricted by peremptory technical concerns. 

From now on to 1975,  the American Israel Paper Mill produc- 

tion increase is the only  one in view and when in operation the entire 

Israel production will  then be between  100 and  130,000 tons of paper and 

board. Any other investment would require further water  supply, which is 

subject to new techniques  particularly in relation with the removal of  salt 

from sea water. 

Israel will  obviously be compelled to increase its paper 

imports to cover its needs,  its production being limited. 
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With this outlook in view, we COM to valúate forward 

American Israel Paper Mill requirements in coniferous or Sisal kraft pulp. 

Ita actual requirements are about 25,000 tons and are divided according to 

grade, as follows   : 

Between 1975 and   1980,  the American  Israel Paper Mill will 

want about 40 to 50,000 tons   long fiber kraft pulp,   the greater part of 

which night be provided by Madagascar  : as an example,  about 40,000 tons of 

Pina patula pulp and 5 to 10,000 tons of Sisal pulp. 

It mutt be stresaed that all Israélien personalities visited, 

whether belonging to administrative service or private firms,  have  shown 

great interest in Madagascar paper projects and attached much importance 

in exchange developments between  Israel and Madagascar. 

234.3 - 5;g2EE-£2iîi_£2-ÎÎ£*'i 

Paper pulp entries into Israel are free of custom duty and 

imports are now absolutely free. Export costs will therefore concern sole 

transport costs. 

Port tariffs in Israel are uniform : Haifa port on the 

Mediterranean and Eilat on the Red Sea, apply the same tariffs. Every 

Israélien importer pays a 2 7. ad valorem port tax for imported goods. 

Ex-wharf cost  (generally included in maritime tranaport 

cost) is : 

I.f    6.- so about $ 2.-  in  the case of direct delivery 

I.f  11.-        " $ 3.5 in   the case of delivery from warehouse. 

The Zim Co tariffs presently applied for maritime paper pulp 

imports principally originating  from Finland and the United States were, 

before June  1st,   1970 :  $ 21 per m3 for Finland,   therefore between $ 16 

and 18 per ton according to denaity of the various grades of pulp  (0.7 to 

0.8 ton/m3). 

On June 1st, 1970, there was a 10 1. rise, which brings 

transport cost (freight,  shipment,  ex-wharf) up to $  18 to 20 per ton. 
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The American Israel  Paper Mill  is  at Hadera,  at about 

45 tuas,  fro« Haifa,   so the pulp  is   conveyed from port   to mill by rail, 

although sometimes  by trucks.  The  conveyance cost   is 

- by rail   : I.£ 5.80 per   ton,  but $ 1 only  in   large quantities 

- by trucks   :     1.1 6.30 per   ton,   for a minimum of   10 tons. 

Under above condition«,  should Madagascar pulp be  compe- 

titive,  it must be  delivered at American Israel  Pulp Mill at equal  or 

lower price as  to equal grade Scandinavian pulp.   The  entire conveyance 

coat between Taaatave and mill must  therefore be   lower   than Scandinavian 

pulp  freight. 

Freight between Tamatave and Eilat would be about   $   10 

to  13 and «ay be   less for  large   quantities.  It  seems  as  though the  rough 

$ 8 margin left by maritime transport would be enough  to pay for road 

conveyance between Eilat and the  American Israel  pulp  mill. 

Road conveyance  on  about 400 kms might   be changed before 

1»60 for rail conveyance if the  actually studied railroad line between 

Eilat and Dimona were completed. 

234.4  - Exgort £oss^b^UtUs_to_Euroge_b^_Isira«liari_overland 

transit 

Suez canal being  out of use since June   1967,  world trade 

transits by the Cape; Israel State has just built a road for transfer of 

goods overland  from Eilat on the  Red Sea to Ashdod on  the Mediterranean. 

This conveyance  utility relays   the Eilat-Ashkelon pipe   line  for oil 

product transit.Products are  immediately unloaded and   transferred at 

Ashdod or Eilat. 

This transport coat  is appreciably reduced by very 

cosspetitive tariffs conceded by  Israel. 

As  regards to this  utility, Malagasy Tamatave freight 

would get to Europe at following costs  : 
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- ïaaatava - Haditarranaan port (Canoa, Marni 11«»...) «bout $ 40 

par ton. 

- Taaatava - North Europaan port (HotUrda«, Haaburg...) about $ 47 

par ton. 

Thaaa coita ara too high and thla aathod la not ftaaibla. 

Aa a fact, papar pulp material la «ora or lata a raw aatarlal. Ita convayanca 

haa a vary notablt influanca on Ita prica; all axport coata auat tharafora 

ba raducad to a atrict atiniaium;  ao it ia quita obvioua that  this tranaport 

awthod, convaniant for faahionad producta, auat ba abandonnad, and that 

papar pulp aatarlal axport to Europa will nava to tranait by tha Capa. 
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* - i»!*» tw-comwciiT commun MAMBT 

141 - Cenerai data 

The Indian ewb-continent ine lud««  three cowntriea : 

• Indian Union 

- Pakistan 

• Ceylon 

Theae three countrie. ar« vary deneely populated; the entire 

•«•-«eaUinant population ia «or. than 657 «illione  inhabitant.. They hav. 

Mt yet   reached taneraliaed forward •oventnt atage  of thair econoay and 

the average atanéard of  living of tha population   ia vary low.  Ona «ay 

therefore underitand  that  paptr con.uieption par  capita  ia vary  low. 

1»  If«?  : 
- Indian Union ustd 1.5 kg par capita 

- PakUtan "     1.2 kg    " 

. Cay Ion "     3.6 kg    M 

(Eef.  : r.A.O.) 

ta  Itti  : 
- Indian Union uaad 1.3 kg par capita 

- Pakistan "     1.1 kg    H 

- Ceylon »     3.1 kg    "        " 
(Raí.  : 'ulp  ani Papar International) 

ThaM fig-rti ara to be put in relation with Croaa Interior 

Ptadhatt which aa .how Tahla liât 241.a drawn fro« r.A.O. publication, 

iedicatea tha aue-continant paper coneuaption characteriatice. 

The  gro.a  conauaa?tion  figur.a are  in Tabi« list 241.b. 

They giva an idea of preaent deaand  importance.   Conauaptlon per capita, 

wary  l<m, proer..... very .lowly but  birth rat.   i. ao atrikin« that »ro.a 

ca«*««»tlo« baa increaaed ainc. 1930 at an average annual rhytha of 10 X. 
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Table list 241.a - Indian sub-continent paper consumption per capita 

Indian Union Pakistan Ceylon 

Population 1965 (million!) 483.0 113.1 11.2 

G.I.P. par capita ($) 83 82 134 

Newsprint consumption 

par capita In Kg. 

1955 0.2 0.07 1.1 

1960 0.2 0.2 1.0 

1965 0.3 0.3 1.3 

1967 0.2 0.3 1.4 

Printing/writing paper 

consumption par capita 

In Kg. 

1955 0.3 0.2 0.7 

1960 0.5 0.3 1.2 

1965 0.7 0.4 1.1 

1967 0.7 0.4 1.1 

Other paper and board 

consumptions par 

capita in Kg. 

1955 0.3 0.2 0.6 

1960 0.5 0.3 0. 

1965 0.5 0.3 1.0 

1967 0.6 0.5 1.1 

Croas paper and board 

consumption par capita 

in Kg. 

1955 0.8 0.5 2.4 

1960 1.2 0.8 2.9 

1965 1.5 1.0 3.4 

1967 1.5 1.2 3.6 

Ref.   :   F.A.O.     (1969 forestry product  review) 
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Tabi«  litt 241.b -  F«p«r and board  trad« and consumption In  the Indian sub-continent 

"   ü_EE? 
(ahort  ton») 

Number of pulpmilla 

Number of papermilla 

Indian  Union 

41 

Production of 

paper  pulp 

Chemical 

Mechanical 

Others 

Total 

Production of paper  and board 

Waste paper 

Imports 
Pulp 

Exports 

Paper 

Pulp 

Paper 

Consumption 

40 

706,574 

27,557 

93,693 

827,826 

734,132 

60,625 

58,422 

160,936 

36,927 

918,766 

Pakistan 

11 

1 
Entire consumption of the  three  studied countries 

10 

28,000 

42,500 

25,000 

95,000 

134,000 

14,200 

19,000 

17,000 

8,000 

157,200 

Ceylon 

4,731 

4.7U1 

9,478 

790 

3,800 

32,250 

42,518 

1,118,484 
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241.1 - indlfS.Unlon 

At the present ti««,  Indian papermaking industry is in a 

position to provide for nearly the whole coamrcialised paper except newsprint, 

In this way,  India provides by its own swans,  for   : 

- fi X printing/writing paper requirements; 

- tO X wrapping paper requirements; 

-•5 7. board requirements; 

- 60 X special grade requirements. 

But whereas the economic planification scheme has forecast 

300,000 tons newsprint consumption for  1970, 450,000 tons for  1975-76 and 

tOO,000 tons  for  1980-61,   1968 production only amounts  to 30,000 tons. 

It was believed that it could be brought up to 75,000 tons  in 1969 by the 

•Carting up of a new machine. 

Newsprint, made in the only mill erected by means of  public 

financial means,  is the Indian paper industry's weakest point. 

241.2 - Pakistan 

As in India, production increases rapidly. Many new unit 

establishment projects have been made, and ought to be completed in the 

next year. 

A unit producing 24,000 tons per annum of paper and board 

started up in Lahore in 1969. The other projects presently studied and 

being completed, correspond to a gross production capacity of 60,000 yearly 

tons. Another pulp mill  is also in course of study for producing 30,000 

yearly pulp tons; this unit would be fitted up into an intograted paper 

making unit shortly. 

241.3 - Ceglon 

Ceylon production is also far from meeting consumption needs. 

Development projects bearing on present production, and establishment of 

another unit are in course of study. 



142 . Indian swb-contlnont wwr »rot—ctt 

Indien eub-continent gross production will be for «ony cooing 

peer e lover tben consumption, and th« thro* countries will Havt to consider 

ry Important Investments to follow consumption development. 

Indian Union night develop in spit« of its dsficit a a*p«T 

««port schema), but this concern will b« of inferior  iisportanc«. 

Indien ««»»-continent countries will definitely not export 

pulp material. It is »or« probable tant peper supplies will be lnedeeuet« 

end tnet pa*** or «wen pmlp imports will increase. 
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25 • PAUK PULP HTTHNATIONAL MAMIT 

251 - General data 

During recent years, progression of paper pulp consumption 

on the world market has been more pronounced : 50 million tons in 1956, 60 

million tons in 1960, 94 million tons in 196«. F.A.O. forecasts nearly 200 

million tons for 1980. For each one of the chief geographical areas, the 

greater part of the fabrication is consumed on the spot; however, a more 

and more important part, about 10 to 15 %  of gross production, is commer- 

cialised over wide distances and is what is called the "International Market". 

One part of the fabrications represents pulp sold to manufacturing firms 

mostly situated in places where forestry resources are deficient. These pulp 

exports consisted formerly of coniferous pulp essentially. Since several 

years, hardwood pulp is also commercialized on a more and more large scale 

and the tonnages exported by producing countries is increasing rapidly. 

The foremost exporting areas at the present time are Canada 

and Scandinavia, but we may also note coming on the market of other export 

countries, such as Portugal and Morocco who produce a very good Eucalyptus 

woodpulp. 

long term world consumption prospects forecast a very im- 

portant pulp deficiency for Wertern Europe in spite of Scandinavian potential. 

Indeed, countries such as Canada or U.R.S.S. which possess a considerable 

forestry potential would be in a position to supply the necessary complemen- 

tary pulp. But it is to be noted that Canada is already exploiting intensi- 

vely the Canadian Pacific coast, and futur mills will soon have to get their 

supplies from remote areas inside the country, which increase production 

costs. 

As to U.R.S.S., supplies are already coming from far reachable 

forestry areas; on the other hand internal demande is very high, and it is 

not likely that large quantities of pulp will be available in this country 

for supplying the International market during the coming years. 

Therefore, export possibilities are apparent for other 

countries possessing natural ou artificial forestry resources, especially 

those countries which are in a position to supply coastal mills in pulpwood 

of a good quality at a fair price. One may indicate, for an example, esta- 

blisment of the Swedish Billerud firm in Portugal, or the Norwegian Borgaard 

in Brazil. 
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3 - SISAL, RAW MATERIAL FOR PAPERMAKING 

31 " »WHYIMC POSSIBILITIES OF THE FORECAST MILL 

Utilization of Sisal for papermaking sett the probi«« of 

the nature of the raw material to be delivered at mill. 

Present fiber production leaves various inpurlties or 

Ingredients which still contain fiber mixed with cell debris (parenchyma, 

wax, mineral salts,  etc.). One may be guided to make use of these impu- 

rities and ingredients for papertnaking. 

Furthermore the plantations having come to the end of their 

vegetation, still possess steins containing and appreciable quantity of 

fiber. This matter will also be useful to the  forecast mill. At the present 

time, these stems and various debris (scapes)  are buried in the ground by 

ploughing, before replantation,  where they serve as a fertiliser.  Use of 

•terns for papertnaking will have as a result,   the necessity of finding 

another method for preventing impoverishment of the soil. 

Lastly, another way of supplying the mill could be closely 

set plantations exclusively reserved to this effect. Cutting would take 

place every five years once and for all,  and leaves and stems would be 

worked at the same time. 

We shall study one after the other these different raw 

•aterial possibilities. 

311 - Defiberinx waste 

When they come out of the grinders,  the commercially 

serviceable fibers are torn off the leaves and put out to dry in the sun. 

Th« other ingredients containing small fibers and debris of every descrip- 

tion are washed in a canalisation to a decanting vat or more generally 

conveyed to storage yards before being buried in the ground or burnt. This 

waste is used in a small way as a fertiliser  in the nurseries, and may 

be generally considered as worthless in present circumstances. 
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This recoverable fibrous natter corresponds at present to 

20 to 30 X of the whole commercially serviceable fiber (25,000 tons) so a 

potentiality of 5,000 to 7,500 tons of available dry material every year. 

If w» allow for a 50 7. average yield between fiber weight and pulp weight, 

this raw material would enable processing 2,500 to 3,750 tons of pulp 

•very year. 

312 - Tow and flume tow 

After the defibering process, the Sisal planters recover, 

apart, the cossnercially serviceable long fibers, two lower by-products : 

"Tow" and "Flume Tow" which are in the waste. But the commercial quantities 

of these two products are very small, and correspond to 2 or 3 % for the 

whole volume only. 

The planters of the region agree on providing the vorecast 

•ill with the whole of this material. In present production conditions, 

non c usent re ially serviceable Tow is thrown away. It corresponds however as 

a fibrous matter to 8 %  of the whole commercialized material, so to a 

potentiality of : 

2,000 tons of dry fiber per annum, 

and with a 50 % pu1p yield to : 

complementary tons of pulp per annum. 1,000 

313 - Stems after their cyclical vegetation 

The average duration of a plantation is 8 to 10 years and 

the  leaves are cut  from the 3rd or 4th year onwards until the 8th or  10th. 

The  land  is then replanted and the steins are buried in the ground.  There 

are 2,500 standing stems per Hectare which weigh an average of 10 Kgs each. 

They contain 50 to 60 '/» serviceable fibers. 

12,5 to 15  tons of dry  fibers 

nay be recovered per Hectare. 

As for the whole region 2,000 Hectares are replanted every 

year,  utilisation of stems for paper making will yield : 

25,000 to 30,000 dry tons of fibers which will enable to get  : 

| 12,500 to 15,000 tons    of pulp,  with a pulp yield of 50 X 
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In this way, while proceeding with long fiber lelling 

without cos» lament ary plantations or better »till without increasing 

plantad aurfaces,  one may consider in the region a yearly pulp production of 

minimum 2,500 + 1,000 + 12,500 - 16,000 tons 

maximum 3,750 + 1,100 + 15,000 -  19,850 tons. 

Presuming a 240 day-operation per year, on account of 

restriction of water supply,  the yearly 15,000 tons capacity plant would 

be provided every day with : 

- defibering waate 

- tow and flume tow 

- stems 

par day of operation. 

10.4 pulp tons or 20.8 dry fiber tons 

4.2 pulp tons or    8.4 dry fiber tons 

52      pulp tons or 104    dry fiber tons 

314 - Closely set plantations for purpose of papermaklng 

If mill capacity is to be brought up to say  :  100,000 tons 

per annum,  special plantation workings will have to be forecast to this 

effect, so 10,000 sterna per Hectare,  to be cut all in one, every 5 years. 

According to Chief of the Research Station (IRCI)  a test bearing on 

10,000 plants put  in red sands will enable a fifth year harvest of : 800 

tons leavee and 400 tona stems pjr Hectare of green matter. Being aware of 

the fact that there are 5 % dry fiber in relation with entire green matter, 

one hectare ought to yield : 

60 tons dry fiber every 5 years 

which, with a 70 % pulp yield, would enable process oi : 

42 tons | pulp per Hectare. 

Another assessment of closely set plantation pulp yield 

may be made out of a whole plant sample treated in a laboratory. After 

cutting, defibering and pressing the material, they obtained a weight 

corresponding to  18 % of the green weight. The pulp yield from this dry 

material was 33 7.,   from which following reckoning  : 

1,200 tons (green matter) x 18 % x 33 % - 71.28 tons 

in round figures    72 tons of pulp 
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For mors Mcurlty, s   42 tont   of pulp ylsU per Hectare 

•very S y««rs on closely set plantations ha« boon held Cor gooe for further 

•evelopments. 

lo as to aupoly a 100,000 tons of pulp «ill, 

l0°ffr T ifo**"*  '   l2,00° H' ln 5 y**" 
will be necessary. 

If a 20 to 30,000 tons of pulp p«r annum «111  is to 

supplied, preceding resources corresponding, as en example, to 11,000 tons 

of pulp «ight be conmieted by closely set plantations.  It will be necessary 

for 30,000 tons per anni«, to have an availability of : 

^•""fcyi'ffi *5 "* • i-7u> "i"5 »•"•• 
Consequently, Malagasy Government would have several 

possible choices for supplying a Sisal mill. 

ty utilisation of de fiber ing waste, Tow and Flume Toe?, it 

would be possible to produce 16 to 20.000 tons of PUIP ear annum, eue 

account for 25,000 tons of presently commercially serviceable fiber being 

It would be possible to process 20 to 30.000 yearly toss 

of pulp by completing preceding resources by close plantations,  for paper- 

making purpose, on a 342 Ha working per annum or 1,710 Ha on a 3 years 

•Mit. 

Ustly, a 100.000 yearly PUIP tons factory capacity coule 

be supplied with 12,000 Ha close plantations every 5 years,  so, 2,400 

worked Hectares every year. 

The entire combination of raw material resources «mile 

•How for getting 116 to 120.000 tons of vesrlv Cêsacity. 
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11 • VatlOUe Favilli» TO U »0LV1D 

Wt must now survey circumstances in which the «ill will be 

•applied following different origins of rsw »at«rial considered in I 31. 

321 • De fibrina waste 

Coning out of the grinders,  the recoverable material has 

the for* of an aqueous mixture containing floating debris which must be 

prepared quickly to avoid putrefaction. 

By perfecting a method,  it ought to be possible to find an 

appropriate treatement comprising draining,  drying and pressing the material 

cosilng out of the machine.  It seems to be essential to convey to mill a 

dry material,   in which the fibers will sort easily from parenchyma of other 

éebrls. The presence of fines is,  as a matter of fact, a concern in Sisal 

pulp processing. It would be advisable to discard them as much as possible 

fey this treatment. 

This would   be effected by means of a decanting or recovery 

£fa¿ fitted with screens of filters,  where the recovered material would 

gather. This would then be set apart mechanically or manually (spades or 

wooden forks),  dried (artificially or in the sun),  and pressed several 

tiaes in a continuous press. These two latter operations could be repeated 

following necessary degree of dryness. 

In this way, each deflbering plant will be coaplcted by 

following devices, after the tests have been successful  : 

- I decanting tank 

- i mechanical or manuel device for recovery 

- I or 2 continuous presses 

- i drying yard or I artificial drier 

- Necessary labour or man power (1). 

(1) It was decided that baling would take place with the machinas that 

all the Nandrare planters possess for treating commercially serviceable 

fibers. 
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322 - Tow and flume tow 

This material is of no particular natter of concern, except 

gathering, pressing and baling. With the adequate equipment existing in 

aost workings, it seems that this preparation will not create any obstacle, 

although a special press might be necessary.  The operations would be   : 

- gathering (manuel or by vacuum) 
- pressing (same press as for  fiber) 
- baling  (with existing apparatus). 

323 - Utilisation of stems   after their cyclical vegetation 

Here,  the problem is to perfect a mechanical harvesting 

device, manual harvesting being excluded (slow,  and risks of wounds),  end 

a —chanlcal  loading of the trucks or cars  for conveyance to the factory. 

A bulldozer  fitted with a triangular shovel dredger could be deviced  for 

cutting the stems at ground level and  laying them in lines on the ground. 

Two lines will be cut together.  Tests will prove whether the ready cut 

stems can be crushed without domage to the tractor caterpillar bands,   or 

whether they will have to be pushed aside to allow the tractor to pass. 

After sun drying,  the duration of which is to define,   the 

stems will be gathered by a mechanical  loader and put on trucks or cere. 

Conveyance will be made directly to the mill. 

For supplying a 16,000 yearly pulp ton mill,  so 52.9 tons 

of pulp of this origin daily,  corresponding to 104 dry fiber tons, 

j?*i* » 8.33 Ha plantations at their cyclical term will have to be 

harvested daily. This operation ought to be possible with two bulldoeers 

(one as stand by)  fitted with a cutting blade and with three mechanical 

loading shovels (one as stand by)  for the entire Mendrare workings. 

Pneumatic wheel tractors, with necessary trailers, will 

aleo heve to be prevised for daily conveyance to mill of  : 

1,800 tons m 90 trailer conveyance, so 15 tractore 
20 tons 

and 30 trailers (3 conveyances daily). 
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324 - Closely ut plantations 

If mill capacity ia to b« increased to over 20,000 yearly 

tona, special plantations will have to be created for supply of the necessary 

raw material. These plantations would be of high density (10,000 plants per 

Hectare) and worked once and for all in the 5th year. According to Handrare 

planters the average cost per hectare planted would be FMG 40,000. 

Several problems must be considered in this respect. First, 

the choice of the lands. It appears that this will be easily solved and that 

12,000 Ha will be found easily, apart from existing plantations, whether on 

alluvions or on red sand. Then, the new plantations will have to be divided 

between the existing working concerns. It may be suggested that each concern 

create these plantations for papermaking at a prorata of presently planted 

surface, or that this dividing be effected by the planters Syndicate among 

its members. 

One unconditional restraint is that the plantations must be 

established near the projected site for the future mill, that is at 

Amboassary or at proximity. In the returns reckoning, this distance was put 

down for about 25 kms. 

Lastly, another problem of importance is in relation with 

landed property. The lands to be alloted to the planters will be raised on 

the Antandroy tribe traditional lands where they take their zebus to grase. 

Although full support of Malagasy authorities is assureu, négociations will 

have to take place with local population representatives for their accepta- 

tion. As an offset, the planters could plan pasturages to serve as fodder 

reserves for the herds during drought periods. 

325 - Agricultural and cultivation improvements 

Utilisation for papermaking of the stems at their cyclical 

term set the problem of the soil fertility maintenance, these stems being 

usually ploughed into the soil. I.R.C.T. will have to find the most econo- 

mical method (cover plant, green fertiliser, fallow or artificial fertili- 

sers, or organic compound matter) for soil impoverishment prevention. 
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Relating to M« plantation» for papermakln*. purpose,  it 

mU M advisable M will, to perfect kinds possessing the vary boot 

paper yields and to defina tha beat cultivation methods (toil work Inf», 

fertilise», nuraery workings, maintenance, etc.).    It seem* aa though 

this research survey ought to extend over aeveral ycara, and be directed 

together with teats and technological reaearchea which will be mentioned 

further on. 

If decision were taken by Malagasy Government to esta- 

blish a Sisal pulp aill, it would be essential to maintain tha I.E.CT. 

a tat loa at Mendrare, and to grant all financial means to enable it to 

proceed with its researches. 
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33 - mCi OF RAW MATERIAL DELIVERED AT MILL 

Following reckonings correspond to an estimate, which it 

«ill be necessary to check or eventually cancel during perfecting of 

working Methods and raw material preparation. 

The writer has depended upon investigation with the planters, 

and, for ameliorations, upon his personal experience. The suggested prices 

approach the most likely,  due account being given to our present information. 

Have been considered one after the other,  price of raw 

material for a 16,000 yearly tons »ill, and for 30,000 tons and a 100,000 

yearly tons mills. 

331 - 16.000 yearly tons mill 

Supplying this mill would take place from following elements  : 

2,500 yearly pulp tons or  10.4 daily tons 

1,000 yearly pulp tons or    4.2  daily tons 

12,500 yearly pulp tons or 52 daily tons 

. defibering waste 

. tow and flume tow 

. stems at end of cycle 

total 16,000 yearly tons 

presuming 240 production day per annum. 

or 66.6 daily tons 

331.1 - De|ibering_waste 

For a daily 10.4 pulp tons production corresponding to 20.8 

dry fiber tons, the price may be established thus  : 

- Labour cost* (wages + taxas) 

- Equipment amortaliaation 
(11 plants at 5 millions over 10 years 
and 240 days per annum) 

- Power or fuel 

- Conveyance of raw material to mill 
(supposed water content : 20 X) 

so a coat price per ton of dry fiber of 

30 HD x MG 300 

U x 5,000,000 
240 x 10 

• FUG    9,000 

• FNG 22,916 

• FNG   5,000 

25 T x F 6 x 25 km     • FMG   3,750 

Total • FMG 40,666 

40,666 -,_ . ... 
*A~|     •     fUt 1,955 par ton. 
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To thi. -ount wt be added : ov.rh.ad ct.. unfor.a.n 

«^n..., .nd profit for pUnt.r, e.tim.ted at 30 % of preceding prie, 

by equal parti, .o : 587. 

k§ total,  we get  :  2,542. 

Cat price delivered at factory will b. in round figure.  : 

M 2,600 p.r ton of dry fiber, which leave, to the pL»t.r a profit par 

FMG 250 
to« of  : _—— 

331.2 - Tow •2d._flu«e_tow 

The "co.t"Ly be reckoned a. follow,  for a daily 4.2 T pulp 

production, corre.ponding to 8.4 T of dry fibers  : 

:   15 MD x 300 
• Labour ..pence. 

- áaortalii.tion of pre..e. 
(U.3 million »hop»,   for 240 day.,     n «3.000.000 
over 10 year. :        240 x 10 

- FMG   4,500 

- Conveyance to mill a î T « F 6 x 25 km 
(. 10 % water content i. .uppo.ed): 9.2 T x í e x « » 

• FMG 13,750 

- FMG    1,380 

so a cost price of 

By adding 30 X like above 

Us gat to 

in round, figure. 

Total 

FMG 2,384 per ton 

FMG      715 

FMG 20,030 

FMG 3,099 per ton 
FMG 3.300 per ton of dry fiber, daliv.rad at 

•ill, profit for planter being :  FMG_430. 

331.3 - «tatw^aftar ç^cliçaltara 

The ¡7i"l"y"prôduction will .mount to 52 ton. of pulp, corra- 

pon.!«, to 104 ton. of dry fiber.. The co.t may be reckoned a. follow.  : 

Knowing that one Hectare can produce 12.5 T fiber., the 

tk<«. *»..* h» • iS4— - 8.33 Ha daily, «o : cutting mu.t be . -JJ3 m M J00 

Cutting of 8.33 Ha, with D7 tractor        :  2 H x 8.33      r«,    , 

Mechanical .hovel loading : 

Transport to mill of a green damp matter, 
containing 10 % of dry fiber., 

3 H x 8.33 x FMG 2,000 - FMG    49.H0 

so 104 x 10 - 1,040 ton. 
:  1,040 TxF6x25km   • FMG 156,000 

which reckon. - FMG 289,280 
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Export pulp quotations follow supply and demand principale 

with it. fluctuation.. Toward« 1966-67,  quotations were relatively low on 

account of .imult.neou. establishment of several Canadian production unit, 

on the Pacific coast, but recently the market has recovered to a certain 

extent. Hardwood bleached chemical pulp quotation which fell to less than 

32,000 F. CFA per ton in 1967 has risen to more  than 40,000 F.  CFA at the 

end of  1969 and there are no indications  as to another  slump for the years 

to come. Although evolution of quotations may not really be defined for 

pulp on a very long term ba.is, prospects for 1980 and after,  are bright. 

252 - Incest tendency analysis 

252.1 - Pulp P*oduction_ca£acities 

F.A.O.  estimates in relation with world production capacities 

.lid with increa.e of the.e capacities are summed up in following Table lists   : 

Table li.t 252.1a - Estimate of world nominal capacity of pulp production 

Year. 

Chemical woodpulp 

Other paperpulps 

Dissolving pulp 

1963 

(million yearly tons) 

1966       1969 

Pulp,  total 

45.4 

32.1 

4.6 

82.1 

56.0 

36.5 

5.1 

97.6 

66.7 

42.1 

5.3 

114.1 

1970 1971 

68.8 

44.0 

5.5 

118.3 

71.1 

45.5 

5.7 

1972 

122.3 

_L 

73.0 

46.9 

5.9 

1973 

125.8 

75.7 

48.1 

6.2 

130.0 

T»bfa li.t 252.1b - Production capacity annual  increase (7.) 

Year. 

Chemical woodpulp 

Dissolving pulp 

Total paperpulp 

1963 
to 
1966 

1966 
to 
1969 

7.2 

3.2 

6.1 

Total pulp (paper and 
dissolving) 5.9 

5.9 

2.0 

5.6 

1969 
to 
1970 

3.2 

3.1 

3.7 

5.4 3.6 

1970 
to 

1971 

3.3 

4.2 

3'.4' 

3.4 

1971 
to 
1972 

2.7 

3.5 

2.8 

2.9 

1972 
to 
1973 

3.6 

4.3 

3.3 

3.3 
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Taking lato account overheads, profit snd unforeseen 

expenses (30 X) w* com to   : 

1 ton dry fiber cost price : 

^i&i*0 " rMG   2*782 

10 %        - 835 

Cost prie« delivered at mill FMG   3,617 

in round figures FMG   4.000 per ton dry fiber 

planter's profit being FMG       660 

The raw material average price for a 16,000 pulp tons unit 

is therefore  : 

FMG 497,800 dally for  133.2 tons dry fiber delivered or US dollar 

9 1,794 at mill so : 

FMG 3 ,737 per fiber 

and 

ton - $ 13 .46 

FMG 7 ,474 per pulp ton - $ 26 .92 

331 - 30.000 or 100.000 toni per annum «ill 

We have made good the careful I 314 estimate of 60 tons dry 

fiber per Hectare every 5 years estimate,  corresponding to a 42 tons pulp 

production (yield 70 %),  the entire green matter weight being,  1,200 tons 

per Hectare. The cost establishes as follows  : 

332.1 - §tanúinj_£lant_value 

At FMG 40,000 per Hectare plantation cost, the plant value 

«men five years old, at a 8 7. rate, will be  : 

40,000 (1.08)5 - FMG 58,750 

by aiding 30 X to this cost • FMG 17,625 

FMG 76,375 

in round figures FMG 80,000,  so FMG 1,333 per dry fiber ton. 

This price Includes cost price and a FMG 140 »er toa profit. 
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They comprise harvesting and foiiag« «anual loading, workings 

and wcttanical  loading of ste«a, so : 

- Labour («anual working)                  : 60 » x F 300 -FÜG 18,000 

- Manual loading                                   : 40 » x F 300 - FMD 12,000 

- Machanlcal sta« harvasting            : 2 H x 5,000 • PHG 10,000 

- Machanlcal loading                           : 4 H x 2,000 - FMG 8,000 

- 1,200 T graan «atter conveyance : 1,200 T x F 6 x 25 k«     • FMG 180,000 

PMS 228,000 
•o, a dry fibar cost prica par ton : 

FMG 3,800 to which will be addad 30 X 

so      FNC 1,140 

total FMG 4,940. 

In round figuraa the »rica, é» Uvera* at «111, la : fMf laW 

pa* dry fibar ton, and a profit for the plantar of  : FMB      **° 

- alsa   » 
FMG 7,143 par pulp tonj 

332.31 - 30,000 yaarly tons mill 

tie have saan that the 30,000 yaarly pulp tons «ill will    be 

•«applied for 16,000 tons as to preceding reckoning,  and for 14,000 tona by 

plantations for papemaking purpose. The dayly cost establishes aa follow 

In this case : 

l6tgg T - 66,6 T x 7,474 - FMG 437,768 

mfd       l4'°J5 T . 58.4 Tx 7,143 » FMG 417,131 

•o, on the whola, for 125 pulp tons FMG 914,919 

in round figures FMG 913.000 or 8 3.2t7 

Conplasjantary plantation working represent a dally harvest 

of : 
56.4 T 
-ITT 1.5 Ha 
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332.32 . 100,000 yearly tons ni 11 

For a large capacity mill (100,000 T) operative during 240 

days a yaar, so a 417 daily tons production, tha raw matar iti supply trill 

»a affactad by tha sole plantations. 

Tha daily cost will ba equal to : 

*" T * M" - FMB 2.98O.000 or i 1H.740 

Tha raw material will ba obtained by harvesting of : 

$  ¥• 10 Ha daily. 

3M - l*w Material annual coat 

Relating to a yearly 240 days production,  the raw Mterlal 

coat will ba : 

- for a 16,000 yearly tons mill  : 

497,800 x 240 • PMG 119,472,000 

in round figures FUG 120 aillions or S 433.000 

- for a 30,000 yearly tons mill  : 

915,000 x 240 - PMG 219,600,000 

in round figures FMG 220 millions or $ 793.000 

- for a 100,000 yearly tons mill  : 

2,980,000 x 240 - FMG 715,200,000 

in round figures FMG 715 millions or $ 2.580.000. 

If we compare preceding estimates,  one may note that, par 

produced pulp ton, coat of raw material  from closely set plantations,  is 

•ore profitable than cost of raw materials from other origins (varloua 

debris). 
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Nat profit is valuated at FMC 660 par dry fiber ton,  to 

1,320 par pulp ton, so : 

Total profit :  1,320 x 12,500 T • FMC 16.5 nil liona. 

The net return ratio is thus  : 

Î55 10,64 % 

Th« average net return ratio for the whole of the plantation 

of the region ia   : 

(2.500 x 2.27) + (1.000 x 2.61) + (12.500 x 10,64) 
100 x 16,000 

8,83 t 

This operation appears as being definitely profitable for 

the working which,  if the mill be erected, would be able to comercial ite 

presently worthless ingredients or of a minimum worth. 

342 - Case of the 30,000 tons will 

Investments concerning preparation of various wastes and 

thos« necessary  for complementary plantations are to be forecast,  that is 

to say : 

- Preparation of various wastes (see I 341) 

55 + 33 + 155 

- Coapletlng plantations over 5 years 

1,710 Ha x 40,000 FMG 

- Buying of working equipment 

FMG    243 millions 

FMG      68,4 millions 

1  tractor D7 with bulldoser 
1 mechanical shovel 

- Buying of conveyance equipment 

10 tractors 
20 trailers 

on the «hole 

Annual profits are : 

- for various wastes        :  1.25 + 0.86 + 16.50 - 

- for close plantations  : FMG 629 x 14,000 T    - 

so 

which is a return rate of : 

27.4 

FMG      25 millions 

FMG     70 millions 

FMG    406.4 millions 

FMG      18.61 millions 

FMG        o .0O6 

FMG      27.4 millions 

S5TX 6.74 7. 
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This ratio, loner than the pr«coding, la itili vory profitable 

3*3 - Caaa of tha 100.000 tona mill 

In tha aventuality of close plantations (10,000 plants par Ha), 

the invastaant foracaat would be : 

- plantationa (5 years) : 12,000 Ha x FMG 40,000 

- working équipaient : 

4 bulloosers D7 ( 
6 mchanical shovels ( 

- conveyance «»ans : 

75 tractors 
150 trailers 

Total 

or 

FMG  460 million« 

FMG  100 mil liona 

PNB  225 sill liona 
FHG  300 mi 11 ione 

FMG 1,105 milliona 
•••••••••••••••••a 

$ 3,982,000 

440 
Tha reckoned profit is FMG 440 par fiber ton or ^yQ 

PNB §29 par pulp ton; total profit is than : 

629 x 100,000 tona - FMG 62.9 «illions. 

Tha net return ratio «mounts to : 

62.9 
Î7WÎ 5.69 % 

This ratio ia quite appropriate for an agricultural plantation. 

344 - Co— la—ntarv labour 

Erection of a Slaal pulpalll will bring about conpleewntary 

labeur eaploynent. 

344,1 _ &222.ÎS22.5&1Î 
344.11 - D« fibering waate 

Tha coajplenentary labour for raw atatarlai preparation is : 

30.23 aan-daya (M>) for a 10.4 tons dally production. For 2,500 tona, 

neceeeary labour will be : 

30,25i8i,f00 T • 7S0° m ot 31 itoAmra •ki1* 24°*— 
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344.12 - Tow and fi to« 

For 4.2 T daily pulp preparation,  labour will b« : 

15.25 W ao for 1,000 T pulp : 

13.25 x 1.000 T , ,,. 
 oi—  "   3'631 

3 631 
to, for 240 daya a year :    i^Q     -    15 workers 

344.13 - Stems after cyclical term 

For mechanical workings,  the reckon is  :  22 M) for a 52 I 

dally production which needs for 240 days a year  : 22 workers. 

On the whole,  for gross investments of  :  FHG 243 millions, 

or $ 176,000 one may previse : 68 new permanent posts,  ao an employment 

ratio of  : 0.3 par invested million. 

344.2 - 32¿299.tons_miil 

He shall add to preceding results the necessary compi 

tary labour for plantation and for working of 342 Ha per annum. 

¡n- 

The plantation will need : 

70» x 342     fln „       . afo      • 80 permanent workers. 

For harvesting and foliage loading,  it will be needed  : 

80 m x 342 
T55" 114 permanent workers. 

Dorkings and mechanical loading will need  : 

12 H x 342 
IH      flò   " ,0 3 workers. However we shall put them to 4, 

considering 2 chauffeurs or machine helpers per engine. 

For conveyance, we shall take on : 

40 x 2 H x 342      ,.        . , .     cc        * -j-g jmj  • 15 workers (chauffeurs) 

ao at to total : 68 + 80 + 114 + 4 + 15 • 281 new posts. 

The employment ratio for 406.4 millions investments will be 

m~4    - 0.69 for 1 invested million 
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344.3 - }00,000 ton» mill 

Here, we must consider necessary labour for : 

« plantation 

- harvest and loading of foliage 

- cutting and mechanical loading of sten*. 

Plantation requirement» 

2,400 Ha yearly closely set plantation» are reckomedl the 

labour will be  :  70 » per planted Ha, §o yearly : 

70 Ä-feB22^ - iSW • musami 

Other» need» 

•o 

telly, so : 

Hervest and loading of leaves will need SO » per Hectare, 

Cutting and mechanical loading of »tee» will need  : 

(6 H x 2) chauffeurs and chauffeur helps per Ha, so yearly  : 

<? » I ; UT "" - H2 - u -"•"• 
Conveyance will need  : 40 conveyances of 2 H par Ha 

Supplying a 100,000 yearly tons mill re eu I r» FMI 1,103 •lilla«) 

or $ 3.M2.000 investment and will bring about : 

360 + 800 + 13 + 100 - 1.473 post» for —I 

so, a labour ratio of : 

{*$    -    |f33 .«r million leve»tad 
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345 - Cone ina Ion 

Wo luvt summed up in th« fol lo win« Tabi« list, different 

Item» In relation with raw material supply of a mill of a different 

production capacity. 

tenie Hit 345 - Ka« it«rial sunel» of a SUal mill 

Annual capacity (ton) 16 to 20,000 t 20 to 30,000 T 100,000 T 

Average price of one ton dry 
fibert                                  FHC 

$ US 
3,737 

13,46 
4,326 

15,58 
5,000 

18,00 

Average price of raw material 
per pulp ton                     FMG 

$ US 
7,474 

26.92 
7,319 

26.37 
7,143 

25.74 

Complementary investment 
Millions        FMG 
US dollar     $ 

243 
tao 

406.4 
1,465 

1,015 
3,982 

Hem permanent employments 68 281 1,475 

•amloymsnt coefficient 0.3 0.69 1.33 

Net return ratio  for the 
planter 8.83 X 6.74 % 5.5t % 

- 

He note that the dry fiber cost per ton delivered at mill 

increases slightly following capacity, whereas the pulp ton cost decreases 

•lightly,  is also decreasing,   following capacity,  the net return ratio for 

the planter. On counterpart,  investment amount,  number of new employment 

poete and the employment ratio carlegate at the same time as mill capacity. 
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33 * iiMORAIORY PAPER STUDY FOR DEFINING SISAL UTILIZATION POSSIBILITIES 

FOR PAPERMAKINC 

The object of studies effected in laboratory  from Sisal  is  : 

- to sort out the different types of available raw materials 

- to define the grade of the main types of pulp and paper which may be 

achieved  :  alkaline chemical pulp or unbleached or bleached neutral 

Milfits pulp and semi-chemical pulp 

- to define the operative obstacles resulting  from the presence of non 

fibrous small particles in the raw material 

- to direct a forward research course in view of perfecting an industrial 
treatment. 

331 - Sampling 

One must distinguish on one hand the textile  fibers which 

for« « good raw material but the cost of which is prohibitive for paper- 

making,  and the different types of fibrous debris,  considered as a textile 

fiber by-product,   therefore of a much lower cost.  These debris,  or waste, 

contain more or  less  large quantities of parenchymatous cells and various 

ingredients,  called "fines". These  fines are useless from a papermaklng 
point of view. 

Lastly,  one may consider eventuality of utilisation of the 

"whole plant" that is to say a mixing of textile fibers and waste. One may 

indeed admit that cost of the entire crushed plant would not be prohibitive. 

It must however be noted that the entirely crushed   plant,     Is most 

perishable on account of many fermentations which develop very rapidly. 

This may lead to a storage problem. 

331 •! - Samples at hand 

The six following samples, all originating from Madagascar, 
were received in view of tests : 

Textile fibers  : 

- Commercially serviceable long textile fibers (GALLOIS firm). 

They are in the form of light colored tow. They include no Impurities. 
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2S2.2 - £2g££.£5¿_board_groductlon_cagaciti«i 

Similarly, paper and board production capacities and 

capacity annual increaae of percentages for the same periodi were : 

lib If Itlfr »Si? - P«P«r and board production capacity and percentage 

Years 
1963 
to 

1966 

1966 
to 

1969 

1969 
to 

1970 

1970 
to 

1971 

1971 
to 

1972 

1972 
to 

1973 

Paper-board production 
capacity (millions of 
tons) 

96.3 
to 

114.1 

114.1 
to 

133.3 

133.3 
to 

139.6 

139.6 
to 

145.6 

145.6 
to 

150.8 

150.8 
to 

155.6 

Annual percentage 
increaae 5.8 5.3 4.7 4.3 3.5 3.2 

Whereas, between 1963 and 1969, paperpulp production capa- 

city was inclined to increase faster than paper and board,  the reverse is 

expected from 1969 onwards. 

252.3 - 9S!CS£ifS5^SÍ!fSí5.EH¿£.SS¿.E£ESE.EE2é!í£lí0S.cSCS£¿tie£ 

Evolution of relation between pulp production capacity and 

paper-board production capacity, reckoned by F.A.O.  inquiries, are : 

tint \m m ti <*> 

Years 1960 1963 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 

Relation 
(percen- 
tage) 

79.8 80.5 81.1 82.6 81.9 81.6 80.8 80.1 79.5 79.6 

(1) Differences between percentages indicated and 100 7. correspond to pulp 

excess but also waste paper contribution and mineral fillings and 

various products. 
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Hast« : 

- FluM tow.- Th«y are fairly clean flbara with hardly any «all 

ingredients. 

- "Stork" debris,   taken out of th« »ewer canalisation of a Stork 

defibrator (DE HEAULME firm). These dabris also contain faw small 

ingredients. 

- A8G3 debris.- The sole indication for this waste, of non specified 

origin,  is the mention "on red sands". These debris contain a lot of 

fines. 

- ARL63   däbris.- The only indication for this waste,  of non defined, 

origin,  is "on alluvions". Those debris also contain s lot of fines. 

Whole plant : 

Tttli raw material (DE HE AULME firm) corresponds to whole plant with 

leaves (72 leaves weighing 43 Kg),  stems, hearts and 27 small white 

leaves (23 kg),   for a total of 66 Kg of green plants. These pianti were 

cut, washed,  pressed at 300 Kg so as  to discard the Juice, dried in a 

drying device,  and impregrated with boric acid to prevent fermentation. 

(Dry weight   :   12 Kg; dry/green relation :   18 X). This raw material 

arrived in a good state of preservation.  It is very heterogeneous and 

corresponds to a mixing of fibers,  "fines",  and particles comparable 

to wood. 

3S1.2 - £onsJtituent_mixlng 

The tests were effected,  following the case, on preceding 

sample« one after the other, or on a mixing made up of Flume tow, Stork 

waste, ASG3 waste and ASG65 waste.  It is indeed probable that,  from a 

practical point of view,  one waste type would not be used alone, but a 

mixing of different wastes. 
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351.3 - Coragle»Bnt*rjr_treatinent 

The textile fibers and the waste were cut very short, about 

2 c« long. A similar process would probably have been industrially possible 

by »sans of a straw chopper type of cutting machine.  The whole plant was 

already cut,  so there was no special treatment  in this regard. 

One may note that the digester  filling ratio whith these 

various raw materials was  low. The charge,  in dry weight for a specified 

volume,   is about half the weight of medium density hardwood chips. 

352 - Chamical composition of the samples 

It was proceeded to analysis of  the main chemical components 

of the 5 samples.  For the ASG3 and ARL65 waste»,  two portions were made up 

and analysed separately :  the fibrous parts and the "fines", proportions 

of these two  lot. baing approximately 50 - 50.  The checked result, are 

given in following Table list  : 

Raw material 
Alc-benz. 

% 
extract 

Textile Tow 

Whole green plant 

Defibering waste 
"Stork" 

Water 
extr. % 

Net soda 
extract % 

0.9 

ASG3 waste 
Fibers 
Fines 

Average 

6.6 

6.1 
14.5 

10.3 

16.5 

13 

14.5 

6.4 

ARL65 waste 
Fibers 
Fines 

Average 

Flume tow waste 

7.6 
14.4 

11 

10.3 
19 

14.6 

22.2 

llgnin Pentasanes 
% 

10.8 

13.6 

Celluiosi 
% 

20.5 

15.5 

3.2 

8 
23.4 

15.7 

5.4 

12.6 
33.4 

23 

14 

14 
22 

18 

19.4 

58 

30.7 

Ash % 
*25°C 

1 

44.1 

16.5 
26.4 

21.4 

1 13.3 

20 
9.1 

14.5 

12 
18.9 

15.5 

13.4 

19.5 
10.9 

15.2 

20.7 

44.6 
21.7 

33.1 

13.2 

45 
21.7 

33.3 

6 
14.4 

10.2 

7.3 
13.3 

10.3 

49.6 4.4 

Result 

92.1 

98  5 

96.5 

101* 
100.7' 

99.4 
103. r 

96.7 

*: The result is too high. This comes partly from important ash quantity in 

the raw material.  One part of this ash, seemingly soluble in water, is 

twice counted for in the result. 
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In Sisal ash, the silica ratio was determined. For various 

»los, following percentages were checked (expressed as X of dry matter) 

Tow 0.01 X 

Whole green plant 0.18 X 

"Stork" waste 0.1 X 

ASG3 waste 
(Fiber 
(Fines 
(Average 

AAL65 waste 
(Fiber 
(Fines 
(Average 

i 0.12 X 
1.4 X 
0.76 % 

0.2 X 
1.- X 
0.6 X 

"Flus* tow" waste : 0.05 X 

First of all, we note that each sassi« has a very different 

composition from the others. These differences are very pronounced espe- 

cially as to alcohol-bensine extract, water extract, cellulose snd ash. 

If in each case, we reckon the addition S - lignln + alcohol« 

bamsina axtract + water extract (this addition Indicates more or less easy 

cooking of a raw material), we may sort out samples in following manner : 

1 - Textile tow (S - 12.7) 

2 - Flume tow waste (S > 22) 

3 - "Stork" waste (S • 27) 

4 - Whole plant (S - 39) 

5 - A863 and ARL65 waste which are very similar 
(S - 42.9 and 42.2) 

One may therefore presume that tow will be an easy cooking 

raw matsrlsl with a good yield, and that ASG3 and ARL6S waste will be, on 

the contrary, the samples of the lesser interest of the studied lot, 

especially the fines of this waste. 

As regards to silica, the quantities are low for tow and 

are not very high for the purified wastes. On counterpart, in the whole 

plant and especially in the fines, there were fairly high percentages of 

silica which would seemingly bring about disturbsnces during recovery of 

the blsck liquor If this were looked upon. 
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353 - Mtcro-trlQl character Ut lea of the ftbff 

Fiber sises were measured from kraft pulp, bleached by 

C102N«, corresponding to a mixing of Flume tow, Stork waste, AM3 wait«, 

«•MS waste. This ia therefore not to do with textile fibere which are 

probably a little longer, but with waste fibers which will more probably he 

coni i de red for a small mill supply. 

The following results were registered  : 

Fiber length in microns L - 2,185 -  700 

:   W « 20.1 -  6 Fiber width in microns 

Fiber cavity in microns 

Wall thickness in microns    2W - 11.3 - 3 

Flexibility coefficient      C/lX »40-2 

Felting power 

C « 8.6      -6 

L/l    -      1*6 

These fibers are long and narrow,   ao of a high feutrant 

power, which supposes a good tearing resistance for paper. 

The walls are fairly thick, so the  flexibility coefficient 

is relatively medium. The breaking length of paper would therefore probably 

not be extremely high. It is more likely that it would be in a line between 

3,000 and 10,000 m. 

However, these results are satisfactory on the whole and one 

may expect on one hand, a good deportment of the wet sheet at machine heed 

end at the first press, and on the other, paper possessing higher mechanic ai 

character ist ice than paper that would be made out of a hardwood pulp. 

3S4 - Kraft cooking of the sample« 

334.1 - Çase_of_unclean£d_samgles 

The different samples were treated by the kraft procese  ee 

they were received, that is to say without cleaning of finee before the cook, 

luring this part of the study, we suppose as having been eolved the problem 

of partial elimination of the fines which are in the pulp after cookln«. 

Effectively,  the fines of the unclcaned waste are to be found in the pulp. 

These fines may be partly discarded by a pressure spray washing on a eleve 

with wide mesh openings. 
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This technique,  which it not to be directly transposed on 

the industrial scale, it essential in a laboratory for going on with the 

treatfltent  (refining, papermaking),  otherwise one would have to work on 

extremely  slow stock at the  start,  which would be pure non sense. We  shall 

cone back  in paragraph 357,   on  thiB very important problem of the fines, on 

their  incidence as to drainage,   on discarding possibilities.  For the  time 

being,   the object in view is only to compare the grades of the raw materials 

without  taking into account  draining problems. 

The different  samples were treated in 2 litre-cases under 

following conditions : 

Soda 18,   24 or  26 % in relation with dry matter 

Sulphur    :      1.8,   2.4 or 2.6 7. in relation with dry matter  (1) 

Liquor/dry matter  relation : 6/1 

Duration and temperature of the cook   :   1 h 30 from 20 to  160° C 
+ 2 h at  160° C 

Results of the cook are  indicated in following Table  list   : 

Sample NaOH + S 
Groas 
pulp 
yield 

Graded 
pulp 
yield 

Remnant 
NaOH  in the 
cook g/l 

Mn04K 
Unbleached 
pulp 
photovolt 

Textile fibers 18 - 1.8 71.8 71.8 4 7.6 45 

Flume tow 16 - 1.8 St. 2 54.1 4 10.5 35 

Stork waste 24 - 2.4 54.4 49.7 4.4 10 31 

ASG3 waste 24 - 2.4 38.5 37.2 5.3 14.7 21 

ARL65 waste 24 . 2.4 35.1 33.8 3.2 15.6 21 

Whole plant 26 . 2.6 36.9 33.8 5.6 15.5 25 

After Jokro refining,  following characteristics were obtained) 

at 40" tl 

(1) We recall that soda + sulphur is équivalent to soda + sulphide with 
following correspondence   : 

NaOH + S     - NaOH +    8na2 
2.92 18       1.8 13.5 

24       2.4 18.0 3.90 
26       2.6 19.5 4.21 
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Sample 
Breaking 
length 

Bursting Tearing Porosity 
Folding 
T  -   IKg 

Bulk 
-      fc .   rime to 
Stretch Mt 40oSI 

Textile fiber 8,100 65 245 13 1,500 1.5 4.1 80* 

Flume tow 7,400 53 190 18 400 1.5 4.1 65» 

Stork watte 7,000 56 185 8 700 1.6 4.0 14« 

A8G3 watte 
5,000- 
5,500 

30-33 130-145 2 9O-110 1.8-1.9 2.8-3.2 2' 

AlttS watte 5,400 36 135 2 120 1.85 3 1' 

Whole plant 6,200 43 180 6 180 1.8 3.8 5' 

The whole of preceding retults  »how that the beat raw 

materiel  it textile fiber;  then come a second group with Flume tow and 

•tork waste. Lastly we grade ASG3, ARL65 waste,   and the whole plant. 

In spite of squirt screening of pulp,  we have proof of 

presence of residuous   fines,   in Flume tow pulp  and Stork pulp in small 

quantities, and in larger quantities in the other wastes and in the whole 

plant  (refining time and porosity are decreasing). 

We also  indicate presence  in the paper of many dark spots, 

•specially in the case of paper processed with non refined pulp. The number 

of these  spots,  practically non existant in "textile" paper,  increases  in 

"Flume tow and Stork" paper,  and becomes very  important in "ASG3" "ARL65" 

"Whole plant" paper.  These spots probably come  from remnant fines aggregates 

which «ore or less dissolve during refining.  A part of these spots are 

eliminated by centric leaner s, but there still remains an appreciable 

avantlty  in the pulp.  As  indicated before,  we shall come back on this  fines 

problem in I 357. 

We shall keep in mind that this  first test series show that 

the samples are very irregular as regards quality. However, concerning 

paper physical characteristics, and solely from this point of view,  the 

trades found in ASG3 and ARL65 wastes (unfavourable cases) are not lower 

than those of a beech chemical pulp. One may even note that tearing strenght 

la definitely better. 
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In the cate oí textile fiber (the moat favourable cate), the 

aradea way be compared with spruce kraft pulp. 

354.2 - Case of dry^-cleaned Bangles 

By juat a beating of  the dry raw material on a sieve with 

wide «esh openings, an important part of the amali particles may be 

eliminated in some cases up to 50 7. and more (taken from the bottom of the 

baga  for example). 

been tested : 

To get a comparison,   the three following raw material have 

- Stork waste partly dry cleaned by beating 

- ASG3 waste        " " " " 

- ARL65 waste      " " " " 

The rest of the treatment is to compare with n° 354.1. 

Washing by pressure squirt in particular,  has been used for pulp. 

Following Table lists enable to compare the two types of 

resulte 

Sample 
Raw pulp 
yield 

Graded pulp 
yield 

Remnant NaOH 
in the cook 

a/1 

Nn04K 
index 

Unbleached 
pulp 

photovolt 

Cleaned Stork waste 

Uncleaned    "        " 

50.1 

50.4 

49.8 

49.7 

4.4 

4.4 

12 

10 

30 

31 

Cleaned ASG3 waste 

Uncleaned "        " 

50.7 

38.5 

50 

37.2 

5.6 

5.3 

14.9 

14.7 

30 

21 

Cleaned ARL65 waste 

Uncleaned "        " 

45.6 

35.1 

44.7 

33.8 

4.4 

3.2 

12.4 

15.6 

30 

21 
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Sample Breaking 
langth 

Bunting Turing PorotKy 
Folding 
T -1 Kg 

Bulk Stretch 
Tlst to 
g.t 40° 

SR 

Screened Stork «mit« 

Unscreened "       " 

7,100 

7,000 

59 

56 

160 

185 
• 

6 

8 

650 

700 

1.6 

1.6 

4 

4.0 

10 

14 

Screened ASG3 wette 

Unscreened "        " 

7,000 

5,000-5,500 

55 

30-33 

175 

130-145 

9 

2 

500 

90-110 

1.7 

1.6 -1.9 

3.8 

2.8 - 3.2 

9 

2 

Screened ARL65 waste 

Unscreened "       " 

7,200 

5,400 

56 

36 

175 

135 

e 

2 

500 

120 

1.6 

1.85 

4 

3 

10 

1 

Analysis of these Table lists allow for two important remarks : 

- Difference* between dry screened Stork waste and unscreened one are 

not significant. This confiras that Stork waste contains relatively 

few fines. 

- The differences between ASG3 or ARL65 dry screened and unscreened 

waste are highly significant. They hear on pulp yield, pulp colour, 

Mechanical resistance, refining time. They confirm importance of 

fines in these wastes. 

Generally speaking, we may infer that when Sisal wastes contain 

important quantities of fines, a dry cleaning through a simple whipping ame- 

liorates the results. This cleaning is however not sufficient from the pulp 

drainage and cleaniness point of view; we shall come back on this in 357. 

354.3 - Confirmation_£ookin|_in_di|ester 

A confirmation cooking has been made in a 45 litre digester, 

io starting from a much more important raw material quantity than in the 

preceding cooking in s case. 
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Iti ! eh 
The composition of the waste mixing'was used for this cook 

Fl UM tow 

Stork waste 

ASC3 «asta 

AIL65 waste 

25 % (unscreened) 

25 7. (unscreened) 

25 X (partly dry screened) 

25 % (  "   "    ••   ) 

A such mixing is more representative than would be only one 

waste type alone. 

The cooking conditions corresponded to NaOH » 24 % S • 2.4 X, 

liquor/dry matter ratio : 6/1 - temperature :  2 Hr from 20 to 170* C + 

1.30 H at  170* C. 

The results were  : 

Raw pulp yield 
X 

Gradad pulp yield 
% 

Remnant NaOH 
G/l 

MnOi K 

index 
Photovolt 

53.0 52.3 6.0 10.1 36 

The pulp containing many small particle aggregates,  a trial 

was made for eliminating them by passing them through a Lamort centric leaner. 

This operation succeeded in eliminating a large part of the aggregates but 

not altogether. On the other hand,  a fairly large fraction of good fibers 

want with the aggregates,  thus yielding a lower refuse pulp grade than 

would have been otherwise. 

The screened part and the part corresponding to the refuse 

pulp were heated in the Jokro, processed in sheets and analysed. 

The results were as follows : 

Kind of pulp 
breaking 

length Bursting Tearing Porosity Folding 
T - 1kg Bulk Stretch Time to 

get 40' 
SR 

Screened pulp 

Refuse pulp 

7,400 

6,200 

54 

47 

1*0 

180 

11 

12 

600 

250 

1.55 

1.60 

4.2 

4.0 

9» 

7' 
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Resulta in relation wich beated pulp In tht foni of a diagram, 

will t» found in paragraph 354 (sac furthar on diagrama 354 B, C, D). 

He aee that according to procaading figurai, screened pulp 

hai aatiafactory mechanical characteristics,  but papar corresponding to 

the unbeated pulp still contains some dark impurities. 

Refuse pulp, although less resisting than screened pulp, 

•till possesses satiafactory qualities, but the look of the paper is most 

unpleasant on account of very many dark spots, particularly for paper 

processed from unbeated pulp. 

On the whole, above results fairly nail confirm remarks «ade 

during cook tests in cases. 

354.4 - §i«2£!&2ft-2Í.?í!*i.EUÍE 

He have reserved for bleaching teats, the preceding pulp 

cooked in a digester with 24 % NaOH and 2.4 I aulphur at 170*C during 

1.30 H. Tuo fractlona having been made, one fraction, screened, containing 

few fines and the other made up of refuse,  the tuo fractions were tested 

comparatively. The hardneas of these two fractions were very similar 

(Mn04K of screened pulp  :  9.7 to 10.4 and Mn04K of the refuae pulp  :  10.5 

to 11.2). The unbleached were about the same,    but the refuse pulp had 

many dark spots. 

354.41 - Types of bleaching testsd 

leverei types of bleaching «ara experimentad : 

. a ClOjNa excess treatment to find out the P.D. of unbleached pulp 

- a 4 stages bleaching two of which with ClOMa 

- a mora elaborate bleaching in 5 stagea two of which with C102 

- a series of brlghtenlngs in one stag« with ine reatini quantities of 

ClOMa 

- a ear las of brlghtenlngs in one stage with ine resting quantitiee of 

peroxide. 
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Indeed,  this r«Ution li not a sufficient basii for valuation 

of balance between papar and board production on on« aide,  and pulp produc- 

tion on the other, but  its evolution ia certainly worthy of notice. The 

Indicated relations for  1972 and 73 could evidently be modified if new 

investments were decided upon from two or three years now on. 

As regards chemical woodpulp in particular, their part of 

paper pulp total capacity production has gone up from about 58.6 X in lt63 

to about 61.3 % in 196», which is an appreciable increase.    However,  for 

19*9-73,  the forecast is for a same expansion rate as for all the other 

various pulp grades. 

252.4 - 8ituation_in_Europe 

If we would now compare paper-board and pulp production in 

luropt (Scandinavia included), during the last ten years and the coming 

ten years, we may draw the following Table list  : 

Table Hat 232.»a - Pulp and paper european consumption 

(in million tons) 

Years 1960 1970 1975 1980 

Paper, board total 
production 22.1 38.1 49.4 63.4 

Corresponding chemical 
pulp consumption 9.7 19.1 26.1 35.2 

Chemical pulp production 9.4 18.1 23.9 31.7 

Difference -0.3 -1.0 -2.2 -3.5 

It therefore appears that in 1980, Europe, Scandinavia 

included, will have to Import 3.5 million tons of pulp. 

Up to the present time, Canada was the chief complementary 

pulp supplier for Europe. Between 1965 and 1968,  fourteen units of an 

average 200,000 yearly tons capacity have started up in Canada,  from which 

fact a world pulp surplus production occured in 1967-68. From now on to 

11731 only three unita are expected to start in British Columbia. 
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Ih« results are put forth in following Table lists  : 

Bleaching results with ClOjNa when hot 

Pulp 
C102na 
int % 

Time Temperature Photovolt Stability 7. P.D. 

Screened 

Refuse 

50 

50 

1/2 H 

1/2 H 

80° 

80° 

80 

80 

88.5 

88.5 

1,070 

1,050 

Results of 4-stage bleaching (CI - NaOH - 2 ClOna) 

Pulp 

Chlorosodation Hypochloritation Cl 
total 
cons. 7. 

Bleach 
yield 

7. 
Photovolt Stability 

Cu 
index P.D. CI cons. 

7. 
NaOH 
cons.7. 

CI int 
7. 

Cl cons 
7. 

Screened 

Refuse 

4.8 

5.5 

1.65 

1.8 

1.5+0.5 

1.5+0.5 

0.7+0.1 

0.8+0.15 

5.6 

6.45 

93.50 

87.5 

76.50 

73.5 

88 

85 

1.25 

1.25 

495 

455 

Results of 5 - stag« bleaching (Cl - NaOH - H^ . C102 - H202 - C102) 

Pulp 

Reagents consumed during 1 bleaching Bleach 
yield Photovolt Stability 

Cu 
index P.D. Cl cons. 

7. 
NaOH 
cons. 7. 

CIO- cons. H202 cons. 
7. 

Screened 

Refuse 

4.8 

5.5 

1.8 

2.65 

0.85 + 0.45 

0.9 + 0.45 

0.40 + 0.25 

0.45 + 0.25 

92 

88 

86 

83 

87 

84.5 

1.3 

1.3 

505 

470 

Brightening results with ClONa in one stage 

Pulp Cl int. NaOH int. Cl cons. Time Temperature Photovolt Gain in 
% % 7. °C brightness 

3 0.5 2.5 6 h 30° 63.5 + 32 

Screened 6 1 2.6 •i H 64.5 + 33 

12 2 4.4 it •i 67.5 + 36 

24 2.5 4.9 H n 69 + 38 

3 0.5 2.9 6 h 30° 57 + 26 

6 1 4.7 M n 58.5 + 27 
Refuse 12 2 5.9 II n 61.5 + 30.5 

24 2.5 10.1 II n 62 + 31 
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»right«ning results with H202 in on« stage 

Pulp 
H20, Int. NaOH int. 

% 

S0,Na, 
int.% 

H2°2 
% cons. 

Time Temperature 
•c 

Photovolt Gain in 
brightness 

Screened 

1 

3 

5 

0.5 

1 

2 

3 % in 

volume 

(d-1.45 

0.25 

0.95 

2.65 

3 h 

H 

ti 

60' 

H 

ti 

45.5 

52.5 

54.5 

+ 14 

+ 21 

+ 23 

Refuse 

1 

3 

5 

0.5 

1 

2 

3 %  in 

volume 

d-1.45 

0.25 

1.45 

2.9 

  

3 h 

ti 

H 

60° 

n 

•• 

45.5 

48.5 

51.5 

+ 14.5 

+ 14.5 

+ 20.5 

the photovolts were measured on thick 250 to 300 g/m2 pads. 

The figures registered in the Table listi are an average quoting of each 

•lde of the sheet. We note that with pulp including fines,  the quotings 

differ from on side to the other,  the upper side being generally a little 

brighter than the lower side where the fines collect.  In the case of Sisal 

pulp these differences between the 2 sides are of about 1 or 2 points for 

screened pulp and a little higher for refuse pulp  (about 3 to 4 points). 

Moreover it must be noted that after 60 to 80 g/m2 streetlng 

the photovolt values are definitely better than those registered on thick 

pads. This is due to elimination of one part of the fines which go through 

the machine wire. 

354.42 - Analysis of bleaching results 

Multistage bleaching : 

a) - A four stage bleaching,  two of which with hypochlorite, gives pulps of a 

very medium brightness (76.5 to 73.5) definitely lower than those regis- 

tered for hardwood pulp which vary following species from 80 to 82 for 

the same kind of treatment and this in spite of the fsct that the 

chlorine expenditure is high for this pulp type. Bleach stability Is 

medium. Copper index and polymerisation degree of bleached pulp are 

not very good, and indicate that the pulp has incurred some kind of 
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¿•gradation probably due to consumed chlorine excess.  We alao note that 

the refuse doe« not bleach as well as screened pulp,  which is normal; 

yellow spots are to be detected in this refuse pulp,  which correspond to 

dark spots visible  in unbleached pulp. 

t) - With 5 - stage bleaching,  two of which with chlorine dioxide we get a 

botter brightness  (86 and 83 photovolt  for both pulpa). But here once 

sure, brightness is lower than those registered for hardwood pulp which 

are around 90-92  for the same bleaching process.  In the same way,   the 

pulp show degradation,   the P.D.  and copper index being hardly more 

favorable than those with hypochlorite  treatment. This degradation 

therefore comes  from chlorosodation.  Differences between refuse and 

fiber bleach are also of about 3 points. However,  it  seems that visual 

impression of black or yellow spots  lessens by applying chlorine dioxide 

and this is of interest  from this point of view. 

Ooe-sfae bleaching (see chart 354 A) 

The result of these tests is that hydrogen peroxide treatment 

seems to yield lower results than hypochlorite. With 3 % active chlorine 

one may get a 63.5 photovolt on screened pulp and 57  on refuse pulp.  But 

these pulps, especially the second,  have brown or yellow spots which 

perhaps might be eliminated when refined.  In any case,   oxidising reagent 

increased quantity does not very much embetter brightness. One-stage 

bleaching may be considered but for semi-bleached pulp only. 

354.43 - Bleached pulp mechanical characteristics 

Bleached pulps were refined in Jokro,  sheeted in Rapid- 

Ktfthen and analysed. Charts N° 354 B, C, D, give the entire results for 

different beating degrees. 

Sheet characteristics are aa follows for 40° SR (we recall, 

as reference, unbleached pulp characteristics)  : 
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Paper characteristics (Flume tow/waste mixing) 

Grade of pulp 

Screened pulp 

Unbleached 

Breaking 
length 

4-atage Bleaching (ClOHa)    6,300 

4-etage bleaching (C102)      6,400 

Refuae pulp 

Unbleached 

7,400 

Bursting 

54 

43 

45 

Tearing Poroelty 

4-atage bleaching (ClOMa)    5,400 

4-atage bleaching (C102) 

6,200 

6,100 

47 

45 

48 

190 

100 

90 

11 

12 

12 

Fold 
T .1 K 

600 

40 

40 

Bulk 

180 

100 

85 

12 

13 

11 

i.55 

1.50 

1.40 

Strate* 

250 

20 

20 

1.60 

1.55 

1.45 

4.2 

3.6 

3.9 

TIM to ge 
W° SR 

4.0 

3.2 

3.5 

1 

9' 

7' 

7' 

7' 

5' 

5' 

.* 

We note that bleached pulp mechanical reaiatance charac- 

teristics are appreciably lower than for unbleached pulp,  especially aa to 

tearing and folding; this confirms unfavourable phisico-chemical charac- 

teristics precedingly indicated (P.D., copper index). 

In a bleached form, Siaal pulp is appreciably lower in 

grada than a good Spruce pulp. It is equal with a hardwood pulp with a 

higher tearing index. 

We »ay conclude from these results that Sisal pulp 

bleaching is not very easy, and needs perfecting if a good quality proéuet 

is required. 

355 - Cookina of samples with neutral sulfitt 

The six »empiei, non-dry screened, war« treated by 

•odium neutral aulfite under following circumstances  : 

S03Na2 18 or 24 X (on dry matter) 

COjNa, 6 or    8 X (on dry matter) 

Liquor/dry matter ratio : 6/1. 

Time and temperature  :  2 h fro« 20* to 170' C+Jhit 170° C. 
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The resulting pulp,  although possessing a low permanganate 

index, «rare badly deflbrated. They were put through a 12-inch Sprout- 

Waldron to open them better. 

The results were as follow» : 

Saaplei S03Na2 Pulp yield Remnant S0J|a„ 
J      L 

InO.K    Index 
4 

Photovolt 

Textile fibers 18  7. 76 18.9 15.0 72.5 

Flune tow ii 69 9.5 14.5 67 

Stork waste M 60 3.7 15.5 60 

ASG3   waste M 53 5.0 15.4 40 

ARL65 waste u SO 4.4 13.0 38.5 

Whole plant •• 50 3.2 19.8 39.5 

Textile fibers 24 7. 76 27.1 13 73 

Flume tow u 67 16.4 13.2 67.5 

Stork waste •i 59 16.4 13.8 61.5 

ASG3   waste •i 52 17.6 13.4 43.5 

ARL65 waste II 49 9.4 12.3 40.5 

Whole plant u 48 17.0 19.7 40.5 

Saaples 
SOoNao 

% 
Breaking 
1ength 

Bursting Tearing Poro$lty 
Fold 

T - 1 Kg 
Bulk Stretch 

Tfme to get 
40° SR (1) 

Textile  fibers 18 7. 8,200 64 210 - 900 1.5 3.8 - 

Flume  tow u 7,200 62 230 9 900 1.5 3.6 25 

Stork waste M 6,500 4a 205 400 1.9 3.8 15 

ASG3 waste II 5,200 38 160 7 150 2.2 3.1 4 

ARL65 waste u 4,700 32 130 7 100 2.0 3.0 4 

Whole plant u 5,400 41 160 9 200 19 3.0 3 

Textile  fibers 24 X 9,500 67 215 - 1,200 1.5 4.1 - 

Flume tow II 8,300 63 235 12 1,000 1.6 3.8 18 

Stork waste n 7,200 52 235 14 500 1.9 4.1 5 

ASG3 waste M 5,900 42 160 10 200 2.2 3.8 2 

ARL65 waste II 5,200 38 130 10 100 2.2 3.5 2 

Whole plant •i 5,800 41 172 9 300 1.9 3.2 
1 

(1) Reference only, on account of possible pre-refinlng by putting through Sprout-Waldron 
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Antlytlt of above results allovs for following remarks  : 

•y referring to the permensanate index, we note that a 18 X 

Sulfit« quantity is sufficient  for Sisal waste cooks.   Lesser quantities 

•ay «van b« considered for textile fibers. Yields are higher than kraft 

aula yields. Color is also brighter, and textile fibera even yield directly 

« sulp very much approaching a bleached pulp. One must however note in 

this regard a very important point :  the fibers become very bright after 

a sulfite cook, whereas the fines remain dark,   in such a way that there is 

a very dlatinct marking,   like a "peppering" of the sheets of paper espe- 

cially with A8G3, ARL65 waste,  and the whole plant. 

For this reaaon sulfite treatment is unadvisable,  except if 

th« elimination of the fines problem were perfectly solved. 

As regards to pulp characteristics, we cone to figures fairly 

siailar to the kraft pulp  figures except for porosity and bulk, which are 

higher. This is sometimes noticed for the unbleached neutral sulfite pulps, 

the fibers of which are not so plastic as the kraft pulp fibers. 

The grade range of the samples remains unchanged. 

334 - Various treatments 

336.1 - High_jrield_sodaj,ulg 

Some Sisal waate cookings were made with restricted quantities 

of soda  :  6 and 10 7. in relation with dry raw material. The other cooking 

condìtlona ware the same as those described in 354.1 

The resulting pulp was refined in a 12-inch Sprout-Waldr on 

unit.    Pressure spray washing of pulp was applied. 

The pulp yield were  : 

Samples 6 % NaOH 10 % NaOH 

Stork waste 

ASG3 waste 

57.4 

41.f 

56.5 

40.6 
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A steady pulp demand it therefore to be expected on the 

world Market  fro« now on to 1973 and probably afterward«. 

253 - Pacer pulp Internet tonal quotation 

Pulp quotations have incurred several rises during 1969 and 

the 1970 first  three months.  These may be followed by other rises. 

Following prices are for 1,000 kg 90 % dryness pulp - 88° 

61 brightness  for the bleached pulpa - Ci.F. Rouen, Calais, Antwerp or 

lot ter da«. For St-Louls-du-Rhône,  these figures are to be raised by about 

20 FF (1,000 F.  MG) per ton.  Discount 1.5 % for cash payment  . 

Ttfcll left 2».a 

Y tar 1.4.1989 1.1.1970 10.4.1970 

Currency Sued 
Ont 

Francs 
Fr 

Franct 
MG 

Sied 
Cnrs 

Franct 
Fr 

Francs 
m 

Swed 
Cnrs 

Francs 
Fr 

Francs 
MG 

Softwood bleached 
•oda 

820 820.25 44,012 865 ä50.05 47,5Ú2 925 993.ûû 49,650 

Hardwood bleached 
•oda 

760 815.85 40,792 840 901.75 45,087 890 955.40 47,770 

Softwood unbleached 
•oda 635 8P1.65 34,082 715 767.55 38,377 770 826.60 41,330 

Softwood bleached 
bisulfite 805 864.15 43,207 880 944.70 47,235 925 993.00 49,650 

Hardwood bleached 
bisulfite 745 799.75 39,987 625 885.65 44,282 875 939.30 46,965 

Softwood unbleached 
bisulfite eoo 740.70 J7.035 770 826.60 41,330 830 891.00 44,550 

The difference between quotations for 1969 and for January 

1970 con* frost an increase in pulp quotations as well as from French franc 

•évaluation in August 1969. 
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We note that yields are not very high for this kind of 

treatment and that the difference» are not very marked between 6 and 10 X 

•oda. Soda quantities would therefore have to be appreciably lower than 

6 % to Increase the yield. 

Pulp, even after having gone through Sprout-Waldron, have may 

dark spots which stand out like small haru bodies in the paper, which 

would only be presentable for coarse boards and papers. 

The Schopper degree of pulp varien from 40 to 60. 

The paper characteristics were about the saae  for both waste 

types, at least by extrapolating results at same °SR. Here are,  •• an 

exemple,  the values corresponding to 50°SR. 

NaOH X Breaking 
length 

Bursting Porosity Folding Bulk Tearing 
Stretch 

% 

Concor« 
ll2gAn2 135 g/ml 

6 

10 

5,000 

5,500 

23 

26 

3 

3  to 5 

100 

150 

2.2 

2.1 

150 

160 

3.1 

3.0 

11.5 

12.5 

18 

18.5 

These characteristics are on the whole adequate for ordinary 

board and paper. The Concora index however,  in caae of corrugated medium, 

la not very high,  since a 135 gr paper to be considered to get a crushing 

strength in accordance with the generally admitted standards. 

From above results, it seems as though further testa should be 

made with a lower reagent quantity in the cooking.  A better pulp yield 

with still sufficient  characteristics  is not to be excluded. 

356.2 - Siaalkrafttreatmentwithhotwater 

The chemical analysis has revealed that Sisal waste extract 

fey boiling water is  important. From which the idea of treating Sisal with 

hot water so a* to make easier a further soda cooking. A test auch as 

this one was made on a Sisal "whole plant" sample. 

il 
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Extraction by water was made by boiling for 20 minute». The 

•oda cooking la tha same that described in 354.1, but with 18 X aoda 

lnataad of 26. Hare are compared reaulta  : 

Saaplea 
NaOH 

% 
Graded pulp 

yield 
Remnant NaOH 

g/1. 

•n04K 
Index 

Photovoit 

Without water treatment 

With water  treatment 

26 

18 

33.8 

23.4 

5.6 

4.4 

15.5 

14.4 

25 

26 

Suples 
Breaking 

length Bursting Tearing Porosity Folding Bulk Stretch 
TUe to 

get 40°SR 

Without water treatment 

With water treatment 

6,200 

6,500 

43 

52 

180 

170 

6 

15 

180 

250 

1.8 

1.7 

3.2 

3.9 

5' 

19' 

These results show that it has been poaaible to cook   a same 

Sisal quantity with less soda, but the pulp yield is much lower. In fact, 

tha soda quantity per pulp ton is the same in the two cases. Pulp processed 

with water treatment is perhaps of a higher quality and a  little more clear 

of impurities, but the differences, as far as they are significant, are not 

sufficient to account for an operative method as such,  implying a comple- 

mentary treatment. 

357 - Problems relating to fines 

We have pointed out the unfavourable influence of fines. It Is 

•sssntial to stress this  influence before considering means for reducing 

It. 

Sisal is not the only plant yielding fines.  Sugar cane bagasse, 

as an example, has aome as well. In this case,  fines essentially come from 

the pith cells. They are partly discarded by dry beating of Bagas de in 

drums provided with round openings of a few mm to 1 cm aise. The fines are 

discharged through the openings. 
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As regards Sisal,  the fine» originate seemingly fro« the 

destruction of aclerenchyme and parenchyma tissues which envelop the fibrous 

tissus ««bodied in the leaf.  In a wet state,  the fines stick strongly to 

Sisal waste.  In a dry state,  a  large part «ay be discarded by beating, as 

for Bagasse.  In laboratory the quantity is rather important. Experience as 

to industrial devices planned for Bagasse would be instructive fro« this 

point of view. 

It oust also b« noted that this often concerns fine aggra- 

vates and not fines in a dust state. These aggregates, when cooked, under 

the «schsnical action on the pulp (circulation, refining) «ay i««ediately 

disaggregate in very fine particles, or partly subsist,  leaving intact the 

ultra-fine particle potential. 

Pines proportion in the sa«ples at hand is a very vsriable 

datua which depends upon : kind of ssnple, raw «aterial previous «anipulation, 

the wsy the sample was taken fro« the bags (fines hsve a tendency of pro- 

gressing fro« top to bottom through gravity). Preparation of a hoaogeneous 

sample is therefore difficult. 

357.1 - Fines^value^proger 

We hevs seen that c hemic si composition of fines wss very 

unfavourable (see n* 352). 

Pines slone have been treated by kraft process  : fines ASG3, 

fines ARL65. 

The following Table list enables a comparison of results with 

those of the sa- A3G3 snd ARL65 wsstes partly screened by whipping (cookings 

e ivi lar to those described in 354.1 j 24 % soda). 

Samples 

100 % ASG3 Pines 

100 X ARL65 Pines 

Screened A8G3 

Screened ARL65 

Pulp yield 

34.3 

19.6 

50.7 

45.6 

Remnant NaOH g/1 

5.2 

1.8 

5.6 

4.4 

Mn04K 
Index 

31.6 

29.6 

14.9 

12.4 

Photovolt 

13.5 

13.5 

30 

30 
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tie not« tt» ted rtiulti fro« fin««. He aleo reawrk that the 

collected finae are of irregular quality (34.3 yield for A8G3, lt.6 for 

AlUS). finee pulp givo a vary indifférant papar quality : 

geaplee 
Braaklng 
langth 

gurating Taaring Poroaity 'SR 
Refining 

tia* 

100 X A8G3 Plnaa 

100 X ARL65 Finas 

2,370 

2,140 

3.6 

8.3 

25 

29 

0.5 

0.5 

75.5 

61 

1' 

1' 

Screened A863 

tcraanad A1L65 

7,000 

7,200 

55 

* 

175 

175 

• 

2 

40 

40 

t' 

10' 

357.2 - ln£i»«Sî_2L!i5î!-25-KÎE-Î!ïi«lî-"-î 

Ha hava alraady polntad out tha unfavourabla influença of 

"finat" on tha dralnaga rata. If, aftar cooking, we recover a Sitai pulp 

containing finee on a aleve with fine aeeh, the alava get clogged and pulp 

waahlng la practically lapoeeible. Thie fact appaerà even in the caae of 

«leer aeeh opanlnga : clogging 1« °«ly * little longer to atart. 

During preceding teata, a preaeure epray waahing aethod mi 

put in uta which permanently preventa clogging, elialnatee a part of f iaea, 

and help« pulp waahing. 

Á aariea of teata ware effected, ao ae to coapare cooking 

reeultt and fraaneaa value, on one aide on pulp not waehed by preteure apray 

(thit waahing laata a vary long tin«, but the finea are preaerved) and on the 

otter aide, on pulp waehed by a preaaure apray. In each caae, the taaplaa 

are not tcraanad. 
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Pulp the fines of which have Pulp the Eines of which have 

tamales bean kept in the sample. been partly eliminated 

(No spray wash) (Spray wash) 

MnO^K 
Index 

Pulp *SI 
Mn04K Pulp 

"SR yield Index yield 

Textile fiber 14 8.7 70 14 7.6 70 

Flus* tow 19.5 11.6 66 14 10.5 59.2 

Stork waste 27 14.4 54.9 14.5 10 50.4 

A8G3 waste 34.5 21.9 46.5 23 (1) 14.7 38.5 

ARL65 waste 40 23.4 45.2 24 (1) 15.6 35.1 

Intlre plant . 31 22.4 43.4 24 (1) 15.5 36.9 

(1) The figures M iy b« lowei ed by leni thenlng treatment. 

These results point out, textile fibers apart, pressure spray 

«••hing influence on the freeness value of the pulp, on the yields and the 

loss of finas, on the permanganate index. Only the textile fibers, practi- 

cally without fines, yield similar results. 

357.3 - Screeninjjjulg_on .calibrated^ reengiates 

Practionising by Lorentsen screen puts into evidence Impor- 

tance of finas retention according to the operative method applied : 
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Samples 
Meshing with 
»reliure «pray 

Retention of the pulp on icreen | 
-*> 11 to 100 

plate 

18 40 60 80 100 

with 72.5 90.9 94.3 97.2 97.7 

Twit ti« fiber without 71.5 88.9 93.7 95.7 96.6 

with 55.7  1 89.0 92.5 93.0 95.8 

HUM tow without 50.9 84.6 89.7 

„ ,      • 

90.2 

> 

90.7 

.1 

with 24.0 82.7 87.5 89.4 89.9 

Stork watte without 18.) 70.0 77.0 79.8 80.3 

with 13.2 63. t 69.5 74.6 75.1 

ÀSG3 weite without 12.2 48.8 57.1 62.9 63.8 

_. 
with 3.7 56.7 65.6 74.6 75.1 

AIL65 wette without 2.9 45.5 54.1 59.3 59.8 

with 32.9 68.6 73.4 74.4 76.2 

WHole plant without 25.8 54.1 56.7 58.8 66.0 

These results ihow thet, except for tentile fibers, the 

•pray washing carriel off from 5 to 10 % of fines which night get through 

a n' 100 screen (100 meshes per iineer inch). These results also stress 

the lower long fiber proportion in Stork, A8C3, AÌ.L65 and whole plant 

westes. 

If we teke as independent verleble, for the different teeted 

pulp seniles, the finee percentage measured by the lost pulp «.uantity on 

screen n' 100 (complement at 100 of preceding Table list values for the 

•creen ne 100), we reeierk a good correlation between this variable and 

following characteristics : eSA of pulp, pulp yield, dryness of dreined 

pulp and paper mechanical characteristics. 

The "fines" proportion is therefore really the principal 

•gent directly or Indirectly linked with the pa»" ^mlity  of the samples. 

¡ 
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Sit 

At a cemclueton, it appear, that the received SUal eaaplea 

tetta are of an irregular quality. fer Pf il ••hl»! 

Only tM textile fibere, well acraaned, are o£ a good 

fajallt* end do «ot brini about any operativ« troublai Irò« a laboratory 

point of vi«». re*th«*«ore,  thia typ« of fibar ia well known and ia 

already eweceeefully inéuatrially proceaeed in ao«e ailla. 

The other eaawlea at hand, of a lower papar quality, ara 

diatiact fro» tantiia fibara by the preeence of a «ora or lata quantity of 

ingredienti introducing finaa in tha pulp. Tha eelection of aaaplea 

containing tha ioweet fina contant ia advlaabla. 

Whatever tha aaaplea,  finea diacardinf ia neceaaery, k 

firat operation in a dry atate «ay be considered;   it ia generally intwtfl- 

Clont «md a eecood ecreenlng of tha pulp «uat be «ade. 

Whatever tha aanpie,  the »raft proceaa ia the one that 

plaida tha beat raaulta. Tha neutral aulfite proceaa bringe about pulp 

ma papar of a «ach «ore unpleasant appearance,  fulp bleachini ia not aa 

«ety M uoodpulp blaachint. at laaat whan high brightneaa I» looked upon. 

Aa regarda corrugation «edit», a «oderete cha«icai treatment 

«ay be coneloored, «odor tha condition of a co«pla«antary deflberlilng 

toft««« «acWna. However the pulp yield ia not vary propltlotia. 
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4   -   8UAL PULP MILL 

él - 
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413 - Capacity of »ill 

** - ti« or MILL 

421 - Raw »atarla1 supplias 

422 - Facilities for the other natarisls 

423 - Water supply 

424 - Power supply 

425 * Conveyance facilities 

424 - Labour availabilities 

427 - Effluent water treatment and draining 

42§ - Consumption center vicinity 

42t - Conveniences of chosen site 

43 - 

431 - Necessary labour 

432 - Investment 

433 - Production cost factors 

434 - Pulp ton production coat 

435 - Sale price ex-«ill 

4M - Projected »ill economic feasibility 

437 - Economic conclusion 

441 - Conclusion 

442 - Complementary studies and tests 
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SISAL PULP MILL 

Thie chapear daals with erection faasibility of a pul» «ill 

utlllalag Sitai aa raw Material. 

41 - «CMÜICal AfiPKCT 

*"     ltlisaTTl 10  IlMIll 

Siaal pulp it a long fiber pulp, of a good or aediua strength, 
«hick ought to find outlets, especially for axport (saa chapter 2) to 

Middle laat countriaa or to Europe,  in tha unbleached sulfate «rada. In 

thia ata ta, it could ba uaed in mixinga with bagasse pulp, rice stalks or 

bavhoo pulp and hardwood pulp for wrapping paper, ceaant bags or board 

casas (linar or corrugating aadiua) fabrication. 

It could also find outlets in the bleached or seal-bleached 

sulfate grade for the aaklng, with ahort fiber pulp (bagaase, straw or 

hardwood) of printing/writing paper or high quality bags. 

On account of local geographical conditions and conveyance 

coat Inf luanes, it would ba appropriate to proceas an alaborate product 

auch aa a bl«ached or saal-bleached sulfate pulp rathar than an unbleached 

•»Ip. 

412 - Industrial applications 

Laboratory tests have shown that the boat raaulta COM frasi 
alkaline chaalcal pulp. 

Ha aay hold for good aa poaalble proceeeea, subjects to 
solving the technological prob leas brought about during taata : 

- production of sulfate pulp with bleaching in five stages; 

- production of sulfate pulp with seal-bleaching in one ataga. 
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412.1 - Sulfat« pulp with 5 ita ge bleaching 

This pulp would have a brightness of about 15 photovolts, 

«hick, although lower than the brightness of the best cosjMrcially 

serviceable pulps, has «any outlets. 

The general diagram is shown hereafter  : 

412.11 - Raw material preparation 

Fibrous natter available would be : 

- wat áafiberlaed waste 

• dry fabrication waste 

- harvest leavea for papernaking purpose 

- plant stem. 

The wet waste would be conveyed to a drier, the device of 

Which is to be designad (dru* or "apron") and then directed to straw 

choppers which would cut the fiber into required sises. 

The dry waste would be brought directly to the straw 

choppers. The green leavea coning fron the plantations for pspemsklng 

purpose would be defiberised in the mill.  It would be advisable to study 

the different available types of defibrators on the market. Those in us. 

in textile works do not seen adequate for papernaking fiber, and requir 

a too great water supply. Afterwards, the fiber would be directed to th 

drier and than to the straw choppers. 

The s tens or stalks would be crushed and the resulting 

chips would be graded according to size, for the cooking. It is presuned 

that thase s tens would be cut when dry. Experimentation ought to define 

the best kind of crusher,  in relation with cutting nethod and dryness 

degree. 

Coning out of the straw-choppsr and the crusher, the fiber 

would be conveyed by pneumatic conveyor to a screening plant similar to 

those in use for bagasse. 

All these handlings should contribute to elimination of a 

great part of the flnea, the influence of which is detrinental to the 

appearance of the pulp and its treatment, as we have already seen. We 

nay point out that these various plants would be provided with a recovery 

device for the fines which will be burnt afterwards. 
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IH - Camcliision for the international utrkst 

Above Information show that the pulp market it axtanding 

rapidly,  lulf quotations have gone through important risas during Ifit and 

the first months of 1970. They are at a level high enough to ensure fair 

raturas to the production units. 

Long ter« previsions are not an easy matter, but the demand 

progression rat« seems to be wide and regular, already reducing available 

Stocks,  trospects therefore seem in favour of other production unit 

estaslislHMntt,  «specially in developing countries such as Madagascar. 
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412.12 - Cooking and rattling 

TIM cooking would be dont in rotary difettare, tint 1er 

to thoee In uaa in peperweklng induatry. At this stag«, there 1« no 

prob I en at regarda to fabrication. 

Tha cooked pulp would be blown out  Into a blow-tank,  fro« 

«bora it would go to a  «crooning station before weaning. This acraonlng 

a tat ion would be ••pacially deaigned for Siaal pulp alnca tha claaning 

device eaould ba aalactod in view of conpitting riddane« of tha finee, 

preventing at tha tana  tin«,   lost of a too high quantity of flbar in tha 

ro Jacta. 

Waahlng could tak« place In a conventional rotary flitar. 

TÍ» vaahed pulp will have to go through a further cleaning in centrl- 

c tatara »afora being conveyed to bleaching or to wet mettine. 

412.13 - Bleaching 

Tha following ttagaa «ill ba uaed  : 

CI - fteOH - C102 - MeOn - CIO2 

lach treatment will be proceaeed in a retention tower 

followed by a waahlng filter with ordinary equlpeaent for thie hind of 

•lent. 

At thie  a tag«, eabject to finding en anawar to raw eater ial 

proa lane or previoue ecreening problem, there attould ba no particele* 

ewe« lam. 

412.14 - Contrata 

Tha benefit of the proem briefly deaeri bad in tela para- 

graph la to produce a high grade pulp but It Wee the Inconvenience of 

needing high inveetnent and of getting a low return. 

412.1 - §ee£zbleechedjulfatjjulB; 

The produced pulp would have e brightneea of about «7 

phetovolti, which la ec cap tab It for thli pulp grede. k genere 1 dlaaraa 

ia encloaad hereafter   : 
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The technique used for preparation oi xtM •,ttrl'1' *•• 

cooking th» «creening and the waehini would b. th. see* as in paragraph 

4U.lt •<temeré», the pulp would be brighteneé by « one-stage bieecliini 

vite sodi« hypochlorite (C10M«). 

Thia proceas hai the benefit of  lower investment, yielding 

however a coaaeerclaily serviceable pulp.  Later on, the »ill could be 

provided, in caie of nead, with a mora a labórate bleaching plant, «li a 

would enable an inveateent m two stage. 

413 - ÍIHHtv of mLlX 

On account of restricted wetar aupply aval labi litlea (»ee 

43} amd following),  the adii would be operative 240 dayi s yeer only. 

The presumed capacity will be «einiy in ralation with raw 

•ateelai lupply. 

Firstly, we shall consider an annual l^ffl? to M-000 

ton capacity, so,   \\\ dj^v tona «axisaaa with utilisation, as raw 

«atarlaI of present fabrication wastt and outgrown steaw, with a coav 

plemtary supply of whole planta coming fro« the five yaars old cloaely 

set plantations. 

Interest of the lattar raw «storiai supply ia utilisation, 

after adequate defiberiaing, of high quality fiber for paeermking 

perpoae, so as to inprove the pulp grade. 

Our aacond eventuality would conaidar a »ore Important 

eapecity of ^.oy «taual tona, i.a. 4.W JêHî r9M» •« th* 9omKt *** 

Sisal pulp isarket will be confir«ad and better known. At thie stage, raw 

«ateríaI supply would depend upon closely set plantation workinga 

(12,000 ha. every 5 yaara). 

ThlB second eventuality could only be put into effect if 

«ill water supply potentiality wai assured. 
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42 - HTM Or THI MILL 

He have studied in this paragraph, different factor» which 

•r« liable to intervene in location of tha contemplated mill. 

421 - Haw —Urial supply 

We have aeen in item 3, the possibility of supplying «ill 

with raw material. For a 30.00l> yearly Pulp ton aiI1' ** had conmi**fà 

following origins  : defiberisin* waste and flune tow, tow and debris frost 

brushing,   ateme out of cyclical vegetation,  the whole yielding 16,000 

yearly pulp tons due account given to present 25,000 yearly tons  textile 

fiber commercially serviceable production. The complementary 14,000 pulp 

tons would come from the closely set plantations, 342 ha.  of which would 

be workmd every year. The fiber, after a coarse defiberising, would be 

kept in storage for the pulpmill exclusively. 

For a 100,000 yearly pulp ton mill,  the closely s«t 

plantations for papermaklng purpose would be worked as well. Thee« workings 

would betavr on 2,400 ha. every year. 

The present plantations in the Mandrare Valley amounts to 

about 1»,000 ha.  in full production,  spread out on about 100 kms along the 

two Mandrare river banks (see map.). It seems feasible to find the necessary 

lands for  further plantation. They are located on the map by hachure. 

As the bulk of the raw material is rather important,  it 

seems appropriate to locate the mill in the midst of the existing or 

possible extensive plantations so as to evade heavy conveyance costs. 

Therefore,  the mill would be located near Ajsboaaary, the raw material supply 

being taken into account. 

Lastly, we shall note, in case this mill was to km erected, 

that plantation extensions would have to be discussed with the planters, 

end that traditional rights of the Antandroy tribe should be considered. 
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412 - facflitias far thj otbar producti 

These are supply facilities for : te« «alt,  lias, sait 

cak«, sulfur, sulfuric acid, and miscellaneous reagents. 

422.1 - 8ea_«*U 

This supply would cos« from Diego Suaras. The price 

delivered at siili has been valuated :  FMG 12,000 per ton. We shell further- 

•ore note that sal tarn experimentation has been made on the edge of Anony 

Lake. If results ar« satisfactory and salt grade suitable  for electrolysis 

(MaCl purity), Anony Lake saltern exploitation ought to bring the cost 

to FUß 5,000 per ton of salt delivered at mill. 

422.2 - Otheir_ch«micaila 

The other materials will have to be imported from Europe, 

unloaded at Fort-Dauphin port. Activity of this port is at present 

time rather low and this new traffic could be carried out without special 

improvements, at least in the case of a 30,000 ton mill (s«e 425 and 

following). 

423 •   

Information from OfJTOM shows that th« Mandrare River 

water levels are extremely variable according to years. Mare are figures 

valsa ware given to us st Amboasary. 

tear Month 
Minimum, flow, 

liters per second 

ltS2 September 800 

November 5,000 

IMO September 400 

November 3,600 

19*1 September 2,000 

November 60 

1H3 October »00/800 

194* September 
22 
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During 1962/63, the flow was lower than 1,000 1/second 

during 26 days. 

The Actual water requirement! have not been checked in 

laboratory for Sitai  fiber treatment and vili not poialbly be checked 

before) seal-industrial tetta. 

However, we nay believe that thea« requirement! ahould 

not appreciably exceed thoae for Pine fiber treatment, i.e. 300 m3 per 

bleached pulp ton produced* 

Thie ia why, on account of irregular water level between 

September and November, we recommend operative mill during only 240 daya 

a year ina te ad of uaual 330 days. This would give a daily production of  : 

125 tona for the 30,000 yearly ton mill, 

400 tona for the 100,000 yearly ton mill. 

The neceaaary minimum river flow rate would then be : 

10 to 30.000 vearlv ton mill  : 100.000 yearly ton mill  : 

450 liter*/second 1,400 litera/eecond 

Thia  flow rates are important for the 100,000 ton mill, 

•luce it would be located above Aavoasary Town and will have moreover to 

allow for population aupply, and the defiberiiing mill located below the 

town,  a« well as for the troughs for the herds in the vicinity. 

The defiberiiing mills consumption in full operation 1« 

put to 140 li ter s /second. 

Therefore,  previous to the 100,000 yearly ton mill erection 

decision, it would be advisable to proceed with drilling tests in the 

river bed so as to make sure of increasing the available water capacity 

for the operative mill. In this way, the Nandrare subterranean water flow 

would be serviceable. 

On account of water requirements, the mill could be 

located near the Mañanara and Handrare river Junction. 
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424 . Potier supply 

424.1 - Electricity 

Th¿ total capacity of the local electric company at Fort- 

Dauphin it only «HO KVA. On the other hand,   construction of a hydro-electric 

da» !• anticipated for a bauxite mining concern. 

The  local production being  juat enough for Fort-Dauphin 

requirement» (the contemplated mill location ia 110 Kins, away) and as the 

construction of the dam could be postponed during many year«,  the mill 

will have to produce  ita required electric  power. 

424.2 - Other_gower_»ugglies 

There are no other power auppliet available, so the whole 

of the necessary fuel will come from Tamatave by coastal freight to Fort- 

Deuphin, and then from Fort-Dauphin port to mill by tank truck«. 

The fuel cost price was put  to FMG 13,000 per ton delivered 

at mill. 

425 - Conveyance facilities 

There is a highway "nr.  13  E.I.C." fro» Amboaaary to Fort- 

Dauphln, tarred all the way,  in very good condition and quite appropriate 

for raw material and manufactured goods conveyance by trucks from mill to 

shipment and unshipment port. 

The preaent Sisal workings have a good beaten track network 

for fibrous raw material conveyance to mill. 

The actual Fort-Dauphin port traffic Is a yearly 43,000 

tons, of which 10,000 tons of hydrocarbons.   Shipment and unshipment Is 

effected by lighterage In open roadstead. 

The erection of a 30,000 yearly ton pulp mill would 

practically double the present traffic.  It does not seem necessary to 

forecast existing port equipment. In the case of a 100,000 yearly ton 

mill erection, works would have to be arranged for an increaaed traffic 

from 45,000 up to nearly 200,000 yearly tons. 
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»" • ytornr trtittltHUtt 
Th« Antandroy population aro herdeawn ani land labourera 

with no industrial ability.  In spit« of all the Madagascar Gevernavjnt 

endeavours In tha educational branch,  there la not avallatola tachnlcal 

peraonnel In tha ragion,  and this pcraonnal vili hava to b* trainai 

beforehand. 

On th« opposte«, avallabla unskilled labour It eaay to fini 

and «ulta sufflclant for cultivation oxtenalon ani noada of contea» latei 

•ill. 

Th« aklllad labour will hava to coa» fro« tha continental 

highland ani fro« th« coaat where tachnlcal achoola hava bean eatabliahed 

Mi MM kind of baalc training ii t«ached. 

During «arly operativa yaara, tha technical fabrication 

peraonnel «111 ba coavoeed of fora ignara aa long aa local personnel vili 

not ha avallabla. 

On account of lack of evfflclant «niter supply, tpKlil 

attention «uet be given to «111 affluent water treatment. The water circuit 

ani water recovery will heve to be carefully studied to aa to raiwee 

lwportance of the treetwent station. 

The general mill dlagraaw (aee 412) Indicate for the twe 

fabrication proceaeea,  the water recovery poaalbllltlea. 

Th« preaent tachnieuea enable discharging decanted water 

«near sat la fee tory biological conditions over «aboaeary Tow«, available 

growai around the «Ili aite ought to enable appropriata treatment. 

It  la recoanended to provide a sawaga bei for sludge, the 

•urface of which will depend upon the procace of the selected treetnent. 

file aluige «Ight be burnt. 

The e lari fiad water vili have to go through o«lie tie* 

befare dlacharge Into the Nandrare river. 
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Tha Malagasy pulp merket study ralatad to tha Malagasy 

local and ragionai merket, tha last African countries,  th* Mlddla Bast, 

the Indian sub-continent and Europe (aa regarda to the world market). 

The sale of pulp prospects show as follows In the our line 

of year IMO 

IlfliJAlLÜ - »tiff ffoflfcf 

Country or region Unbleached 
Pine pulp 

Bleached 
Pine pulp 

Bleached4 

Sisal pulp 

Madagascar 4,000 1,000 - 

Reunion Islend - - - 

Mauritius - - - 

last Africa - - - 

Middle Bast 30 to 45,000 30 to 45,000 12 to 20,000 

Indian sub- 
continent . _ _ 

Burope 40 to 100,000 40 to 100,000 - 

In IMO, a gross 3,500,000 tone pulp deficiency for Burope 

la expected (Scandinavia included). It therefore seems probable that 

Madagaacar would anally find outlets in the European Community Countries 

er in the Free Exchange countries. 

In the Middle East, the softwood pulp requirements are 

divided by helvea between unbleached pulp (baga, cardboard) and bleached 

pulp (printing/writing peper). 

Aa regards to bleached Sleel pulp, subject to obtention of 

a fair grade, a 12 to 20,000 tons production should be easily sold In the 

Riddle Beat. 

It aleo seems possible that a higher production quantity, 

up to 100,000 yearly tona would find outlets,  eubject to a promotion 

creation. 
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The IU»i «ill located near the präsent pUntat Ioni will 

fea fat ft« Madagaecar consumption canter (Taaatava or Tananarive). The 

pnáMiilliiii ««ported to the Miedle last, Europe or sold to other Madagascar 

plae««, will fo through Fort-Dauphin at HO KM. dittane«. 

4M - Convenience« of chosen liti 

Per rtaaon fonaarly «avalorad, traction of «ill  it tuff "tod 

a* • place callad Tanaahao,  in th« district South of aaboasary,  near tha 

rivers junction,   fol lowing plan haravith. 

This location has tha convenience of needing just a new 

for connecting the mill tothen*  13 l.l.C. highway (1). The «ill would 

it «««»where usar tha geographical center of the raw «atari«I supplies 

«hieh spread owar tha two hanks of the river. It would be near the river 

for the water supply and at a convenient distance froa Fort-Dauphin. 

(II In ft*»* i "tmta d'lntdrdjt wtaérar 
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43 - ICOHOKIC IMfUmWX 

Mm shall study on* after the other : labour, investments, 

»reduction costa and raturas for ths two anticipât ad capacities. 

431 - MfilfjfJXJfb2ur 

For the tira projected «ills,   following labour haa been 

considered : 

- 30,000 ton »ill : 20 foreigner« and 144 Malagaaiea or natives, 

- 100,000 ton «ill : 20 foreigners and 207 Malagaaiea " 

if« note in this regard that this is labour for the sills 

at nomai rate.  It scena without doubt that the double of foreign personnel 

«ill be required during the starting up period. 

Distribution of personnel, according to branches, vili be : 

431.1 - 9ifl£S.fnd.MaStti5i.E££*SS9ii 

These are : Msnagenent, Accountantship, Office and Purcheee 

attraesse 1, which «re the sane in nonber for both mills : 

- 2 foreigners and 18 Ma 1 as as v esn lovées. 

431.1 - Technical doser t sent 
ne>nnnnn»nnweiiiewe**w 

This departnent includes pereonnel for ni 11 nalntenance 

ani working, exclue iva of production service. This personnel would be : 

for hath ni 11 schonst. 

431.3 - ££2¿tt££í2!L¿SEH£?SS£ 

•y dividing into : raw naterial reception and preparation 

slant, cooking ana washing plant, bleaching and chenlcala plant,   wat anchis« 

•nd haling plant,   laboratory and dispatch, ths personnel would be : 

- Miffr- tTO litt  : 

. for bleachod pulp :    10 forelgnera and 

144 Melagasy tachnlclana and workers, 

. far senl-sleecbed pulp  :    li forelgnera and 

141 Nelagaey tachnlclana and workers. 
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- miff» m im ; 

20 foreigner« and 

207 Malagasy technicians and workers. 

Repartition by professional order is  : 

30,000 ton «ill 
(1) 
(2) 

100,000 ton »ill 

Management 

5 
5 

Foremen 

(1) bleached pulp mill 

(2) Bes*i-bleached pulp ail 11 

IS 
11 

15 

Skilled 
workmen 

60 
50 

80 

Employees 

18 
18 

18 

Specialised 
workmen or 
unskilled 
workers 

86 
80 

109 

432 - Investment 

As regards to the two fabrication proceaaea  for the 30,000 

ton «ill  (bleached sulfate pulp and semi-bleached pulp)  and for the 100,000 

ton mill,   following investments have been prevised. 

in million PNB 

30,000 ton mill 100,000 ton mill 
bleached pulp 

bleached pulp semi-bleached pulp 

Investment properly 
speaking (studies 
engineering,-utility 
works,  equipment, 
fitting up, starting 
up) 
worker'a garden city 

Working capital 

5,000 

200 

200 

4,000 

200 

180 

i2,000 

300 

too 

Total 3,400 4,380 12,900 

or Ut $ (1000) It,500 15,800 46,500 
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432.1 - |SÏS*£S5SS.EISCS£ 

The invested capital My be distributed sa follow« : 

«union« rts 
30,000 ton Bill 

100,000 ton siili 
bleached pulp bleached pulp semi-bleached pu If 

Infrastructure and 
utility works 700 400 MO 

leulpment 
(conveyance, building, 
and fitting up) 3,700 2,100 9,000 

Study expense« and 
engineering 2 JO 230 WO 

Contracting expenaes 
fitting up and 
starting up •SO 330 1,400 

Total 5,000 4,000 12,000 

Detail of investment« concerning mill • tul pete nt will be 
found in appendix. 

Infrastructure costs inclue» «ill connection vitti n* 13 

ft. 1.6. highway a« well as water connections and effluent water sauer 
after clarifying. 

432.2 - *JoEii;£l»_|;£?>;_Citj çç^tructlon (I) 

Housing construction for par sonasi and 

forecast. The total cost would be  : 

200 aillions FNC for the   30,060 ton mill 

and   300 millions FW for the 100,000 ton mill 

432.3 - &klma¿_caDiu! 

Working capital was valúate« at 4 month« «ill fabrication 
preiset Ion   coat, «o : 

(1) - Ne have taken into account the particular climatológica I conditions 
preval lini in the region. He have reckoned FNE 4 millions per mit 
for staff, and 1 million to 300,000 for understrappers. 
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- 200 «liitoni FMG for 30,000 ton bleached sulfate mill 

- liO all lions FMG for 30,000 ton semi-bleached sulfate mill 

- «00 «illion» FUß  for  the 100,000 ton mill. 

W« have  included in this item,  labour, and management, and 

maintenance personnel,  aa well as erection expenses (current expenses during 

•411 erection or, more preciaely, bank advance money interest). 

432.* - »g£««2i!HL2ïE-2Li2"!£"!ï£! 

In the two mill capacity eventualitiea, spreading out of mill 

erection may be effected aa follow«  : 

entarv research and fata 

traction deciaion and financing pursuit» 

Hill erection.: 

Studies 

Main equipment orders 

Equipment building 

Civil engineering 

Maritime and land traneport 

Fitting u» 

12 

(aa a remlnden) 

12 

* 

10 

12 

e 

14 

W« come to the following chronology - 8 amy la the day of tmt 

erneition for erection. 

D + 6 monts 

D + 10 months 

i + 20 months 

0+22 months 

D • 26 months 

D i)i months 

D + 42 months 

Starting studies 

iat equipment order 

Starting up civil engineering «arka and houelsg 

•shipment ready for delivery 

let delivery of eeulament 

Last delivery of equipment and starting of fitting 

Ine of fitting up and 1st starting up 

Delivery of the whole  industrial complaît. 

The whole time is about 4 years 1/2, due account to comple- 

tary teats and reaeareh (I year) being made. The mill «ay am arecteé in 

% ymere 1/2, eue lueive of decision tima and financing pursuits. 

We have prea 

••»•city being decidme upon 

umed the •ems erection tine, whatever mill 

m 
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Inveataant  cost aprttdlnf out would therefore be : 

.illion FNC 
30,000 ton mill 100,000 fon mill 

bleached pulp bleached pulp •••1 bleached pulp 

lut year 

lud year 

3rd yeard with 
working capital 

2.000 

1,800 

1,600 
(200) 

l.SOO 

1,600 

§60 
(180) 

4,000 

4,600 

4,100 
(600) 

Total 5,400 4,360 12,100 

433 - Production coat  faeton 

Ha ahall etudy production coat par pulp ton for the two 

fabrication gradee of th* 30,000 ton «ill, and for the 100,000 ton «ill. 

Na ahall firat awrvey th« different factors of thla coat. 

433.1 - *fv."«t«LÍ*i 

iav Material coat per pulp ton waa reckoned in chaster 3. 

It la (— taèle Hat 345)   : 

PNB 7,319 for the 30,000 ton «ill 

PNC 7,143 lor the   100,000 ton «III 

433.1 - Labour 

The labour coati Inclue« production direct coati and 

fonerai aervicoa Indirect aoati. Theie coati aauunt to  : 

30,000 ton «ill 
100,000 ton alii 

bleached puip aeati-bleached pulp 

•tract eoata 

Indirect coate 

PNG    87,716,000 

PNB    63.470,000 

FMC   67,716,000 

FNC    St,420,OOO 

PNB    §9,946,000 

PNB    65,570,000 

PNB 151   186,000 FMC 127,136,000 PNB 165 516,000 

M aa incidence aar ton of pulp equal  to : 

ngjLtOéo "ff*,»?? 
«tell the following repartition : 
»tract coata PNG 2,914 PNB 2,257 

Indirect coata       PNB 2,116 PNB 1,648 

PNB 1,000 

PNB     655 
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453.3 - Çheniçala 

The chamícela requirements differ following the two considerad 

»recesses» but will be presumed the «MM whatever «ill capacity. 

433.31 - Bleached sulfate pulp 

The chemicals requirements were estimated according to the 

laboratory teats.   It will be noted that theae figures may be aubject  to 

revision during semi-industrial tests. The consumption per pulp ton is 

estimated : 

lea salt 120 kg x FMG 12 • FMG 1.440 
Lima 50 kg x FUG   5 • FMG      250 
tur furie acid 14,5 kg x FMC 19.20 a FMG      278 
•alt cake 25,7 kg x FMC 17.20 • FMB     442 
Various products estimated FMB      300 
Maintenance cost of fittings FMG      100 

FMS 2,110 

so FMB ls«10 >«r pulp ton 

433.32 - Semi-bleachedaulfate pulp 

mar«, chemicals differ on account of one atage bleaching 

Instead of five in preceding case. The consumption per pulp ton is eat ima ted 

tea salt 

Salt cake 

Other producta 

Maintenance cost of fittine» 

217 kg x FMG 12 

40 kg x FMG   5 

25 kg x FMG 17,20 

estimated 

FMG 2,604 

FMG 200 

FMB      430 

100 

60 

1MB 3,394 

so FMC 3.394 ser »ula ton 

4JI.4 - fnajr 

Fewer will be produced entirely in the mill fro« imported feel. 

Mere would be requirements per pulp ton : 

0.5 ton for bleached pulp 

0.45 ton for semi-bleached pulp 

IS,OW per ton price delivered at mill. 
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Tha corraapondlng eoata of tha aaulanant producing powsr, 

including nalntananca, will IM : 

0.3 x 13,000 - PMB 6,500 
nalntananca + 100        •      ÜB •.•00 in tha firct caaa 

0.43 x 13,000 - PMC 5,110 
nalntananca + 100       •      HB S.tlO in tha sacona caaa 

par proéucad pulp ton. 

433.5 - ^Ì2C«nMc«_«n4_»g«r«_g«rt_txj«n£«o 

Spara »arta purchase for procaaaini •auipannt UM foracait 1« 

the capital investment. Halntananca has already baaii reckoned in chemicals 

and power cost«. Tha fabrication »achinas cost is partly covarsi by a part 

•f tha overheads and by furthar invaatswnta haraaftar ¿escribed : 

43 J. 6 - Overhead_coats 

Thaaa ara coenercial axpanaaa (travailing, niecellaneous 

euppliee), racaptlon and of flea axpanaaa. Thay hava been roughly aatlaatad : 

WIG 1,000 far fvU ton 

Ara not pracadlngly includad : tha financing axpanaaa (lean 

) ani tha lnvastad casita! anortallaatlon (an« 434.11 and 434.33). 

494 - fail JOT Wtiaf ?Iffft c9tf 

«e hava put forth in following tabi« list production aaat 1« 

eanaléarad hypothesis : 
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ne 

30,000 ton mill 100 ton Bill 
bleached pulp bleached pulp semi-bleached pulp 

Raw material - -  7,319 7,319 7,143 

Chemicals 2,810 3,394 2,810 

Power 6,600 5,950 6,600 

Direct wages 2,924 2,257 1,000 

Indirect waget 2,116 1,648 655 

Overhead« 

Production cost 

1,000 1,000 1,000 

22,769 21,568 19,208 
(before amortalication          or or or 
and taxe«)                      1      $ 82,05 $ 77,72 $ 6»,21 

The preceding table list showa that a bleached pulp produc- 

tion coat is more profitable  for a 100,000 ton mill  than for a 30,000 ton 

«ill whereas semi-bleached pulp cost is lower  than that of bleached pulp 

for a same capacity.  It  seems,  at this stage of the study that the greatest 

Influence on the return« of the forecast mill is inherent in the weight 

ratio of investments. 

435 - Cost price ex-mill 

We have held for good FMG 48,000 C.I.F., or I 172,- the pries 

par ton of Sisal bleached pulp at 85 photovolts. The April  10th,   1970 

quotation having been FMG 49,650 per ton for coniferous wood pulp of the best 

grade, we have selected a medium price between bleached coniferous pulp and 

hardwood pulp. 

Analogously,  as to the difference between semi-bleached «fid 

bleached softwood pulp,   for semi-bleached Sisal pulp we have applied a 

INS 1,500 abatement on preceding price,  i.e.  a C.I.F. price of : 

FMG 46.500 per ton, or 8 168.- 

To get an ex-factory price,  the maritime freight,  the l.S X 

discount for cast payment,  the conveyance from mill to port with wharf 

handlings, must be cut off from C.I.F. price. 
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In «any ««ye, »i«« P«lp »«rf »i»«! F«1» *•** to *• iB 

usajaîlMnn   lo as to develop sales of the latter, it would ba worth pre- 

¿MCtaf « Big« grada ««tarlai for special fabrications (unwoven grades, 

4» Une »apar, etc.) of • different uae fro« ««diu« graéo »o ft wood pulp. 

A« regards to possible Malagasy pulp sal« prices,  tbay 

«ill ka defined in Chapter 4 for Sisal pulp, and in Chapter 5 for Fine 

woapiilp    »alas will be indeed subject to pulp world quotation«, a* a 

C.I.r. baais which are to be found in paragraph 25. 
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433.1 - ferttim_freight_and_dUçount 

Fresualng talc of 2/3 of the production to the Middle lut 

Mi 1/3 to Europe, and a charter transport, «arttin» freight «ay be 

••tlMtad : 
- to Middle Eaat FN6 3,500 per ton 

- to Europe FMS 4,500 per ton 

i.e., an average of FMG 4,350 per ton or $ 15.67 (freight and inaurane« 

included) due account given to a 1.5 % discount for cash payaent. 

435.2 - ^rf^handllnfs 

The Miscellaneous shipping, stowing and wharf warehouse costi 

ware est lasted at FMG 1,000 per ton, taking into account T.U.T. (transaction 

ta«) exception,  and export cus toas duty exoneration. 

435.3 - Çonv«^ance_froa_mill_to^gort 

At usual transporters tariff, per transported ton, this it : 

1MB ft x 110 kae - FMS 660 per ton 
+ FW6   40       "       for loading sad unloading 

giving a total of nc 700 aar ton 

455.4 - Friça_ax«««orka 

The sale ex-works price will then be : 

41,000 -  (4,350 + 1,000 + 700) - FWff 4t|t|Q nor |on 

aad for seai-bieached pulp  : 
4ft,500 - (4,350 + 1,000 + 700) • FW 40.450 aar toa 

4M - Kconoalc feasibility of prolecta d alila 

He aay now endeavour to get an approxlaate ecoaoalc feaai« 

blllty of the projected mill. 

The following reckonings are an estlaate of provisional 

aaaaealc feaaibillty of the project. We aay point out once aore that sow 

af the costs herein may be subject to rcviaion, after experlasntatlon or 

aar fee ting on an Industrial or seal-Indus tria i scale. 
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436.1 - lçonomUMfeasibility 

To estimate economic feasibility, we shall draw the cash 

flow investment relation,  in current year. So,  the following table list : 

Tttsf lift"* 4 

30,000 ton mill 100,000 ton mill 
bleached pulp bleached pulp semi-bleached pulp 

Price ex-mill/ton 
(in FMC) 

Production cost /ton 
(in FMG) 

(without amortalisation) 

Cash flow/ton in FMC 

Yearly cash flow 
(in million francs) 

Investment amount 

41,950 

22,769 

19,181 

575.43 

5,400 

40,450 

21,568 

18,882 

566.46 

4,380 

41,950 

19,208 

24,742 

2,474.2 

12,900 

Economic feasibility   X 10.65 12.44 19.17 

in/ 
This table list stresses interest a high capacity mill 

rather than a medium capacity one, as well as interest in a semi-bleached 

sulp mill rather a bleached pulp one. 

However, economic  feasibility of a small mill is low, what- 

ever the pulp grade,  for a private investor to take interest. 

The two extreme eventualities will now be studied in view 

•f defining : 

- cash flow 

- lntsrnal returns ratio 

- financial balance sheet 

• net returns ratio 

4M.2 - 30¿0Wjonabieached^ul(sm|ll 

We heve drawn the following table list presusUng the mill 

remelles full capacity after being operative for 3 years, the three first 

years being devoted to studies and mill erection. 
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.  , itili on» of m 

Y«*r Yearly production 
(in pulp tons) 

Mill 
capacity (%) 

Turnover 
Production 

cost 
Cash flow 

30 

18,000 
24.000 
30,000 

30,000 

60 
80 
100 

100 

7SS.1 
1,006.8 
1,258.5 

1,258,5 

409.8 
546.4 
663.0 

683,0 

345.3 
460.4 
575.5 

575.5 

436.21 - Internal returns ratio 

To find out the internal returns ratio of the contemplated 

•Mil, we hav« reckoned the return» ratio cancelling in actualised values 

over 30 years the invested capital and the cash flow. 

Year 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

30 

leal values (million FMG) 

Investment Cash flow 

2,000 
1,800 
1,600 

345 
460 
575 

575 

Actualised values at 10 X 

Investment 

1,818 
1,487 
1,202 

4,507 

Cash flow 

236 
286 

3,709 

4,231 

The ratio establishes at about 9.5 % and ought to allow for 

lméfclmt a long term loan to finance a part of the investments. 

436.22 - salane* sheet 

The balance sheet, with retort to a loan amounting to 60 % 

•f investments (FNG 3,400 million) at the B.N.M.  (Banque Nationale Nal gaché 

év Développement) may be established presuming a 40 7. contribution by an 

investor (FNG 2,000 million). 

The usual rate of this bank    is 6.5 X for • long loan (tee 

"Oulee de l'Investisseur1 , page 44-45). 
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flu pracodla* taala litt contidora M pattini« a MB 3,400 

•alilo« tot* MI.NIM tara (IS y««ra) with a 3 yoar dlffarad payaont. 

r, ta* aáll profit li rataar low. 

436.23 . kéimé valu* of sill 

M« aava aatlaatad ta* direct aétfod vaina brought co Malaaaay 

•y ta* «ill. TIM waaai,  tao taaaa lovlod by atata and ta* nat profit 

for, ao  : 

foarly va**a :   "^ V040 * 30,000 t.   • WB 161,000,000 

ïaarly «vorn« *•«••  = ffi* • *•*   67,000,000 

Yoarly ovoraa« profit  :    *J§& • WK 134,000,000 

Total  : MB 372,000,000 

TIM capital eooffielaut la thon : *jffi 14.5 

la toa al* for UH Rina of fir«. Tala 

tao loaal 

t Is itili not 

416.24 .Hill lntaraal raturnt ratio 

Laatly,   If m coaaldar on ono hand, th« not profit aftar 

aiaafftallaatlon,  tas **ya»nt and capital refunding (fundi + 6.3 X loan), and 

on ta* otliar hand, lmroataant capital, tao intornal raturaa ratio In actual i tod 

valúa ovar 30 yoart la ffJfflaZi'  lt "°*l* do tor a pottibi« privato lnvoator. 

pulp aill 

Ho afcall 

4a a cone lu» ion, eventuality of a 30,000 ton »loackod tul fat« 

to 6o dlacardod on account of too low oconoalc feat leiIley. 

com«idor the 100,000 yearly to« eventuality. 
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4Sé.3 - ì99i992.£ss.^ì!f£!ì*é.EHìe.?ììì 
436.31 - Cash flow 

H« shall set up cash flow on a 30 year period fro« following 

tabi« Hat 

Too* Yaarly produotion 
(pulp ton) 

Mill 
oapaoity % Turnover Production 

oost 
Cash 
flow 

1 

2 

3 

4 60,000 60 2,517 1,152 1,365 

5 80,000 SO 3,356 1,537 1,819 
6 

I 
100,000 

! 

100 

1 
4,195 

Í 
1,921 

f 

2,274 
a 

ir 
50 100,000 100 4,195 1,921 2,274 

Proa this tabic list, w« havt rtckonad tha lntarnal raturna ratio 

cane« lliaf in actuallied valúa ovar 30 y aar s,  tha invested capital and ta* 

eoo* flow. Tillo comee out somewhere naar 14 X.  It appears as being bettor 

tham the preceding one. 

436.32 - Internal returns ratio 

Yoaar 
Real value (million SÄG) Actualized value 

Investment Cash flow 14 H investment Cash flow 

4,000 3t50e 

4,800 3,691 
4,100 

1,365 

i,«l9 

2,767 

IO« 

544 

t MT4 
4 Í I \ t 

I          8,186 

50 2,274 

9t96« 9,870 
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434.55 . •*Une« sheet 

Thie ratio ought to allow for loéfini • loan Cor an Isjporteat 
part of lnvestaente. Wo have presuaed that the loan would covar M X of tha 

«boia ana that 40 X would b« invested on the Investor*a funda proper. He 

•lull apply a 6.5 % rate with a long ter* loan (15 yeara). 

palanca aheet ovar 50 vaara (ailliona of FMB) 

Taar Capital 
proper 

6.5 * 
loan 

Capital 
still 
to b« 
ra funded 

Cash 
flow 

Repaymenl 
amount 

Ir       t 
or 

amortal, 
! 

Taxable 
inoorae Tax 

! 
Nat 

profit 

I 5,000 

l 

2 7,900 

5 6,414 

4 6,9*1 7,961 1,565 1,000 565 115 252 

5 8,478 6,976 1,819 1,500 150 169 52 117 
€ 7,452 5,452 2,274 2,000 150 124 56 96 

T 5,785 5,785 i V 2,000 150 124 56 86  | 
t 4,051 2,051 2,000 150 124 58 86 | 

• 5,000 2,165 165 2,000 150 124 58 86 
10 5,165 2,000 150 124 5e 66 
11 i,l«5 1,165 150 961 296 665 
11 

I \ r 

150 

I 
2,124 656 

I 
1,466 

1 
JO 2,274 150 658 1,466 

fatal 60,054 15,665 5,900 42,471 15,155 29,516 

Tha preceding takle liât leed« to ascertain eoaalslllty of 

ajaiek lean repay—at (• yeara) aa well ae eueetantlal profita from tha 

lita paar after etarting erection of alll. 
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436.34 - Added valu« of the concern 

If «• reckon the average direct added value coalng fro» the 

comteamlatnd «111, we eoe» to : 

Blstributed yearly wage«  :   1,655 x 100,000     • FMC      165 «11 Ilona 

Aver««« yearly taxée          :   }3.155                        . „^      43ê 

Average yearly profit        :  2f.H6                        . H^n      977        u 

eo FMC  1,580 nil liona 

«hull corresponda to a canltal confident of 

12.tOO 
TT» 8,16 

tilia la «ulte fair tor a panermaklng unit. 

436.35 - Net return« ratio of «ill 

If we compere Investment« with previeible net profit^ 

5 X ectwellaed value during the period, we get a rate son»where near 

which ia a noteworthy reeult  for an Induatrial concern. 

The economic atudy of preceding three projects (the two 

entrene eventual it lea only, have keen examined in detail)   leada to following 

eonc lue lone  : 

. the 30,000 t/bleached pulp »ill requlrea a FMC 5.400 ni 11 Iona or I it.5 

•AIlion lnveatnent and haa only a 10.65 % groaa rcturne  ratio. 

• the 30,000 t/aeml-b leached pulp mill  renuire« a leaaer FMC 4.380 nil liona 

or I 15 I nillion   lnveatnent and bringe «bout a better groaa return« 

ratio  :   12.44 X. 

- the 100,000 t/bleached pulp rill which renuirea an lnveatnent valueted 

I« 12.800 limona or i 46.3 nilllon   Una a It. 17 % groaa returna ratio. 

Evidently,  the latter project  la the noat  favorable. However, 

it la not to be excluded that an Intermediate ao lut ion might be conaidered : 

thla la to erect a 30,000 ton bleached pulp mill,  and then, when the export 

market will be well known, to extend the production to 100,000 yearly ton. 
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In ti» «oat un favor «bit CM«, ttot  li ti» 10,000 ton 

blenched pulp allí,   It •••«• feaaible to aoke «un of 00 X of inveatawnt 

financias by a ioni ter« 6.5 % lonn. 

Erection of a Siaai pula induatry  In th« Mandrare ragion 

will »av. th« Min bnnafit of letting up an *dned valu« of average aaount, 

ceaprlced between FUÎ 370 and 1,500 «llllomevery yaar  following capacity 

decldnd upon. 

lut tha «aln benefit U In tha «My of Hfffr CftllfJ 

tt,  for tha operative «ill ai wall «• nnwiy created plantation. 

ount of verloua The  following tabla list define»  the 

Inveetaants and of prevliable eaploynent. 

Plantetlona and 
workings labour 

Total 

m*m i nu 
Plantatlona and 
worklngi labour 

Total 

Invaetnenta 
(afillo« PNB) 

5,400 or 4,300 

406 

S,tOO or 4,000 

12,ft» 

1.105 

14,005 

Previeablc permanent 
•aplovnwnt 

104    or    162 

211 

445   or    443 
•as ••• 

207 

1,475 

1,412 

He «oe hare that  the «ein benefit of the pulp «III etectlo« 

reeidei 1« th« created con»lamentery employment.   la the »«-ill «ill «•«•• 

«Uh « rough fit) 4,000 to 5,100 million inveetawjnt,  we get to 443 to 

445 further eaployewnt poeti   In the 100,000 ton «ill caae, with Ft» 

400 «ilUon lnveat«»nt,   1,612 enyloynent pott will be creatod. 

However, before conalderlnf aroction of a »ill, • na«->«r 

tf taita and reaearche« «Mat be pravlead. Thay are eet forth in e**«- 

44. 
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441 - Conclusion 

It My be lapIled fro« laboratory "«Iti that tna ehoaUcal 

trsatMnt oí til« whole plant and non-troated Uavns MSt bs dlacardad on 

account of : 

- prohibitiv« soda consumption (26 X) 

- yliU of the resulting pulp    (35 X) 

- poor resulting phytic»! characterí«tics. 

Ho gitoli hold ài good that processed fro« previously êrled 

flwM tow (éellberlsad waste), fabrication «aito, and teatlle floor, novo 

characteristic, sepal to hardwood pulp with a bottor tearing strength. 

441,2 ~ !S2îSîiS-ME!SS 
Economic ».poet shoM that bleached pulp production at a 

t*t,MO ten yearly capacity It profitable. 

However,  seeii-bleached pulp production la not to ba 

disregarded.  It yleléa a coolere la lly serviceable pulp which would allow 

for a two stato Investnent   : 

. toatl-bleachod pulp production (10,000 ton«) 

- Pleached pulp production (100,000 tont) 

Me note in the «commie  study that eventuality of a 30,010 

yaarly tM capacity «ill erection would y laid United returns. 

It would however enabl« an Industrial start In a particu- 

larly renate rsglon where enployejent could be developed as Mil as CM 

port traffic and the local trade. 

441.3 - Cultlvatlonsjjtonslo« 

It will bo Mcassary to develop Ileal cultivation In Ik« 

IM following casos  ; 
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3 - SISAL, RAW MATERIAL FOR PAPERMAKING 

SI - BUffUMC POeSlBILITIE» Of TIB FORECAST WLL 

311 - Defibering «mate 

312 - Tow «nd flu«« tow 

313 - Stem* after their cyclical vegetation 

314 - Closely let plantation! for purpoae of papermaking 

31 - VARIOUS PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED 

321 - De fiber ing waate 

322 - Tow and flume  tow 

323 - Utilisation oí stems after their cyclical vegetation 

324 - Closely set plantation! 

325 - Agricultural and cultivation improvements 

33 - PRICE OF RAW MATERIEL DELIVERED AT MILL 

331 - 16,000 tons per annum mill 

332 - 30 000   and 100,000 tona per annum mill 

333 - Yearly cost of raw materiel 

34 - INVESTMENT.  RETURNS AND LABOUR 

341 - Case of the  16,000 tons mill 

342 - Case of the 30,000 toni mill 

343 • Case of the  100,000 tons mill 

344 - Complementary labour 

345 - Conclusion 

35 - LABORATORY PAPER STUDY 

351 - Sampling 

352 - Chemical composition of a amp les 

353 - Micrometrie characteristics of fibers 

354 - Kraft cooking of samples 

355 - Neutral sulfite cooking of samples 

356 - Various treatments 

357 - Problems in relation with fines 

356 - Conclusion 
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ta the ces« of a 10.000 vtarlv ton 111. • sufficient production in 

ia quantity end quality cou 14 be obtained by erta ting at Uut cotti, 

further cultivations  Cor paperanklng purpose* on the outskirts of ttM 

present plantations.  The nacessary  land has been estimated about  1,710 ha. 

over S years. 

In the cas« of a 100.000 »airly ton production, cultivation ««tension 

will r«quirt setting up of about 12,000 ha.  plantations for paperaaklng 

«41 -   

Taaee reco—wdstions concern coapleaantary s tuiles and 

taut«. 

TW preceding study has brought about difficulties regarding 

flaar recovery prob leu,  particularly on the s tous, as well as the prob lea 

•f iiael fleer tree taunt  for pape making purpose. 

These difficulties require cou»leanntary studies and there- 

fur« sure elaborate tests on : 

- fiber working and recovery 

- eaaaleasntary laboratory  tests 

l-lnauetrlal tests. 

TH* setting-up of a coaaleaentary test and studies scheue 

1« essential but auch a scheu» «ay only be set up in accord with the 

planters and the  industrial people interested in Usai utilisation. 

441.1  - fib^r_w»rkin^_an4_rucov*írjf 

It would be desirable that the plantations for pap s rasa lag 

purause ha of clone denalty,  10,000 plants per hectare, the  fiber product 

«f which I.a.C.T.  has asserted as profitable- 

It will he necessary to aake sure in this can«, that leaves 

aecha»leal gathering will be feasible by providing the necessary spec« 

between the Una« for the «heels of the fork collector to aaas through. 
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Ita» or italic fiber recovery li an appreciable »«pply. 

•,  it exist be taken into account that for an average 15 Kg waignt 

la the green itata, only 2 to 2.5 Kg fiber par ito» ara serviceable.  So It 

la advisable to col lac t these scene whan thay ara as dry as possible. 

It ha» baan notad that In tha llaidi, drying of tha sten» 

ara very different fro» ona ataai to another for a »aaa tine of exposure; 

It «rill ha aeceasary to haatan natural drying. 

for haatoning drying, cutting two anda of a «ten is suggested 

ae aa to facilitata natural aliénation of tha haart which is a sort of 

pith calls: this oporation could ba affactad If uechanical axpariawnta giva 

good raaults. 

Ha stiggaat that enperinentatlon ba aada by I.I.C.T. or 

plantara to find out wttathar this dovlca or anothar ona would attabla 

eoi lac ting thasa scene as dry as posslbls. 

I.I.C.T.  should carry on rasaarch on »oil fertility 

M intanane«, Sisal variati.» papar grada »tudiaa, cultivation «otuoée.  It 

seen» aaaantlal to nelntain tha Handrar« e*perl«ental station and eneure 

financially its working. 

442.2 - fwn^E.iîîiSEîSSn-Sîîi! 
Tha  laboratory teat« have «nablad defining tha boat raw 

notorial return« and wa confirn that further tests nuat ba nane, due 

amount being given to fibar supplies. These tests would b« affacta« 

according to following distribution  : 

, Deflberlsed waate * 

. Haste fro» brushing * 

. Closely set plantation fiber II 

, Itone or baae of  leaves SO 

Total    t 1« * «•«*• 
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:  far « 100.000 «—ri» ton 111 X 

. tafiberUsd watt« 2.S 

, Hasts fro« brushing 1 

. CloMly Mt plantation fibat §4.5 

, lt«M or bai« oí  laavai 12 

Total    : 100 X fibers 

Thsss suggestions srs a fair r afretan tat ion of ilffaramt 

f|he*a 1« tha Wo atusie* ceaee. 

It INN that vieles ana gradas will ba different fro« 

cfcaee rifiatare* aurini preUninary laboratory teata, which have baaa 

•antiaajaal preceélagly, 

Par fatting of blaaching technique tust alao ba taan to. 

Va beve aaem that pulp blaaching resulten in  last bright,  lati atabla and 

pals than convantlonal »apar pulp.  Influante of finca has 

isisee aurini preceding taata,  but it has not been possible to 

enfine the vary Influence of  fines in the traete.  In other «oras,  the 

fnaatloa ia to find out whether a pulp from waste entirely void of finas 

bleachae aa easily or less easily than a stanaere paper pulp. In the  lattar 

bypotbeele, a nate elaborate bleach stun? vowle probably enable an» 11 or a ting 

results. 

Lastly, aean-inaVatrlai test control, which will ba ana It 

with I» tha fallaviat paragraph, will alao require laboratory testa. 

The nil endeavour nuet ha nna« at this staga. We shall 

ttatiaajftlah two types of tests  : 

• taata far renovlng finas 

- cenflmatlM tests for pulp cooking amé blaaching, 

442.31 Taata far fina renewal 

The first léna that canjee in wans is to preeeae »till taats 

4* ana far bagasse screening. 
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Two screen type* «re In use on an Industrial scale :  the 

dry operating semens «ad the wet state operating screens. Sos» piente 

are sculpted with both types of device». 

The dry operating screens are the Horkel device which beats 

the segasse, pulverises  the fines snd facilitates in this way their removal 

through gauged opening«* *• regsrds to the wet stste screening, bagasse is 

hung up in a continuous hydrapulper which also helps pulverising the fines 

aggregates. •»§*••« afterwards goes through a special Horkel device where 

Che fines are removed,  after which they are filtered,  dried and burnt. 

Several bagasse pulp units are equipped with these devices   : 

in South America,  Cuba,  Egypt and India. 

k solution would be to make up a  list of units equipped 

with an adequate equipment snd then to contact one or severe 1 of the »ost 

of interest for Madagascar in view of cerning to an agreement on an experi- 

mentation as to Sisal cut waste (operation cost, quantity of necessary 

«•ate, stc...). 

»•fined Sissl could be treeted in the ess* unit, or brought 

to France for cooking und papermaking in a station such as "Çffl|re Tac 

i" at Grenoble. 

The experimentation at aO.ll would have the benefit of being 

proving but would probably need very Important quantities of raw 

material with s  lack of operative elasti :lty.  Station test would need s 

small raw Material quantity and would b¿ of a better operative adaptability 

(cooking and bleaching). 

These experlmsnts nay bring about inaufficient Sisal  screening, 

tn this case, s perfecting of another  screening of  the pulp «¿Iff coyfrtM 

could be considered. This could be effected by simply putting the pulp 

through a rotary «rum screen. If other difficulties appeared like clogging 

of the rotary drum aerean, another device would have to be found :   (Seleco, 

Oliver). 
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Above nantloned tests should be perfora**1 on the on« hand 

vit* a Iff« of Usai itili te be defines* and on ehe other hand, with eh« 

vn*U plant or part of IMM, both tests coulé ne ande at di ff «rent tlMs. 

At far as Madagascar U concerned, another solution would 

ensnUet of building up an auparlatents 1 station,  but this would probably 

a« aova costly. In our opinion,  auch t decision ahould not Interven« prior 

to a prsllalnary teat par for ned in already equipped «III, being understood 

tun* the »qelpneat chosen could, aftar due tdjuatawnt, suit Sisal. 

441.32 - Conflrawtlon tests for pulp cooking 

and bleaching, 

Ha nave seen in 442.21 that indue tria I cooking in a mill 

•Äffet be cena leered.  If such an operation were quite successful, a coaflr- 

••tleei seeking teat in a aend-indue triti station would be of no use.  lut 

we have teen that it night be nore profitable to effect only raw eater lai 

eereemlna. in a «ill, and to effect cooking and bleaching in a station, with 

nere protesilty of getting the beet results.   As regard« to blenching,  in 

particular, the aéaptlblllty of a anali station allowing for processing 

vari ewe stagna with chlorine dlonvde would be of nor« lntsrest, and it 

arete* 1 y could not be dene in a bngasss mil. 
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Two Journeys to Madagascar for two parsons 
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Tssts on further sasfles, bissen at way, 
L-lndustrial pulp control 

i    ifaitiir'írínl ml fniiiirUt tint 
lisal cutting and purchase 

Ma««rch,   Intuirlas, contacta with bag« s s« 
•ills, dispatching 200 tona of Sisal,  ranting 
of an Industri ti ststion for tssts, jowrnsyt 
for control 

9   UM iniirr1 fcr»- -r "TOTT TTTI 
LI fa— tsar Is" 

Cooking, blaachlng, various taata, control 

10,000,000 

3,000,000 

13,000,000 

S,000(000 

as s rssnnásr 

li, 

3,000,000 

10,000,000 

1.000,4 

Total §1,000,090 
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I . PIN E WOOD PULP MILL 

II 

SII - Daacriatlon °f the pianti 

Sit - Fabrication product« 

SU - PToéuctlon character litici 

SII - Oaaaral oraonlaatlo« 

Stt - amount of 

SS - 

SSI - Mttlpaafit Invaatamt 

SSI - tatalla« Invoataant of tachnlcoloftaal 

SSS - Coaalaaatitary lavaitawat 

SS* - Sfraadlng out of oparatlena 

Ml - Production coat factori 

S4f - Proiiictlo« coat 

SI - 

SSI - tot«• ratio an* a4áe4 vaina 

SSS - Paaalbla financing 

Ml - IcoaaaAc aaawet 

MS - »Uatatlaa or «ala« 
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- A weak liquor centrifugal pump cakes up the overflow of the weak liquor 

thickener end directi it Co Ch« dissolver. 

- Reclslming of th« weak sludge ii effected by means of two pumps, on« is 

a diaphragm pump, and Ch« other, centrifugal. 

- This sludge is again diluted and stored in a mixer fitted with a paddle 

agitator, and «ant to the white sludge filter by twe pumps (1 centrifugal, 

1 diaphragm). 

- A white sludge drum filter equipped with its vat, its hood, its spray 

bars, its feeding and discharging spouts. Thie apparatus will be set on 

a higher level so as to enable feeding of the lis« kiln. It Will be pro- 

tected by a small construction. A «»tallic Cank for filtrates, of a 

cylindrical shape, is set under this filter. 

• A vacuum pump wich a condenser Co feed Che filcer. 

- A tank and a centrifugal pump for filtrates to return to the white sludge 

mixer. 

The causticità», clarifiars, slakers, mixers are connected 

by grated cat walks. 

The thickeners, clarifiera and pumps are set on the floor. 

The other apparatuss are on a higher level on concrete beds or platforms. 

511.3 - Cooking 

This plant, one of the more elementary of the production, is 

entirely set up outside. Its site enables easy feeding by Che chip conveyor 

coming from plant 1, the digester being filled by Che Cop, and being about 

SO matera high. 

The whole of the feeding equipment of the digeater is set 

upon a metallic framework which takes its bearing on the top of the digeater. 

This equipment is : 

- A loading hopper with its weighing device already referred to in the 

plant 1. 
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A low pressure rotative feeding valve, ite«« heated, loada the chipa 

continouely into the firat level of the heating. The rotor of thia valve 

la aet with adjustable blades for tightneaa. 

The first heating is operated at about 120*C in a horisontal cylindrical 

helicoidal type conveyor apparatua alwaya at the top of the digeater. The 

air surrounding the chips is blown out by the steam under presaure and ia 

cleared out through the feeding rotary valve. 

. A aecond rotary valve, of high pressure type, ensures the joint between 

the digester and the heating first level. This valve is also steam heated. 

• In the second heating level the chips are filled into the digester by a 

vertical screw, and control of the cooking time is operated by acting on 

the speed of thia screw. When they come out of this level the chips have 

reached their cooking temperature. 

. On going down into the digester, the chips will go through a white liquor 

impregnation part. The white liquor is fed at top of the part and ia re- 

claimed at bottom after having progreseed with the chips. 

- Th« chips then pasa through the cooking sone proper, in which liquor is 

fed at the appropriate temperature. The liquor is admitted by self» 

washable filtering devices, which are equipped with individual aereen 

scrapers. 

- At the bottom of the digester, pulp temperature is brought down to 95CC 

by adding liquor coming from the waah. The pulp is then reclaimed through 

a blow valve and is sent to the top of the blow-tank. 

- The black liquor ia collected at the bottom of the digester to be stored 

in an intermediate storage chest. This chest received additional liquors 

coming from washing. The drawing off ia effected by a centrifugal pump 

set on the floor, and this drawing off feeds the cooling space and bottom 

of the digester with black liquor. • 
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511.4 - 1ÌOT-Unk - Washing - Screenlnj 

This plant is set immediately after the cooking. For treating 

10 to 85 % Pine patula for 15 to 20 % Eucalyptus, two blow-tanks are 

necessary, but only one washing system is enough. 

The equipment of this plant  is as follows   : 

- Two steel blow-tanks, set up out-doors collect the pulp under pressure 

fro« the cook.  Fiber separation is made here by expansion effect. A 

revolving agitator set in the lower cone of the device mixes the pulp 

with the recycled liquor coming from the  first liquor storage vat, and 

dilutes  the pulp to the point when it may be pumped, 

- A dilution box, set before gradingt, brings down the degree of solid 

matter  in suspension to 1.5 or 2 %, by additional recycled liquor. 

- A battery of vibrating screens for discarding the non cooked matter. 

These screens must be set at a level such as to allow feeding of the 

first washing filters by gravity. 

- Coming out of the screens,  the pulp is diluted once more by additional 

liquor recycled in a steel feeding box,   set above the first filter. 

- A3washing-fliter battery with vacuum rotary drums, fitted on a concrete 

floor.  These filters are fitted in steel vats, and are provided with a 

set of  spray bars, the first filter being fed with hot water and the 

other two by filtrates of the preceding filter. 

- The discharge of these 3 filters Is taken up and diluted with additional 

filtrates, in defibrating pulpera set between each pair of filters; 

concentration of the "cake" which comes  out of the first filter at 10 to 

12 % is brought down in this way to about   1 7.. This apparatus is also 

put in use as feeding boxes for the next  filters. 

• The filtrates are recovered in cylindrical vats placed underneath. They 

are usad for pulp dilution at the preceding washing floor. They are 

conveyed by centrifugal pumps to the floor of the filtrate vats. 
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• A forni reservoir, of cylindrical form, of steel construction,  is set on 

the floor.  It collects the foam produced in each filtrate tank. It has 

a foe« breaker on its top part and once the foam is beaten down, it is 

sent by a centrifugal pump in the first filtrate tank, with return to 

the head of the plant (see diagram). 

• When the pulp comes out of the third filter,  it is directed by a repulper 

conveyor, at a 10 to 12 7. consistency, to the storage chest. 

- This chest,  of a cylindrical shape, made of steel, secures retention 

prior fine screening. Pulp suspension is ensured by propeller stirrers 

set at the bottom of the chest. 

- The pulp is reclaimed by a pump and sent to the thickening filter after 

going through the fiber screening plant. 

- The thickening filter is of the same type as for washing,  equipped with 

a feeding bo», spray bars,  a repulper conveyor which breaks the pulp 

"cake" and conveys it above the belt conveyor feeder. The vat is of 

steel,  and this filter is set on the same floor as the three other 

filters. 

- The filtrate tank receives the filtrates of the thickeners and they are 

sent to screening by a centrifugal pump. 

- A belt conveyor directs the washed high density pulp from the thickening 

filter to the unbleached pulp storage hopper.  In fact, thia conveyor 

connects the washing plant with the storage tower. 

- The storage tower enables an eight hour temporary stop of the next plant, 

and will have a 1,000 m3 storage capacity of 10 to 12 % density pulp. 

Built of steel, it is provided at its base with dilution tuyeres, and 

propeller agitators to keep down pulp consistency so as to facilitate 

conveyance to the next plant. 

All this equipment, excepted the blow-tanks and the 

unbleached pulp storage tower which are outdoors,  is set up inside with a 

metallic framework construction, concrete floors on iron bars and masonry 

fi Hinge. 
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A connecting foot-bridge enables inspection and support of 

the belt conveyor between the building end the unbleached pulp storage 

tower. 

511.5 - •¿•«chini 

The bleaching plant was designed for treatment of woodpulp 

in five stages (chlorination, first sodatlon + H2O2 . First stage CIO2» 

second sodatlon + H202» second stage C102). After  these processings,  the 

pulp should attain the Elrepho brightness of 90* to 92*. 

The technological equipment of this plant has essentially 

the following composition : 

- An homogenisation vat for putting the pulp in appropriate suspension 

after its storage and its dilution at the base of the preceding tower. 

Built in stainleas steel,  it is fitted with propeller agitator. 

- Drawing out the pulp is effected by a centrifugal puap set on the floor, 

feeding the chlorine tower through the pre-chlorination tower. 

• A chlorine mixer, which mixes the chlorine gas  in very fine bubbles with 

water, before letting it into the upper side of the pre-chlorination 

tower. The shell is made of polyester, and the nossle or tuyere, of 

polyvinyle chloride. 

- The pulp-chlorine mixing begins in the pre-chlorination tower, which is 

a small metallic tank provided with a blade agitator, and the object of 

this is to enable a several minute pulp-chlorine contact before controlling 

and regulating the chlorine amount at the admission into the chlor ina t ion 

tower. The inside of the tank is lined with ebonite. 

• A chlosination tower which is set up outdoors, built of concrete, and 

tiled inside. It has a discharging spout and a propeller in the upper 

part, and two propellers in the lower part. 

- Two cylindrical sodatlon towers built of concrete,  tiled inside, are 

inside the building,  filled by the top, and have dilution tuyeres and 

propellers to facilitate pulp discharging by the bottom. 
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- Two chlorin« dioxide towers in concret« «nd tll«d ins id« which «r« 

outdoor«. Th«r« is • plum-bob at the top for pulp circulation. At th« 

be««, propellers to ensure circulation. Extraction i« nade by means of 

pulp dilution tuyere«. 

• rive bleached pulp thickening filters, fitted on the upper floor of the 

plant. These are drum filter a equipped with washing raapa, act in 

concrete, and tiled vata. 

- Five filtrate tanks with tangential inlet« under  the filtere on an 

intermedíate floor.  They are metallic, and round. 

- Two high-density pulp gearpump« for conveying the pulp to the CIO2 

tower«, equipped with their baseplates, driving motors, and s«t on the 

floor, 

- Five pulp centrifugal pump« fitted on the floor. 

- Five filtrate centrifugal pump« fitted on th« floor under the filtrate 

tanks. 

- Five conveyor re-pulper« which break the pulp "cake" cosing out of the 

filter apron, «naure dilution for tranaport purpose, and direct the 

pulp horiaontally over the following apparatua feeding device.. The vata 

of theae apparatua are an integrate part of the filter vata. 

- Four mixer-heater« fitted under the filters, to cruah the pulp, nix it 

completely with the chemical reagent and to heat by atea» the mixing at 

adequate temperature for chemical treatment. The «hell« are of «talnless 

«terni «a well as the mechanical parta. 

- A chlorine dioxide mixer which effects the mixing of the C102 solution 

with the pulp, before ita admission into the treatment tower, The shell 

is of steel covered with titanium. The «haft« and the mechanical part« 

«re of Hastelloy. 

- A belt conveyor to transfer the filtered and bleached pulp to the laat 

stage, from the building to the bleached pulp storage tower. 
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- k bleached pulp storage cower steel lined,  of a  1,000 m3 capacity,  i.e. 

• hours production. At its base, two propellere and combined tuyeres 

ensure the ed.xi.ng and the  dilution necessary for  its extraction in, view 

of conveyance to the next plant. This tower is outdoors. 

This plant is  coupled with the washing plant, and sone 

floors say be common, the filter floor in particular. 

The bleached pulp storage towers,  the chlorination and 

chlorine dioxide towers, nay be installed outdoors. All the other units 

are fitted in a metallic framework building with concrete floors and 

masonry fillings. There is also a Metallic footbridge supporting the belt 

conveyor between the construction and the storage  tower for bleached pulp, 

which can also be used for  the maintenance of the conveyor. 

511.6 - Pr;g;£;îi2îî_2Î_£îî«îi-5l5 

This plsnt is designed for providing the different 

chemicals to the cooking, bleaching, water and effluent treatment plants. 

The geographical situation of the mill dismisses any 

economic possibility of interest to supply the main products by containers 

conveyed by road or rail. 

It does not seem that there exists  in Madagascar an 

industrial plant producing chlorine, soda, hydrogen peroxide and chlorine 

dioxide. 

For this, three main workshops are necessary : 

- Chlorine,  aoda processing plant. This plant has  five main divisions  : 

. A power converter set 30 KA, 70 V. 

. A mercury-cell electrolysis shop 

. A brine-preparation shop 

. A chlorine treatment and liquefaction shop 

. A sodium hypochlorite processing shop. 

All these units are enclosed in reinforcet concrete buildings, and have 

all the neceaaary preventive securities in relation with basic material 

storage and with chlorine neutralisation, etc... 
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T mvérogan peroxide plant. It ha« three divisions  : 

. A powDr converter set 2 x 3 KA - 290 V. 

. A 3,000 A, eiectrolytical-cell shop comprising 24 cells 

. A shop for distillation, rectification and storage of hydrogen-peroxide. 

Thle plant is set in an reinforcet concrete building,  and possesses all 

that neceasary handling équipaient for diamant ling the cells. 

- The chlorine-dioxide plant includes : 

. A power converter set of 30 KA - 80 V. 

, A chlorate-cell shop comprising 20 cells 

. A CIO2  generating shop comprising : 

- Sodiun chlorate storage 

- Sulfuric acid storage 
- A duplex pump for proportional distribution of ClONa and SO^Hj 

- A complex for distribution and preparation of S02 for the reactor 

- A primary reactor 

- A aecondary reactor 

- A scrubber 

- An abaorption tower and its blower 

- A storage vat for CIO2 with its centrifugal circulation pump 

This plant is alao enclosed in a concrete building with masonry filling, 

floors of concrete. 

These three plants will be erected near the bleaching, and will 

haw« to be supplied by rail or by trucks. As we «hall see in the chapter 

"Consumption", the production, on the spot of these chemicals, brings about 

a considerable power consumption,  and a daily aupply of baaic materiale. 

A last word, on the ground surface of these planta  : 

- Chlorine - Soda 1.200 m2 

- Hydrogen peroxide 300 «û 

- Chlorine dioxide •*> m2 
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511.7 - WtttMchln« - Drier - B*>lln| - Dl«{«tçhin| 

fills plant ii located near the bleaching,  the wet machina »ting 

fed by the bleached pulp storage tower. 

The équipaient of thia plant it detailed aa follows  : 

- A bead box of the open type with expansion chaad>er, recirculation and 

multitubular distributor.   (Stainless steel construction). 

- A wire part - width 3.60 »., length about 25 m,- with forming board, 

auction boxes, dandy roll and couch roll (Steel and stainless steel 

construction). 

• A press section and pre-drying unit comprising : 

. Two grooved wet press 

.  Six pre-drying'steam heated cylinders 

. A third grooved wet preas 

- A aeriss of accessories for preceding equipment such as  : control cabinet, 

suction box collector, vacuum pumpt, etc.. 

• A drying section of 60 stmam-heated dryers with oil tank, automation 

equipment and central lubrication system. 

- A slitter for slitting and cross cutting,  including pressing rolls; 

a cross-cuttex with rotary knivea; a group compricing a sheet belt 

conveyor, and a lay-boy with uptake conveyor. 

- Two broke recovery vats under the third press and after the drying section, 

in polished stainless steel, equipped with s desintegrator allowing broke 

recycling at head of machine. 

- A vat for collecting, mixing and diluting broke.  It is concrete-made, 

•quipped at its baae with a propeller agitator, and is fitted under the 

wire part. 

- Four recirculation pumps  for broke, fitted on the floor. 

- A storage and reclaiming tank for broke, fitted beside the wet part of 

the machine, with its circulation pump for recycling the pulp at head 

of machine. 
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The whole of this equipment, excepted vats,, tanks or 

citati and pumps, ia fitted on a concrete piattona of about 100 n, luigth. 

Th« corresponding part of the building is provided with 

sn appropriât« ventilating installation,  for removal of the vapours coming 

fro« pulp-sheet drying. 

The naxt division concerns baling and dispatching. It 

includes the following equipment  : 

- A baling-press. Bales are conveyed by a belt to the under-Mentioned 

aachinea  : 

, packing anchina 

. weighing   " 

.  labeling   " 

. binding     " 

Afterwarde, storage is made in a Metallic hangar, ready 

for dispatch. Warehouse storage capacity  :  one tionth production or about 

3,000 «2 ground surface. 

Buildings covering the dry section, presses, etc... 

baling, dispatching and warehouse, are Metallic; the walla are of naaonry 

filling and the roofs are plated. 

The warehouse has a diapatchlng platforM with offices and 

diepatching control aervice. 

The other pert of the building la servad by a traveling 

bridge crane enabling disassembling of heavy equipment. 

The whole of the plant covers about 8,000 M2, warehouse 

Included. 
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511.S • Bla^k^liguor^concentration - Blackyliijuor^teol 1er - 

Auxlllar^^boi1er« - £<£«r_sC«tion - Slsaolv«r 

This plant if divided into three distinct divisioni : 

liquor concentration, boilers and dissolver power production. These «re 

three separate buildings but adjoining one another. 

Hack licuor concentration 

The technological équipaient is essentially coaposed of : 

- A dru« filter removing the shives which are in the liquor coning back 

fron washing; a filtrate tank is disposed underneath with its filtrate 

centrifugal puap. 

• A steal vat for storage of diluted black liquor, with a centrifugal 

suction puap fitted on the floor. 

- A series of evaporators, fed by stean fro« the boiler, fitted on the 

floor of preceding filter. 

- A storage steel tank for concentrated liquor with a centrifugal feed 

puap and a reclaiming puap. 

This building is entirely of reinforced concrete and 

aasonry. 

loi Ita and dissolver 

Iquipaent is essentially : 

- A saoke precipitator, which is used for liquor reheating 

- A cascade evaporator continuing black liquor concentration, one part of 

which goes back to storage by mean of a centrifugal puap. 

- A recovery boiler burning the black liquor and producing the steaa for 

the power station. 

- A dissolver using the weak liquor coming froa the causticislng plant, 

to dissolve the boiler ashes. 

- An auxiliary boiler for bark burning and production of steaa. 

The whole is fitted in a reinforced concrete and masonry 

building. 
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Powr if tloo 

- Turbo-alternator-generator producing a part of the power consumed by 

the «111. 

- A complementary turbo-alternator-generator for power  : as we shall see 

further on, the actual power recovered In  bark and black liquor burning 

is not sufficient for the whole mill requirements. 

These generators are fitted in a reinforced concrete 

building, equipped with a traveling bridge for possible disassembling 

of heavy équipaient. 

511.9 - Pun£in| station - Water_|>urification - Water_tr«atment - 

Fire prevention system - Efflueot^t£eatmerit 

The water source for mill requirements  is the Hatsiatra 

live*. According to preceding studies, its  flow seems sufficient even at 

low water level. 

The water of this river is  slightly acid and carries 

laterite in suspension during its floods (about three months a year). 

flTT nfirr^lfi *• «ttectad in the river and needs, in short, 

the following equipment  : 

- A concrete location on the bank at an appropriate place (nature of 

ground and flowing speed), 

• A stationary retention screen for large sise floating matters carried 

by the stream, 

- An automatic micro-filter, the wire of which will have a mssh lower 

than 0.5 mm. 

• A pumping set. 

This equipment is devised so that the flow through the 

screens may not exceed 50 cm/s, and each part of the water Intake say be 

isolated by water gates. 
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S . PINE WOOD PULP MILL 

Th« object of Che präsent study la to establish, at tht 

refusat of the Governatent of Madagaacar, the coat price per ton of 

unbleached or bleached woodpulp produced by a mill located near Fianarantaoa 

( Por feo t) of a 300 ton daily capacity. Thia unit would produce about 

100(000 yearly pulp tons fro« Pinua patula (80 to 85 X) and Eucalyptus 

robusta (IS to 20 %). 

311 - Description of the »Unta 

The siili haa been divided into ten plants, which correapond 

to detailed diagram represented on the general diagraa of the ai 11. 

These plants are : 

- Plant 1 : 

. Hood yard 

. larking 

. Chipping (Reception, cutting, puipwood and bark preparation) 

- Plant 2 : 

. Caustlclsing 

. Lias kiln (White liquor preparation for the cooking plant) 

- Plant 3 : 

, Cooking (chip cooking in a continuous digester) 

• Plant 4 : 

, llov tank 

, Hashing 

. Screening 

(Hashing and screening after cooking of Pine woodpulp and Eucalyptus 

woodpulp. Two indépendant blow-tanks, but only one washing and 

screening plant). 

- Plant S : 

. Bleaching (unbleached pulp, bleaching and storage) 
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Clarification of the water requires « large diameter 

¿•canting device (SO matera) on account of presence of laterite suspension 

In tha pumped water. 

Thia clarificator will have a cylindar shape, placed on 

tha ground, and concrete built, and equipped with a continuoua rotary 

•craping mechanism which will collect muda through canter of unit. 

The laud ia pumped by a diaphragm and ball pump,  and 

dispatched to a sewing far«, or else, discharged down-stream with the 

effluent«. 

The clarified water then goes through a neutralisation 

Installation, arranged in a small masonry building near the clarificator. 

Lisa milk preparation is processed on the spot. 

A pumping station feeds a water  tower, 50 m. high and of 

a 2,000 «3 capacity,  providing safety for fire prevention needa. 

Three sorts of water are produced at thi» stage  : 

- Drinking water for the buildings, offices, plants, houaes dispensarios, 

laboratorlea, 

- Demlneralised feed water for boilers, 

- Clarified water Juat neutralised. This is the highest output for general 

use in all the processing plants. 

The mill is provided with a firm prevention ayetem fed by 

a permanent reserve in the above-mentioned water  tower. 

The effluents caet out by the various planta canot be 

directly discharged into the river, the atream being too alow to eneure 

sufficient dilution. 

The treatment inatallatlon will be estebliahad on the rlvar 

bank, and will have the following equipment  : 
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- A vat collecting the effluent coming fro« tit« pianti, equipped with 

appropriate pumps, 

- A neutralisation vat for bringing effluent pH to neutrality, either by 

adding line or adding sulfuric acid. This vat is equipped with a paddle 

mixer for ensuring couponent unity. 

• A section for storage and preparation of sulfuric acid and milk of lia», 

- A wide diameter primary decanting apparatus (sane site as the pumped 

water clarificator). The mud will be pumped by a diaphragm pump, and sent 

to the sewer farm. The overflow will be sent into the river. 

Excepting milk of lime preparation and chemicals distri- 

bution, the whole installation is entirely outdoors. 

511.10 - M*intenance_workshog - Laboratory - General.Services 

The maintenance workshop will be established the nearest 

possible to the center of the mill.  It will have a repair •maintenance 

division and a stock-house. 

It  is a metallic building with masonry filling.  It will be 

equipped with a traveling bridge to facilitate any kind of handling. 

Inside,  the following sections are planned : 

. Drilling - Sswing - Planing - Lathing 

, Oxycutting - Welding and bracing 

.  Forge 

. Handling-engines repairing yard, such as for loaders, 

etc...  of the FENWICK or other  types 

.  Iron and metalsheet yard 

. Spare-parts house for the engines in use in the various 

plants 

. Maintenance department officea. 

The laboratory is  located at the center of the mill, aside 

the central atorage section, and has all the neceasary implements 

permitting any analysis to control the different production sectors. 
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It is • conventional building MO« of reinforced concrete 

~l 
and masonry* 

As a rewind«, we Just «ention the other buildings, «»inly : 

. Cenerai management,  administration, accountancy 

. General services 

. Staff restaurant 

. Cloakroom, shower-baths, sanitary equipments, 

. Parkings, personnel and visitors parking cars 

These mey be located at the entrance of the adii near the 

aost convenient road access. 

512 - Mecessarv products for the fabrication 

S12.1 - Çhemiçsls 

The «sin chemical consumers are the cooking and bleaching 

plants. 

•leaching chemicals are produced by electrolysis. The 

following quantities have been checke« : 

512.11 -£22k¿nj 

. 21,500 daily Kgo. salt cake 

.    9,000 " sode 

.    9,000 meke-up limeston« 

512.12 -llea¿hiB| 

.  It,000 dally kgs. chlorine 

.    4,500 " soda 

.    4,800 " chlorine dioxide 

2,700 " hydrogen peroxyde 

.    1,850 " sulfur 

Production of the bleaching agents leaves the necessary 

antra soda for cooking plus 5,000 kgs of sodium sulfate originating from 

ClOj processing. 
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Consequently, the cooklna lUuor r»Mit»rition will be mad« 

with only 16.500 daily kas. of »odiunt sulfate make-up. 

The bule neceasary bUachtng chemicali are : 

39,000       dally kg«,  aalt 

1.9 

31 

7,7» 

2,600 " 

11 

110 

45 

A« a r «minear : 

mercury 

graphic« 

sulfuric acid at M % 

sulfur 

•••»nia 

C1H at 100 % 

Na2Cr207 

reagents and chemicals for brine 

purification. 

We nota that S02 Haa bean considered as processed on the 

•pot fro« aulfur, but that sulfuric acid has been forecaat as conveyed by 

tankers, at a M X concentration. 

On the other hand,   the quantity of chemicals for brine 

purification has not been checked as the quality of the aalt to be used 

ia not yat known. 

512.2 - Steam 

The average consumptions accounted for are : 

, Cooking and washing 

. Bleaching   

. Pulp drying 

. Cauiticising 

. Black liquor concentration 

. Heating 

. Fuel and boiler  feed water 

1,950 dally tons 

450 da ily tons 

150 ii 

450 •i 

50 H 

700 i* 

150 M 

Pressure varies between 1.5 and 3 Mpi (hactopieaes) 
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§12.3 - Wattr 

TI» raa,ulraaaata arc about 900 aS of water for prosata!*« 

ona toa of blaacha« aula, i.a.  : 3,000 a3 flow oar boar. 

112.4 - F«.! 

Tao aovar baiane« afcoae la aat aa follow : 

912.41 - Cnaaawnjtiont 

i,ISO «ally tona ataan aa aar éatalla la I 512.2 

. 300,000 Mil     aa por natali* in I 312.S 

512.42 - froittction 

. Tb* alack liquor con arovlés tbrowfh r if •rating trotaao, 

1,090 «ally tona of ataaa 

, nocovara« bark coanVuatlon can trovlaa about 120 «ally ton« 

of atoan, 

Tboro an still 10O éallr tona of ataaa an« 300,000 Hftt for 

«ty to ta provi«*« for. Thar afora,   tba furtaar avyoly «ill bava to aa MS 

tana of faol, of which 43 tona aro uaa4 for alactrolyala aoo 120 tona for 

tba ataaa aotf aovar raaairaawjnta of tba alanti, 

512. S - !Î£trlç_novor 

Tba novar conaunption acnaoala nay ba avanvjtf aa aa follow»  i 

311.51 - llaetrolyala t  173,000 «ally Mb, of which i 

. 90,009 «ally Hffc.   for chlor in« an« soaa »roaaction 

. 70,000 for kyéToaan paroalaa 

. 93,000        " for oroéttctlon of CIO)«« to trocaaa CiOj 

511,31 - Fabrication - Workshop« i 105,000 «vb «ally, 

of which t 
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. 23,000 daily Wh. fo* the pulpwood yard, barking, 

slashing and chipping 

. 93,000        " for cooking, wathing, coarsa and fins 

screening 

. 20,000 " for bleaching 

. 33,000        " for  liquor production 

. 10,000 " for miscellaneous and leakages 

312.6 - ?«ÎR2îi.£AEÎÏ 

312.61 - Species 

Supply areas study is not prevised in the present report. 

This prob lea has already been surveyed in previous C.T.P.T.  studies. 

The •ill has been designad to be run with Eucalyptus robust« 

and Hems pa tu la supplies. 

512.62 - Quantities - Means of supply 

The running of this ai 11 requires a supply of 500,000 «1 

pulpwood par annua, i.e. 470,000 tona, divided as follows : 

. 215,000 «3    or    195,000 tons of logs 

. 215,000 m3    or   275,000 tons of boles 

500,000 m3    or   470,000 tons. 

The pulpwood is delivered unbarked at the «ill. The logs ara 

about  i.10 a.  long and the boles, 8.50 ».  long. It would ba batter to 

•»•ply lengths smallar than 6 antera,  for a «ore convenient «Mchanlcal 

handling in the pulpwood yard. 

In thia study, we have presumed that pulpwood were delivered 

at «ili by road, without accounting for Its origin, and supply faasiblllty 

by rail has been excluded. 

512.7 - c«fwejjatters 

512.71 - Effluent water 

The general pollution of the «ill corns fron partial 

pollutions of the different plants  (in particular  : cooking, washing, 

bleaching and black liquor evaporation). 
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a) ti» 3,900 «3/h mur, taken out of tha pia» lug tut ion 

are nearly all restored;. 

b) tha sludge pusajsd at tha priauury decanting apparatua for 

affluant t rea tum t repraeeats 1 ton/hour (dry) which la to ha discharged 
to tha eaver fan. 

312.72 - Miacallanaoua 

Tha punning station clarifiar collacta during tha thraa 

•oaths flood tha latarita in auapenslon, and dlachargaa up to 4,500 kga/ 

hour (dry) to tha sowar. Tha raat of tha year, a basis of SCO hgs/hour is 

to bo taha«. 

313 - froauctloti characteristics 

s 13.1 - ¥stif**i*j.ysgfj?ifit.t.?ç,f**lisi 

Tha nill vas designed for procaaaing unblaachad pulp aa «all 

as bleached pulp. In tha casa of unblaachad pulp production, tha pulp 

atorad at tha and of tha washing plant goss dir act to tha vat anchina. 

This supposas a location of tha «ashing and blaaching planta accordingly. 

Tha grada of tha processed voodpulp, aftar raflning at 40*Ht, 

has tha following characteristics : 

. Photovolt brightness 26 

• breaking length • ,400 

. Bursting  -  St 
• Tssrlng . 132 (170 at 20* «) 
. sulk      1.33 

. Doubla fold 1,100 

. )te04K number         17.3 

313.2 - llaached voodpulp processing 

Tha grau« of tha produced blaachnd woodpulp la 

. Photovolt brightness tl - 92 

. brightness stability _.       92 

. Polyaunriaatlon degree 313 

. breaking length 7,200 
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. ttursClng  . 51 

, Tearing 102 (120 at 20* St.) 

. Bulk 1.35 

. Doublt fold 500 

HÜI.ll2ÉÉ£ll2S_ aoo ton» i.i. loo.ooo tout POT tnny 
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32      

Tb« «ill personnel has km eatlaated at i 

368 persons 

1« «orami operative conditions, 

521 - General organisation 

The diagrsn herewith sett the general organisation of the 

•ertonne 1. Table list 521.a distributes the necessary labour of the sill 

over the different plentt. 

Distribution of labour over the slants 

Table list 521.a 

Plants Foreigners Malagasies 

Pulpwood and chipping 
(2 dally thtfti) 2 62 

Cnustlclslng, Cook, washing 
(2 dally shlftt) 5 43 

Chemicals, Bleaching 
(3 daily shlftt) 5 45 

«et «achín«, Baling 
(3 dally shlftt) 4 4t 

Dispatch 
(1 daily shift) 9 

Boiler, Concentration, Power 
(3 delly shlftt) 5 42 

Puaplng, Clarlflng 
(3 daily shlftt) IS 

Maintenance, Laboratories 
(3 dally shifts) 15 32 

Managanunt, General service 
(1 dally shift) 4 30 

Total 40 328 

34» 
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Plant o : 

. Blactrolysis 

. Chaadcals praparation 
(Processing and preparation of th* necaeaary changeais for bleaching 

•nd causticiilng) 

Plant 7  : 

. Wat «achina 

, Dr lar 

. Bannt 

. Diapatchini 

(Preparation of pulp for dispatching) 

Plant • :   

, Black liquor concantratlon 

. Black liquor bollara 

. Auxiliary boi lari 

»Power atation 

. Ditaolvar 
(Stesa and alactric powar station, haat rac ovary, chaed.es Is r acovar y 

and grtan liquor praparatlon) 

Plant 9 : 
. Punping station 

. Water clarification 

. Watar treatment 

. Pira prevention syataat 

. Bffluant treatswnt 

(mil watar supply - affluant treateent) 

• Plant 10 : 

. Maintananca shop 

, Laboratory 
(Maintananca - repairs - apar« •**" - laboratori«). 
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In Tabi« litt 521.b the personnel haa been divido in a 

professional order : 

Manager 

Meada of fabrication 

1 

3 

Gaugera 40 

Head of technical dapartaent 

Head of aalntenance       " 

1 

1 Ski Had vorkam 124 

Haad of laboratory                  ( 

Chealat 
2 

Poreaan 

Poreaan-Brasier 

11 

1 Unakillad workers 12« 

•lac tri clam                             ( 

•r aclara                                    1 

Mechanics                                  ( 

Haad accountant 

12 

1 

laployees and 

Miscellaneoua 3d 

40 32S 

We nota that thla personnel is the peraonnal of the aill 

after atartlng up period. During the atarting up period, it will probably 

be naceaaary to double the foreign peraonnal in view of training the local 

personnel.  In the seat way, as the Malagasy personnel coming out of schools 

and profeaaional schools will progressively Join the »ill, a part ot the 

foreign personnel will be replaced in consequence. 

522 - Aaount of the wages 

The wagea have been reckoned taking into account wages 

properly speaking and social expenses «a well as travelling and inaurance 

for the foreigners. 
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Table Hit n* 322 - Tfftrfy lltfrffWF 

Management 

Heads of fabrication 

Heads of Technical Dapartawnt 

Haadi of maintenance Dapartawnt 

Haad of laboratory 

Chemist 

Foremen 

Haad accountant 

Braaiar foremen 

llactriciana 

Nachanica 

Gaugers 

Skilled workmen 

Workers (Unakilled) 

Chemistry halpa 

Management aacratary 

Accountant assistants 

Braaiar for pipaa and tubas 

Accountanta 

• Secretary 

Haad of supplias 

Supply employees 

• Haad of par sonnai 

• Sacratary 

- Nurse 

> Nurse halp 

• Plannar 

• Draftsman 

• Store-keeper 

• Store-kaapar aaaistant 

• Chauffeurs 

• Watchman 

- Social service-Restaurant 

Total of yearly wages - Social expenses included 

1 x 7,000,000 • 7,000,000 

3 x 5,000,000 - 15,000,000 

1 x 6,000,000 - 6,000,000 

1 x 5,000,000 - 5,000,000 

1 x 5,000,000 - 5,000,000 

1 x 4,000,000 - 4,000,000 

18 x 4,000,000 - 72,000,000 

1 x 4,000,000 " 4,000,000 

4 x 5,000,000 ' 20,000,000 

4 x 4,000,000 • 16,000,000 

4 x 4,000,000 • 16,000,000 

40 x  500,000 ' 20,000,000 

124 x  600,000 • 74,400,000 

126 x  108,000 • 13,608,000 

4 x 1,500,000 • 6,000,000 

1 x  725,000 ' 725,000 

2 x  900,000 ' 1,800,000 

4 x  900,000 ' 3,600,000 

3 x  500,000 ' 1,500,000 

1 x  365,000 ' 365,000 

1 x  750,000 < 730,000 

2 x  500,000 > 1,000,000 

1 x  900,000 ' 900,000 

1 x  400,000 *     400,000 

1 x  600,000 600,000 

1 x  400,000 400,000 

1 x 3,500,000 3,300,000 

1 x  500,000 300,000 

1 x  500,000 300,000 

2 x  230,000 300,000 

2 x  108,000 216,000 

4 x  108,000 432,000 

6 x  108,000 648,000 

301,944,000 
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Th« necessary investment for the woodpulp mill  inclûtes 

- Equipment investment properly speaking, 

- Erection of a worker's village 

• Working capital. 

531 - Investment properly speaking 

Tabla list 531.a - Equipment investment 

Plants 

1. Fulpwood yard - Barking - Chipping 

2. Causticislng > Line kiln 

3. Cooking 

4. How tank - Washing - Coarac  screening 

5. Bleaching - Fine screening 

6. Electrolysis - Chemicals preparation 

7. Wet Machine - Drier - Baling - Dispatching 

8. Black  liquor evaporation - Black liquor 
boiler - Auxiliary boiler - Power station - 
Dissolver 

9. Pumping station - Clarification of water 
Water treatment - Fire prevention system - 
Effluent treatment 

10. Maintenance ahop 
bui 1dings 

Total 

Laboratory - General 

Amount  in FMG 

1,240,000,000 

450,000,000 

900,000,000 

640,000,000 

1,890,000,000 

1,620,000,000 

1,650,000,000 

2,500,000,000 

600,000,000 

440,000,000 

11,930,000,000 
J 

The two following table liata  (531.b and 531.c)  set 

Mginaerlna, and fitting up allround expensaa a« well as civil engineering 

expanses. 
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Tati« list 531 b Study. Engineering and fitting up exTxmses 

FHG 

Plants 

1. Pulpwood yard 

2« Causticizing 

J. Cooking   

4* Washing  

5. Bleaching   

6. Chemicals  

7. Baling _  

8. Evaporation 

9. Water treatment 

'10. General servioes,. 

(l) Studie3,  engineering; 
and allround contracting 

Fitting up 

Total 

65,000,000 

28,000,000 

58,000,000 

50,000,000 

105,000,000 

100,000,000 

90,000,000 

160,000,000 

30,000,000 

15,000,000 

701,000,000 

150,000,000 

55,000,000 

115,000,000 

75,000,000 

210,000,000 

195,000,000 

175,000,000 

310,000,000 

60,000,000 

30,000,000 

1,355,000,000 

(l) - The civil engineering expenses  do not come in here,  they will he found 
in the following table list. 

Dispersion of utility works give  following figures  1 

Table list 53I c Civil en,?ineerin^ expenses 
PMO 

Plants Works Buots Sewers Studies 
Engineering 

It Pulpwood yard 

2. Causticizing  

3t Cooking  

4. Washing 

5t Bleao'.ing   

6t Chemicals 

7t Baling 

8t Evaporation 

9t Water treatment 

10t General services 

35,000,000 

18,000,000 

23,000,000 

39,000,000 

200,000,000 

176,000,000 

145,000,000 

185,000,000 

105,000,000 

120,000,000 

23,000,000 

4,500,000 

6,000,000 

10,500,000 

50,000,000 

45,000,000 

35»000,000 

40,000,000 

25,000,000 

10,000,000 

1,096,000,000 :     249,000,000 

12,000,000 

2,500,000 

3,000,000 

5,500,000 

30,000,000 

24,000,000 

20,000,000 

25,000,000 

15,000,000 

15,000,000 

152,000,000 

Total t  1,496,000,000 
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532 . Bâtai led InTtfftUtfìtf Itt ffUat 

332.1 - ÌHÌRfood^xìES * HtìSiSI " SÍÜitól 

Technological équipaient ***   313,000,00© 

, 1 eutoantic unloading tabla 

, 1 bol« conveyor 

.  1 anchine for »lashing bolaa into log« 

.  1 conveyor to barking 

, 1 barking drua 

, 1 conveyor out of «TUB 

. 1 sorting tabla 

, 1 conveyor for rafuso recycling 

, 1 chlaeer 

, 1 sorting cat - chip scraan 

.  1 convoyer to storage 

. 1 saawsMtic conveyor-elevstor on yert 

. 1 traction-loader 

.  1 looting hopper 

, 1 chip conveyor to cook 

. 1 collecting loading hopper over dig« e ter 

. 1 «vlthtoBeter 

. 1 berk conveyor at outlet of barking eras 

. 1 berk crusher with hopper and spoute 

. 1 hark conveyor to euxillary boiler 

332.2 - Çautiçiiinj - LineJUln 

- technological equlpaent "»   223,000,000 

. 1 ciarli lettor for green liquor 

, 5 dlephrage puaps 

. 1 groan sludge «Uer 

. 1 groan liquor thickener 

. 1 horlsontel rotary lins kiln 

. 1 lia» loading hopear 

, 1 eoe instar 

. 1 11a« slsker 

, 3 cauatlclsers 
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, 1 green liquor reclaiming tank 

, 1 whit« liquor clarifier 

. 1 white liquor pump 

. 1 white sludge centrifugal pump 

. 1 white sludge mixer 

, 1 weak liquor thickener 

. 1 white liquor centrifugal pump 

. 1 weak liquor centrifugal pump 

. 2 weak sludge centrifugal pumps 

. 1 weak sludge mixer 

. 1 white sludge filter 

. 1 filtrate tank 

, 1 vacuum pump 

, 1 condenser 

. 1 reclaiming tank 

. 1 filtrate centrifugal pump 

532.3 - Cooking. 

Technological equipment f»   460,000,000 

. 1 low pressure feeding rotary valva (L.P.) 

, 1 primary reheater 

. 1 high pressure feeding rotary valve (H.P.) 

, 1 continuous digester 

, 1 black liquor storage cheat 

. 1 black liquor centrifugal pump 

, 1 blow-off valve 

532.4 - Blow_tank - Washinj - Çoara«_sçreenin| 

. Technological equipment FMC    300,000,000 

. 2 blow tanks 

.   1 dilution box 

,  1 set of vibrating screens 

.   1 filter feeding box 

. 3 drum washing filters 

. 2 defibrator - repulpers 

.  3 filtrate tanks 

. 3 centrifugal pumps  for filtrates 
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. I foaa tank 

. 1 foaa pun» 

, 1 pulp-conveyor 

, 1 retention vat 

.  I pulp puny 
, 1 filter thickener 

. 1 filtrate tank 

, 1 filtrate puap 

, 1 belt conveyor 

, 1 atoraa« tower for hit« density pulp 

To be noted that the •!•• of the dlfester «ay involve 

probles» aa regards conveyance by road in Madagascar, and before final 

decision on thia continuo« cooking aolution, it would be advlaable to 

cheek the road conveyance poeslbilitles fron Taawtave by a apecial convoy. 

532.5 • !Í!«Cfeinf 

- Technological eeuipawmt .     FW   »40,000,000 

. 1 hoaogenelsatlon vat 

.1 stock centrifugal puap 

. 1 chlorine aixer 

. 1 pre-chlorinatlon tower 

1 chlorinatlon tower 

2 aoda towers 

2 chlorine dioxide towers 

. 5 thickening filters 

, 5 filtrate tanks 

. 2 puap» for high ¿entity stock 

. 5 stock centrifugal pwnps 

. 5 filtrate centrifugal panas 

. 5 pulp-convayore 

4 adxer-reheatera 

1 chlorine dioxide aixer 

1 halt conveyor 

1 atock storage tower 

• 

» 

• 

• 

t 
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532.« - *£*E*£**î°!L2L£l!?££SÎ2 

Taebuclogical equips»nt 

. Chiorine-eoda procesaing plant „ FÜG    100,000,060 

1 electric converter ut 

1 aarcury call electrolyaie plant 

1 brina praparatlon plant 

1 chlorlna liquefaction and traatuant plant 

1 aodlua hypochlorite procaaaing plant 

, Hydrogen par ox i da processing plant fNG    320,060,06o 

1 electric converter aet 

1 electrolytic cella plant 

1 distillation, rectifying and hydrogen 
peroxide atorage plant 

. Chlorine dioxide processing plant fMD    100,000,000 

1 electric converter aet 

1 chlorate cella plant 

1 C10, feneration plant 

. Miscellaneous - Storage - Decanting FMQ    130,000,000 

Total for equipment F*K    770,000,000 

532.7 - W;t_«achine - Orlar - HÜ2I 

- Technological »quipuent F»    700,000,000 

1 head-box 

1 wire part 

1 preaa and pre-drying section 

1 aet of accessories 

1 dryer saction 

1 slittar at end of machina 

2 recovery cheats 

1 broke cheat 

4 recirculation pumps 

1 storage) tank 

1 baling preaa 

1 packing «achine 

1 weighing «achine 
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I labeling anchine 

1 binding anchine 

1 ventilation syst«« 

532,1 - !!•££_Ii3uo£_;v«£orttIon - •i;<£..iiSïor,_!!2iiîI.Î2$ 

technological aquipnent FMG    1,240.000,000 

1 drua filter 

1 filtrat« tank and a puap 

1 black liquor a tor age tank with pue» 

1 black liquor evaporator unit 

1 conctntratad black liquor atoraaa tank with pun» 

1 enoke pracipitator, black liquor rahaatar 

1 catead« avaporator 

1 black liquor bollar 

1 diaaolvar 

1 bark-fad auxiliary boiler 

1 turbo-altamator ganara tor 

1 auxiliary oil-fuel bollar 

532.9 - £"fcÌ2|_f.£;£ì2S - Watar_clairif3rtnj - Watartraataant - 

Plra^revamÇlon^ayataii - |^ly*»t_traataiant. 

Technological equipment PHG        230,000,000 

i Pnaping station 

Screens 

Mlcro-acreena 

•ata 

. Clarifying - Neutralisation - Water treatsKnt 

1 clarifica tor 

1 diaphragn pun» 

1 nautraliaation lnatallatlon 

1 déminéralisation lnatallatlon 

1 aat of circulation 
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311.1 - Woodyard - Baritine - Chlppinj 
Me*e»e«8»e»Me» «»«» «m e» •» «• a» t«"«*•-•"" 

Foreatry and economic studlaa precedlngly carrlad on ehow 

that it ia Mora profitable to convey the ti«bar in bolaa conveyed on bole- 

trucka fro« the felling yard and operate the slashing at the «ili, inatead 

of cutting the« in piecea on the «pot, manually. However the «ill will 

receive a percentage of loga all the tane (about 40 %). The «ill will 

therefore have to check at the entry : 

- 8.50 «. long bolea (1) for local production conveyed by truck« 

- 1.10 a.  long loga for production conveyed by rail. 

To feed thia «ill,  500,000 «3 of pulpwood per annu» are 

necaaaary, ao about 465,000 tone of unbarked pulpwood. Aa in the rainy 

•eaaon the roada are not practicable, only 1S5 daya a year will be left to 

unload about 120 daily bole trucka in the pulpwood yard,  i.e. 2,500 tone 

of pulpwood. 

Thia unloading ia «ad« on an auto«atic table directly fro« 

the truck platform«. There will be aoae difficulty in finding a «achine 

enabling thia automatic unloading for length« up to 11.50 n. In thi« caae, 

it «lght be better pravi«ing a half length cutting in the foreat (about 

6 «atre«). 

The loga after cutting in will go to a barking dru«. Thia 

cylinder devic«, aet horiaontaly on a concrete platfor», worka without 

water on account of the low water  level of the river which «upplie« the 

«ill. The barked log« fall,  through the aedium of a «pecial device, on a 

tranevereal conveyor which takea them to a «orting table, where en operator 

direct« the unbarked loga back to the head of the drum, and the barked loga 

to the chipper. 

Thia chipper i« aet on the floor on a concrete bed and fed 

by the top. Thia high-power «achine i« located near the operator. 

~l 

(1) Conveyance of bole« of an average of 8.50 «. length ha« been anticipated. 

However, the conveyed lengtha «ight be fro« 5.50 m. to 11.50 ». 
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, Iffluent treatment 
1 neutralisation mixer 

1 chemicals unit 

1 primary decanting device 

1 diaphragm può»? 

. Fir« prevention system 
1 set of équipaient 

1 2,000 aú water  tower 

532.10 - Meintenance^workshog - Laboratory, - Gweral_aM»rytçai« 

Technological equipment FMG    120,000,000 

. workshop too la and machinai 

. handling devices 

.  atora equipment,  offices, sanitary,  social premises, 
various furnitures. 

533 . Complementary investment 

Besides the still construction, a worker's garden-city ia to 

be erected for personnel housing, and s working cepital muet be provided 

for. 

533.1 - *«!¿El£„K££SL£í£Z 

To house the staff (foreigners and Malagasies), necessary 

investments have been eat ima ted to : 

FMG 300 millions or S l.lOO.OOO 

The everage cost to be conaidered ia  : 

- for the foreigners FMG   3 to 5 millions 

- for the Malagasies FMG   0,5 to 1 million 

Furniture end conatruction maintenance expenses are 

chargeable to the persons concerned and they will psy a monthly rent to 

cover the above-mentioned expenses. 
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533.2 - Workin|_cagit«l 

To cover the firat working expansée and for current aonay 

faci liti«« (apart froa noraal bank edvsnces), a «forking capital equal to 

a 4 «oaths production coat of tha «111 working on full capacity, hat baaa 

prevised as karaaftor datai lad : 

533.21 - Blaachad woodpulp production 

In tkls eventuality, we ahall eitiaate tha coat par ton at 

PNB 21,000, i.e. : 100,000 x 21,000 - PNC 2,100,000,000 per annua whence 

a worklne capital of : 

rae 7W.0W.W «n.? WH• 

333.22 - Unbleached woodpulp production 

AS there la no chemical* preparation and no bleaching to ha 

considered, and because of a reduced staff, tha cost per ton will be 

•nailer, i.e.  : PUB li.000 par toa. 

The yearly coat will he : PNB 1,100,000,000 1.«. 

• fWMM ffWtltt °f 
fMC 600.000.000 or 8 2.2 111 Ioni 

Total investaenta will therefore be  : 

PMC 11,930,000,000   (see tehle 531.d) 

300,000,000 

700,000,000 

PMS 12,930,000,000 or $ 46,6 millions 

Aa there la no bleaching plant (3) and no chamícele prepa- 

ration (6) to consider, eaulpaant investment! will he reduced to : 

11,130 - (1,09O + 1,626) • PMG 0,420 aillions, i.e. 

PMG 8,420,000,000 

300,000,000 

600,000,000 

PMS    9,320,000,000 or $ 33.6 aillions 
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33Ï.3 - gota 

In preceding tiHiMtnti, no •ration has been made as Co 

MCMMty investments for pulpwood working and conveyance to Mil •it«. 

It il presumed includad in the cost of the wood delivered at mill or of the 

necessary investment» for woodpulp or various means of conveyance (trucks, 

cars, etc..,). For same, a special investment might be considered;  it would 

he deducted from the production costs registered in I 54 (equipment amorta- 

lltetion). 

334 - Schedule of operations 

334.1 - §K£f*dlS|.°v»Sl.YS£» 

From the date of ordering the atarting up works, it will ha 

reeulred : 

- 12 months for studies 

- I months for first equipment orders, the more sophisticated equip- 

ments being expected 14 months later (20th month) 

>   f months delivery on site 

* 10 months (from the first day), to begin preparatory civil engineering 

- 20 months for total civil engineering completion (30th month) 

- II months to fit up equipments 

So, we obtain the concise following chronology : 

D. day +   0 month   - starting studies 

"   +   6 months - first equipment orders 

"   + 10 months - starting up civil engineering 

"4-20 months - last equipment deliveries and star of the fitting urn 

"   + 26 months - last equipment deliveries 
H   + 30 months - end of civil engineering 

"   + 40 months - end of fitting up 

"   • 42 months - final acceptance 

Mtftlftfy C9f»l«t*°" t|ff«  : dhfut } \ft yftft 
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***'2 - ÍK¡íéi2l-2!í£-2Í.Í!n!!í5í!5S! 
H« bave stated the spreading out of investente M fellow : 

1,000 FMB 

Year 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Bleached woodpulp Mill 

4,000 

7,000 

1,230 

700 

12,930 

Unbleached voodpulp mill 

3 000 

4,330 

1,170 

600 

9,320 

To be notad that in th« economic  feasibility (I 33), we 

prawn» utilisation of the working capital on the 3rd year, the f inane Inf 

raquiresMnta being than : 
WC 1.930 and 1.770 1 liions 
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34 - DRAWING UP PRODUCTION COSTS 

541 - Coat production faeton 

541.1 - ^^"SSíLcost 

From the working and conveyance study concerning the Upper 

Matsiati a afforeitation«, it results for barked wood delivered at mill, a 

price of : 

FMG 1,600 per «3, or $ 5.76 per m3 

For 100,000 tons pulp, 500,000 pulp wood will be required, 

Which price will be : 

500>ioo ooo|6°° " FMG 6-000 P«r ton' or *  28'82 

541.2 - *%T*2.nìl-ì2lìl 

Wages cost amount was precedingly reckoned in I 52.  For 

bleached woodpulp,  it is assessed at  : FMC 301,944,000 per year,   i.e. 

FMG 3,020 per ton pulp,  or S 10.90 

As regards to unbleached pulp,  the cost will be saaller, since 

wages of personnel in plants 5 (bleaching), and plant 6 (chemicals), must be 

deducted. 

1 Head of fabrication 

4 Foremen 

9 Gaugers 

24 Skilled workmen 

12 Unskilled workers 

5,000,000 year ly wages 

16,000,000 •i 

4,500,000 ii 

14,400,000 n 

1,296,000 H 

41,196,000 II 

i.e. yearly  : FMG 260,748,000, and per ton pulp 

FMG 2,610    or    S 9.40 

541.3 - Steam_and_DOwer 

Supply of power and extra steam requirements will be made by 

mean of fuel-oil. 
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For bleached woodpulp, w» ih* 11 h*v« an expense of 145 daily 

fuel-oil. Without bleaching process,  we «hell spere 20,000 KMh. 

5 tons fuel-oil is therefore necessary to the bleaching itself, end 43 tons 

fuel-oil,  if electrolysis process is left out. 

~l 

The daily fuel-oil requirements  for unbleached woodpulp trill be 

id «t  US tons daily. 

Price of fuel-oil delivered at «ill being PNB 9,000 per ton, 

the fuel-oil cost per ton pulp will be  : 

*65 ' l£mt9,00° -  "» 4-f5°ar $ I7M »r ton "l» 

H* * J«"?.*'000 "   "« V»° °y l ll-U H* 
to« i«1» 

541.4 - Çhealçale 

We shell consider one after the other the case of production ef : 

»iMfhitf W90#¥sf 
and 

541.41 - Caae of bleached woodpulp 

Per fabrication day (300 t. pulp) needs will be : 

Make-up liswstone                     t t x FMG   5,000 PNB         45,000 

Sodium sulfate                    16,5 t x FMG 17,200 294,000 

•odium chloride                      39 t x FMG 11,000 429,000 

•ulfurie acid                      7,77 t x FMG 19,200 149,000 

Sulfur                                     2,66 t x FMG 19,200 51,000 

Other products (assessed) 50,000 

Total PNB    1,00t 

I.e., ft bleached ton : PNB 3.360 or I 12.10 
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341.42 • CAI« of unbleached woodpulp 

The following requirements arc,  for 300 toni daily : 

Make-up limatone 9 t x FMC    5,000 FMC     45,000 

•odili» «ulfat« 21,3 e x FMC 17,200 366,000 

(1) 9 t x FMC 30,000 270,000 

Total FMC    681,000 

1.«., per unbleached ten : FMC 2.270 or 8 t.lt 

341.3 - Overheada 

These ««patta«! Include  : commercial expeneea (travelling 

ma mUeellaneoua provi«Iona), vialtora, and office axpenaea. On th« other 

kamd, aaaaaament and general aervice« (Indirect coat) and aalariea are 

already accounted for (capital refunding). 

A« regarda to the maintenance coata,  thay are included In 

the coat price of the neceaaary production chemicals and for the remaining 

fabrication Material in the overheada.  Sparepart« have already been included 

la investments. 

Overheada repreaent about 10 % of pulp production coat, i.e. 

- far bleached pulp :    FMC 2.100 aar toa, or t 7.60 

- tar unbleached pulp :    FMB l.tOO aar ton, or 8 6.50 

(1) Ma have conaldered a quantity of imported soda equal to that coning 

froa the electrolysis plant in the case of bleaching. In faat, it could 

have baan replaced by a sodium sulfate complement, which would be of 

equal expense. 
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342 • ffoffrrrrtft ïffï 

fabrication 

Tabi« list 542 atta the production cost for both of tlM 

tthods  : 

lltachad pulp Unbleached pulp 

FNC * PHG $ 

Hood coat at «ill 8,000 28.80 8,000 28.SO 

Personnel expenses 
(direct and indirect) 3,020 10.90 2,610 9.40 

Power 4,950 17.80 3,450 12.40 

Chemicala 3,360 12.10 2,270. 8.20 

Overheads 2,100 7.60 1,800 6.50 

Total 
(ex-amortalisation and taxe») 21,430 77.20 18,130 65.30 

j 

The above production coat haa boon eatabliahed on the baaia 

of a delivered at mill coat in      .accordance with information fro« I.D.P.I. 

of Madaaascar. The figurai amy be modified following deciaiona retarding 

connection Tarn«tave/Tananarive with the mill. In any case, preferential 

tariffs will have to be granted to the mill which will be a customer of 

importance (150,000 yearly tons of foods in both ways during a normal year). 
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S3 - STUDY Of THF, »Of ITAEILITY OF THE PROJKT 

Taking into account abova data, we «ay now atudy tha economic 

feasibility of tha two considered production»  : 

»1 - Sata PTica ax-ill 

Tha «ill ought to produca 100,000 yearly ton», tha aala of 

which would be «ade in Madagascar, or in the Middle East or in Europa. 

Tha quantities on tale per annum are assessed, around I960 : 

- in MADAGASCAR (Tarattave and Tananarive) 3,000 tons 

- in tha Middl« East 40,000      " 

- in Europa 57,000      " 

We shall establish hereafter average sale price, as regarda 

to preceding salaa  : 

551.1 - Sale price in Madagascar 
iai^ei»ii»i»»wai*»e>a'*sws>a>*»" 

5Sl.il - Bleached PUIP 

Pep« ter i et de Madagascar (P.A.P.M.A.D.) actually import 

bleached kraft woodpulp fro* Scandinavia at FMG 53,000 par ton delivered at 

•ill. 

•y deducting FMG 1,000 per ton for Pinus patula bleached pulp» 

slightly lower in grade to Spruce bleached pulp of Scandinavian origin, wa 

gat to a price ex-«ill of : 

32,000 -   Í (400 Ka x F 4)    +       F 500 + F 800 ]   -    PMC *»-l0° °* I l77 

I (loading and 1.5 % cash payment?       per bleached pulp ton 
unloading) discount (1) 

551.12 - Unbleached PUIP 

Unbleached pulp CIF European port actually costa  : FMG 41,300 per ton 

Whereat bleached pulp is sold : FMG 49,650 par ton 

Therefore the difference is FMG 8,350 per pulp ton. 

(1) Coat of kiloawtric ton (T.K.) has been reckoned FMG 4. This is a 
preferential tariff by rail. The Antsirabe-Fianarantsoa branch line is 
presumed as built. 
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Tb* Ml« prie« of unbleached pulp in Madagascar «ill therefor« 

49,100 - 8,350 - FMG 40.730 or Ì 147 Mt ton 

531.2 - S«l«jgric«-in-the_mddl«i_E«iit 

TlM prices will be those of world merket Scandinavian pulp, 

reduced by PMC 1,000 per ton, Plnus patula being of a alight y lower grade th»n 

th« beat Scandinavian Spruce pulpa. 

Bleached pulp FMG 48,650 per ton CIP 

Unbleached pulp FMG 40,300 per ton CIP 

To get th« aale price ex-«ill, we shall deduct fro« CIP prie« : 

- 1.3 % discount for cash payment,  ao respectively : FMG 730 and 605 par ton 

- aaritine freight and inaurane« : FMG 3,500 per ton 

« coavcyence fro« «ill to Tamatav«, presumed entirely effectued by rail or 

by truck and rail, ao :  800 ka x FMG 4 • FMG 3,200/t 

So th« prie« «x-aill will be : 

. Bleached pulp PMC 41.220 per ton 

. Unbleached pulp FMG 33.495 per ton 

351.3 - ••ì;_E£ì«;^2_5*»£2K 

With the aame abov« coneiderations, but with a FMG 4,500 par 

ton freight rat« on "charter" ahip, the sale prices ax-ad. 11 will be respectively : 

. Bleached pulp FMG 40.220 per ton 

. Unbleeched pulp FMG 32.495 per ton 

551.4 - £yarag«_M««£ll_Ml«_£riçe 

That bleached pulp will have an average aale price of : 

The avaras* unbleached pulp price will ba : 

iW>7tt » ?,«o? + <».W ¡TffdWr + tí?.4M « ?7,9W? , agj^a or LWM 
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The chip« are discharged into a »pout and brought to a .leve 

battery which sorti th. bigg« chip, for recycling, and the fin.r ona. for 

discarding (tha.. ara .torad out.ida to be burnt later on in the auxiliary 

boilers). 

The gauged chip, fall on a belt conveyor and go on to a 

chip yard where they are heaped up by a pneumatic conveyor. Thi. .torage 

1. planned to feed the «ill for .ix week.. 

The reclaiming of chip, from the .torage i. rn.de" by a traction 

loader on to a belt conveyor which feed, the loading hopper placed at the 

head of the cooking plant. 

Thi.  loading hopper i. in.talled at the top of the dige.ter 

and ha. at it. end a weightometer which check, the pulpwood amount admitted 

into the dige.ter. 

Bark, when out of the barking drum la conveyad on a belt to 

tha cru.har,  then taken up again and directed to the auxiliary boiler.. 

About 250 ton. of bark are conveyed daily in thi. way to an intermediate 

•torage, a. the barking and chipping plant only work, on two .hift., wheraa. 

the boiler, are operative 24 hour, a day. 

Thi. plant i. in.talled at the convoy entrance. The unloading 

table i. outdoor.,  but .11 the slashing, barking, chipping, .letting and 

cruahing equipment i. in a plated metallic con.truction. In.ide,  footbridge, 

connect the diff.rent control, which are not accea.ible from the floor. 

A traveling bridge crane i. provided for di.a.aembling heavy 

equipment. Out.ide,  ere the chipy.rd, the bark atorage yard (which i. 

covered by a light metallic .hed), the fine chipa (1) and the chip end bark 

conveyor. 

Several remark, are to be made as to thi. combined in.tallatlon : 

¡I) The fine chipa ara the .mill particle, after chipping. 
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»2 -SitfcUa 
H« may now eatabllah the cash flow for tha two «orti of rulo. 

552.1 - !ì«2CÌ»d„E!>ÌE 

For pulp ton, the cash flow la : 

40,886 - 21,430 - IHC 19.45» 

•o fitly i 
1.946 «illIoni for 100,000 tona 

na ratio will thua be : 

1.946 
12,930 15.05 % 

If the conaldered pricaa w«ra confirmad, thia raturai ratio 

it Jmet about aadiuai. It a earn* howavar aufficiant to guarantee utilisation of 

actual afforestations for papermaklng. 

552.2 - V5£i«*c¡£d_pul£ 

Par pulp ton, tha caah flow ia  : 

33,143 - 18,130 - FMB 15.013 

M yearly s 

mg iiW «tm°«« 
Tha aroaa raturna ratio ia thua : 

1.501   . 
97320 18.10 % 

In tha caaa of unbleached pulp, tha ratio la «ora prof i tab la. 

553 -  

Va have atudlad financing poaaihilitiea of a loan, by 

considering tha laaa profitable caaa : tha blaachad pulp mill. 

Suppoalng 40 % of capital on proper funda and 60 I of capital 

on a loan, the amount of the latter will be me 7.800 million, intereat rata 

being 6.5 % and tha refunding on long torn (on 15 yeara with deferred ovar 3 

to 5 years). 

Tha caah flow eatabliachaa aa followa : 
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million FHC 

YMr Capacity Cash flow 

1 

2 

3 

4 60 1,167 

5 80 1,556 

6 

1 
30 

100 

1 
100 

1,946 

1 
1,946 

The balance ahaat will than be : (see p.  224) 

This balance ihaat allows for possibility of considering a 

60 % Investment loan, with refunding of the loan ovar 11 yeais (cspltal and 

Interest) aa wall as the proper capital. Furthermore the concern has a profit 

and pays taxete from the 4th year onwards after starting up of works. 

554 - Added value of the concern 

The direct added value will be on a yearly average of : 

- Distributes wagei 

- Stat« tax (31 7.) 

- Net profit of concern 

9.718 
30 

ne 

300 millions 

324 millions 

720 millions 

FUG 1,344 million 

This added value corresponds to a capital coefficient of : 

¿•UUSMML 
,344 9.62 % 

approximate by the asme but higher,  than the one stated in I 436,34 for the 

case of a Siaal mill of 100,000 tona. 

555 - Net returni ratio 

By comparing investment» and forecast net profit, in actualisée 

value during the period, we get an internal return ratio of :       3.5 % 

This a fair rate for a concern of this type. 
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M - COMCLmiOM 

Sil - Iconomic aspect 

Fron the preceding economic study, we My conclude to the fact 

that the erection of thie «ill near Fisnarantsoa is feasible, and that the 

unbleached pulp production is more profitable (16.10 %) than the bleached 

pulp production (only 15.05 7.). 

The answer to the question whether  to combine the two productions 

(bleached and unbleached pulp) is in the negative.  It would be anti-economic, 

sine« the investment and personnel costs for bleaching and chemical product 

preparation would only be effective during one part of the year. 

Although the returns ratio in the unfavourable caae (bleached 

pulp production) is not very high (15.05 %), 60 X of the necessary capital 

might however be subject to a loan that could easily be refunded over a 12 

year period. 

Thia mill would furthermore have the benefit of creating In 

the Batsileo region an average yearly added value of more than FMB 1,300 

million as well as a regional development factor of an important multipllcator 

effect. 

As regards  to the answsr to the question whether to decide upon 

another more profitable acharne (mill located at Mangoro or in Tampoketsa area) 

lnetead of the Flanarantsoa scheme, this seems more of a political than of an 

economic concern. 

As regarda the present project, Madagascar has the great privi- 

lege of having some 28,000 He of plantations liable to be worked immediately 

(in the 5 coming years) and of being able to secure as soon as 1975-1980, 

foreign markets the requirements of which are known, and the other competitiva 

projects elsewhere will not be completed before 1985-1990 under the most 

favourable circumstances. When the export market will be started,  the wood- 

pulp of the mill of a 200 or 250,000 ton capacity, will be sold easily. 

In our opinion,  the resinous woodpulp requirements are such, 

considering consumption increaae (doubling every 12 or 15 years),  that one 

may foresee, without any risk, erection in succeealon of : 
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- riAMAMNTlOA allí   (unbleached pulp) in 1975-1980 

- another sill in the MiUiGORO region (bleached pulp) in 1985*1990. 

The«« two «dill would not  be in competition on the export market but would 

be complementary. 

3(2 - Conveyance probi— 

The Malagasy portuary work« experta coni i der that the MAMAKARA 

port it not serviceable  for «n important traffic, ranging about  150,000 

yearly tona. In preceding reckonings the considered prices take into account 

transit of various producta «nd of woodpulp through TAMATAVE. 

For connecting the mill with this port,  it may be assumed with 

tlM Malagasy railway manager, that the ANTSIRABE-FIANARANTSOA railroad will 

be built in the next 5 yetara. 

In this case, we «ay depend upon a preferential tariff of 

FNC 4 per kiloeetrical  ton for transport between the mill and TAMATAVE  (800 KB). 

Otherwise,   transport cost price will have to be slightly 

increased for road transport to ANTSIRABE and then loading on railway cars. 

He note however that prices considered for chemicals and fuel 

ara accounted for under  present transport conditions. 

The increase would concern,  in the most unfavourable caae (no 

railroad connection between mill-ANTSIRAlE), the export product transport 

coat only. 

563 - Plantation problem 

Nacesssry  investments for plantations (extension and refo- 

restation) have not been reckoned herewith. We presumed that pulpwood price 

delivered at mill made allowance for amortallsstion of these investments. 

The already afforeated landa (afforestation was startsd in 

195é) amount to : 

28,000 Ha x 225 ra3 - 6.3O0.OOO in3 

standing pulpwood, having a 15 n3/Ha yearly yield and a 15 years old logging 

term, which Is enough to  supply the mill for 12 years. The F.A.O. experts in 

Madagascar are expecting to confirm before the end of the year the accuracy 

of above statenent on growth rate of the afforestations. 
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If the decision to erect tin Mill were reached, afforestation 

should be continuad as wall as raforasution aftar logging. 

In this way,  •• «ay concluda aa to the feasibility of the 

projected «ill providing following conditions : 

- solving the transport problem 

- finding investors in Europe,   in the Middle East (1)  or North Aaerica 

« processing unbleached woodpulp in preference to bleached woodpulp, 

In this case, investamits could be lower, for a better profit. 

(1) Daring sarket study in I creel, pepernsking pulp laportere were most 
interested by the Malaga ay woodpulp concern and seeaed ready to take 
pert in financing the erection of a mill. 
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6 - SUMMING UP AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

611 - Recallint previous studies 

In chapter  1, we have sunned up previous  studies relating to 

establishment of a Plnewood cellulose mill in the Fianaramtsoa, Mangoro or 

Taapoketsa regions, Pinus patula supplies and their development,  pulp and 

pap*' world market and lastly the Sisal problem in Madagascar and its 

utilisation for papermaklng, 

A list of studied reports or works are included in an Appendix. 

Chapter 2 relates to s paper product market in Madagascar, 

Mauritius  and Reunion on one hand,  in the neighbouring countries of the Indian 

Ocean (South Africa, East Africa,  India and Paklatan) and of the Middle East, 

on the other hand. 

Furthermore, we have effected an up to date paper pulp world 

market study, and stressed the important european market requirements 

(3,300,000 tons of pulp will be imported in 1960). 

The prospects as regards to a year 1980 outline,   lead to expect 

the following potential sales for Madagascar : 

- Sales on the Malagasy market 4 tc     5,000 Pinepulp tons 

- Sales in the Middle East :      60 to    90,000               " 

12 to   20,000 Sisal pulp tons 

- Sales in Europe :     80 to 200,000 Pinepulp tons 

Conclusions of the market atudy enable to establish yearly 

potential  outlets for : 

- 110,000 to 290,000 tons of Plnewood pulp to Europe and the Middle East 

- 12,000 to    20,000 tons of Sisal pulp to the Middle East in 1980.  It is 

therefore possible to consider erection of a 100,000 ton Pinepulp mill as 

well as of 30 to 100,000 ton Sisal pulp mill, these two  grades being 
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competitive and possessing appreciably the sane utilisations, bearing in 

mind that,   for Sisal, a number of technical problem« are yet to be solved. 

613 - Sisal, papermaking raw material 

In chapter 3, we have studied in succession the actual raw 

material which will vary following the forward mill capacity. 

For a capacity lower than 20.000 yearly tons,  the supplies 

will be defiberising waste or flume tow,  tow or various debris as well as 

sterna or  stalks, supposing the present commercially serviceable fiber 

volume,  which is 25,000 yearly tons, will remain steady. 

To get to a 30.000 ton capacity,  preceding supplies will have 

to be confuted by closely set plantations for papermaking purpose,   the 

•xtent of which would be 342 Ha worked every year,  or  1,710 Ha ever  5 years. 

These forward cultivations can easily be made in the vicinity of present 

plantations. 

Lastly,  if we consider a 100.000 ton capacity,  further 

closely set plantations  (12,000 Ha over 5 years) will have to be set up. 

It seems that these forward plantations might fairly easily 

be mad« in the Handrare region, providing an agreement to be reached with 

local populations as regards pasture land. 

The raw material sale price delivered at mill has been 

estimated per pulp ton.  It is for the three preceding capacities  : 

FMG 7.474.  7.319 and 7.143 per ton 

or      $    27i      26.4    and 25.70 

Complementary investment for working, and preparing the raw 

material,   and planting more lands spreads out from FMG 240 to l,pl$ millions, 

with a resulting 68 to 1,475 more persons employed (see table list 345). 

The 2nd part of chapter 3 deals with laboratory tests, made 

at C.T.F.T.   on Sisal samples from Madagascar.   Irregular quality of these 

•amples has been noted (Flume tow represents refined defibration waste, and 

the other wastes contain many parenchyma,  cell and wax debris). 
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The but reaulta cow from fiber actually commerciali»ed. 

Those coning from other raw «atartal origina (hackled whole plant included) 

are of e lower quality. Whatever the samples, the preaence of finea ia a 

aarloua complication. It seema neceaaary to survey finea refining methods 

»afore end after cooking to get to a satisfactory result. 

Finally, the kreft pulp procaaaing is the one which aeons to 

yield beat reaulta. One muet alao bear in mind that bleaching does not sea» 

•a eaay aa for woodpulp bleaching, when a high degree of brightneaa ia 

required. 

The auggeated comp lamentar y axperiaentetion will be found 

in I 62. 

In chapter 4 wa have dealt with estabiiahment of a Ileal pulp 

•ill and have surveyed in thia relation raw material auppliea, available 

water auppliea, tranaport facilities, power potentiality, chamícela, ate... 

The auggeated location ia over the south district of 

AMOASAAY town, near the junction of the HAMANAKA and MANDILARE rivera. 

An allround technical deacription has been «ade, conaidaring 

bleached eulfate pulp production and unbleached sulfate production aa well 

aa the two production capacitiea  : 20 to 30,000 yearly tona and 100,000 

yearly tona. 

A pulp ton production coat eetlaate the neceaaary investment 

as sea eaten t and the economic feaeibility of the project have been as tab li shed. 

A view of the inquiry in this regard la given in following 

table liât t 
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•MMSB 

30,000 tor Mill 100,000 ton «ill 

llaachad pulp Unblaachad pulp Bleachad pulp 

Mill investment 
(•11110« roc) 

Yearly cash flow 
(Millón FMC) 

5,400 

575 

4,380 

566 

12,900 

2,474 

Groas returns 
ratio   (*) 10.6$ 12.44 

,  

19.17 

Lastly,  if we consider tha antira investments, including 

thoee upstream of tha al 11 and craatad employment (working and forward 

plantations),  tha rasults ara aa follow : 

f ly ITO nlH 
. llaachad pulp 

. Unblaachad pulp 

•«.MP rttrlr mt^U 

Investments 
(Million FNG) 

5,100 

4,800 

14,005 

Employment 

465 

443 

1,682 

On tha who la, providing tests and parfacting, data i lad in 

I it,  tha 100,000 yearly ton «ill seems to be tha only profitable otta, 

an Intermediate solution might be :  erecting tha 30,000 yearly ton edil 

flret of all and then extending it to 100,000 tona later on. 

615 • »laesjood sulp 111 

At the request of I.D.P.I., chapter 5 had in view the defining 

of Che technical characteristics of a 300 dally ton unit (100,000 tons a 

year)  located near FIANaBANTSOa aa well aa the production cost. The object 

vea to provide for the neceaaary data enabling a choice between two possible 

productions (bleached or unbleached pulp). 
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ÎY ton ill for blachid sulp proçtftiM 

.Investment fIB 12,930 million 

. Personnel 36S person« 

. Gross returns r»tio 15.05 X 

' M-000 ""tv ton wiU ior «M««»« •*» fTWfWtM 

.  Investment FMC 9,200 million 

. Personnel 296 persons 

, Gross returns rstio 16.10 % 

He note s slight sdvsntsge in fevour of unbleeched pulp 

product ion. Possibility of applying for e long ter» iosn (15 years) st 

6.S % with 3 to 5 yesrs deferred payment seems reesonsble. The added value 

is sn average of FMG 1,300 million every year. 

It sees» that, in spite of other schemes of plantations for 

peperanking purpose at MANGORO and TAMPOKETSA,  that the Fianarantsoa Plnewood 

pulp «ill is financially feasible, providing that the important transport 

problem b« settled, and the necessary financial means be found. 
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62  - MCOttKHDATIOHS IN RELATION WITH SISAL 

Following auggeitioni are in relation with necessary tasta 

and perfecting in view of Sisal utilisation for papermaking. 

621 - Working and recovery of fibers 

A method mußt be perfected for mechanical harvesting of the 

leaves and the stems as well as a method for drying the  latter material. 

Furthermore it would be advisable that I.R.C.T. proceed with its research 

on aoil fertilisation maintenance,  on useful Sisal paper  sorts and on 

appropriate cultivation methods. 

622 - Further   laboratory tests 

The  laboratory tests will have to be gone through again with 

a better screened and better conditioned raw material than was the case for  the 

preliminary teats.  These new tests would bear on a raw material made up of 

a better specified mixing of the different fibrous supplies so as to extra- 

polate results  to the stage of the projected mill. 

'   During these further studies, fines elimination, and 

bleaching processing will be given special attention. 

623 - Semi-industrial tests 

Before erecting the mill,  semi-industrial tests are essential 

in view of eliminating the fines before and after the cooking, and in view 

of establishing the best pulp cooking and blenching methods. 

The screening of fines will be experimented in the dry or the 

wet state. These tests could take place in a bagasse mill or in an experi- 

mental station in Madagascar. The  latter solution would be the more expensive. 

624 - Estimate of the complementary study costs 

The entire costs of  these complementary tests have been 

assessed FMG 65 million, of which FMG 10 million for agronomical experimentation. 

The latter experiments would last several years, whereas  the technological 

tests would be completed within a year. 

Decision as regards the erection of the Sisal mill could be 

taken only after due confirmation of these tests. 
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LIST 07 THE STUDIES COMPLETED ON THE MADAGASCAN PAPERMAKING CONCERN 

1 - Studies In relation with Pine or Eucalyptus 

1960 - Investigation on establishment of pulp mills and fibre panels in 
Madagascar out of tropical species of rapid growth (profitableness, 
outlets) - Centre Technique Forestier Tropical   - PARIS. 

1961 - Reafforestation,   preliminary condition for development of 
Madagascar - E. UIIART - Doctorate thesis - Faculté de Droit et 
de Sciences Economiques  in PARIS. 

1962 - Prospects for establishment of a woodpulp industry in Madagasoar - 
Société d'Etudes et de Développement Economique et Sooial - PARIS. 

1963 • Establishment of a papermaking and a oellulose  industry in 
Madagasoar - Offioe Central dA Cooperation et de Recherohes — 
PARIS. 

- Prospeots of utilization of Eucalyptus stands in the Perinet -• 
Moramanga region for v/oodpulj processing - SEDES - PARIS. 

1964 - Projeot of statute of the Upper Matsiatra Forestry Development 
Company - C.T.F.T.  TANANARIVE. 

- Various notes ( Mr LABBE Laurent 
Forestry Ministry 
Mr PERRAUDIN 
Ministry for Publio Works and Transport 
Power Department. 

1965 - Account of a suggestion for the industrial use of the Upper 
Matsiatra reafforestations (Mr LABBE Laurent). 

- Pine plantations and papermaking industry in Madagasoar - MM« 
ROBBE and ROUANET  (consultants U.N.O.). 

- Forestry workings and wood industry in Madagasoar - CT.F.T. 
TANANARIVE. 



196*5 - O08t prio« of Euoalyptue Robusta pulpwood in the Moramanga - 
Perinet ragion - C.T.P.T.  TANANARIVE. 

1966 - Pin« plantations in Madagascar and in Cameroon3 « C.T.F.T. PARIS. 

- The woodpulp and paper world market - S.E.D.E.S. - C.T.F.T. PARIS, 

- Paper industrialization prospects in Madagascar - S.E.D.E.S. - 
C.T.F.T.  PARIS. 

1967 - upper Matsiatra 1 reafforestation possibilities,  outline of a 
rational development - Agricultural Development and Promotion Bureau. 

- forestry studies on Upper Matsiatra Pinus patula plantations - 
PARRAT - C.T.F.T. TANANARIVE. 

- Development scheme for extension of Upper Matsiatra reafforesta» 
tions - PARRAT - C.T.F.T.   TANANARIVE. 

• Study of logging and oonveyanoe problems  in the Upper Matsiatra 
reafforestations - C.T.F.T. PARIS, 

- Industrial utilization of Pinus patula 1 

• papermaking study -.C.T.F.T. PARIS. 
.  teohnologioal study - C.T.F.T. TANANARIVE, 

I969 - Upper Matsiatra Pine reafforestations - DINARD - C.T.F.T, 

2 - Studies In relation with Siaal 

I966 - The Siaal situation, by Mr Inspeotor General DALMAS (January), 

- Sisal use for papermaking - Mr G. PETROFF's note (February), 

- Sisal in Madagasoar - Paul Le BOURDIEC - Revue de géographie N° I3 
( July-Deoember) • 

I969 - Preliminary study for development of the Mandraré' and of the South- 
Bast of Madagasoar (January), by a British mission t 

• Ovearup & Partners - Consulting engineers - LONDON, 
• Engineering A Power - Development oonsultants - LONDON, 

- The Madagaeoan Sisal - P.A.O. report (confidential), by 
Mr MUSIC  (Deoember), 
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Affettate II «A • Dispersion sf non printed paper and oerdboard iaporte 
in the O.C.i.N, oountriee. 

Appendix II.B - f/rolution of Oros« Intorior Product at a&rkot priooi 
in ouïront franos. 

Appendix II.C - Irolution of Gross Interior Product at aarket prioos 
in oonstant franos» 

• Appendix II«X> - Chief Iranian paper and oardboard inperters, 
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Dispersion of non printed paper ana oardboard Importa 

in the 0. C. A.  IT.  oountriaa   t Seregal, Mali, Ivory Coast, Upper Volte, 
Niger, Dahomey,   Congo, R.   C. A.,  Tchad,  Cameroon,  Togo, Madagasoar, 

APPENDIX II .A 

QUANTITIES l'i TONS VALUE  in M. C.  F. A. 

1966 1967 1968 1966 1967 1968 

48-01   I   23,340 26,471    !     25,688    I      1,443.2   \ 1,358.8     !   1,349.7 
l li  • i 1 ' • 

48-02 

48-03 

6? 239 

378 324 

48-04    (   3,849 232 138 

48-05 
1 

3,722 5,940 

48-06 81 193 

9.6 20.9 

53.9 48.0 

3,849 15.1 11.7 

266.0 396.0 

23.3 29.5 

48-07 2,368 3,185 

48-08 

3,770 2,368 266.2 297.8 

11 16 50 7.1 8.1 13.5 

48-09 4,451 4,075 4,126 129.3 114.8 122.1 

48-10 

48-11 

154 233 180 25.I 75.8 70.8 

16 3.4 1.7 

48-12 1,436 451 1,403 101.2 86.9 

48-13 338 559 649 242.4 389.0 

103.5 

391.3 

48-14 

48-15 

46-16 

48-17 

48-18 

48-19 

766 892 1,148 183.3 211.4 254.7 

3,177 3,333    i       3,827 544.7 

14,999 12,515 13,651 

605.O 

1,052.0     1,170.2 

714.9 

1,301.5 

21 

3,978 

52 13 7.9 10.7 4.6 

4,862 5,134 1,020.4    1 1,015.8 1,146.6 

625 930 820 149.5 266.0 
non 

Total 

265.8 

522 1,968 1,304 I32.5 25O.7 319.5 

64,054 68,610 6,198.7 6,864.1 



Irolution of Qroas Interior Produot at market prjgtj. 

in current franos (at actual average progression rat« of 4»6 *J per annua) 

fllfWff II iE 

in millions of IMG 

Yeare I960 1962 1966 1968* Prevision 
1975 

Previsioni 
1980   ¡ 

Gross Inte- 
rior Produot 113.8" 128.4" 

1 
150.7 166.3* 

1 
1 aotual 

Servioe by 
administra- 
tions 

19.2* 27.0" 28.8* 30.4* 

average 

yearly 

„progres- 

Servio« by 
domeatio 
servants 

1.6" 
I 

1.8* !           2.1* 2.1* 
sion rat« 

of 

G.   I. P. 
Gross Inte- 
rior Produot 
at market 
prioes 

134.6* I57.2" 181.6* 198.8* 
264.0 

to 
265.0 

310.0 
to 

312.0 

G. I. P. 
index 100 116 134 147 196 246 4,6 9g 

1 

, Ref. 1 I. N, S. R. E. 

• i Provisional evolution. 
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Brolution of Gross Interior Produot at markat prices. 

In constant franos  (in million F. M. G. - 1962 frasjp) 

JtfqgTDIX p,c 

Years I960 1962 1964 1966 1967 1966 

(irosa Interior Pro- 
duot at market prioes 134.6 157.2 160.7 181.6 

. .. „.. — J 

188.7 198.8 

G.  I« P. standard 
frs index 85 100 102 

1 
115       I    120 

i 

126 

Retail prioe index 
(•urop family 
consumption) 

100 108.1 114.1 117.2 
1 

120.4 

G, I, P. corrected 
index in 1962 frs - 100 93.9 

1 
100.9   1    102.8 105.6 

16^.0 G. I. P» evolution 
in 1962 frs 157.2 147.6 158.6 161.6 

Valuation of Gross Interior Produot yearly average progression rat« at 

market pripes in oonatant franos  (rate below 1 fe) allows for plain illustration 

hereafter t 

G.I.P.  prevision in 1962 francs t 

- 1975 ,i MO 179 millions (I14 index) 

- 1980  l FMG 188 "        (120 index) 
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- TIM pulpwood necessary for feeding this «ill for six weeks Implies a 

wide surface chip storage yard (about 8,000 to 10,000 «2 for 60,000 «3 

•toragt). 

- The road traffic for conveyance of the raw Material requirements of the 

•ill will need an important truck park,  Maintenance workshops,  and a 

garage which are not included in this study. 

- As indication, about forty bole or log trucks seem necessary for effecting 

three rotations in sixteen hours,  if we consider the average distances 

noted in C.T.F.T.  report on Upper Mats latra pulpwood working and conveyance. 

511.2 - Çausticising - üíüliSiÍS 

The object of this plant is the processing and the prepara- 

tion of the white liquor for the cooking. It is installed in open air, and 

at the nearest possible distance from the dissolver and the cooking plent. 

The equipment it as follows   : 

• A green liquor clarifier which provides at the same time the clarification 

of the green liquor coming from the dissolver, and its storage.  It is a 

large sise tank equipped with an apparatus for continuous scraping of 

sludge. 

- A pump for the green sludge of this clarifier. This pump is a diaphragm 

and ball type one. 

• A green sludge mixer which dilutes the sludge from the preceding clarifier. 

It is a metallic tank equipped with a central paddle agitator. 

- A green liquor thickener from which the weak liquor overflow goes to the 

storage chest and the underflow to the sewer. This is also a large sice 

tank, equipped with a scraping system for the sludge settled at the bottom. 

- A sludge pump of the same type as the preceding one for discharging the 

underflow. 

- A lime kiln of a horícontal rotary type processes the quicklime from whits 

sludge and a make-up lime stone. This kiln is set upon a raised concrete 

platform,  and conveysnee of the quicklime to the storage loading hopper 

Is effected by a bucket elevator. 
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KAGHAZ IRAN e6 

1621 avenue Naeser Khosrow 
TEHERAN 

PAKHSHE KAOHAZ C° 
Serayé Chitsaa 
TEHERAN 

TEHERAN TOKYO TRADING C° 
Serayé Hafez, avenue Bouzardjomehri 
TEHERAN 

MOANEUT KAGHAZ VA MOCHA VA C° 
Bazar Soltani 
TEHERAN 

KAGHAZ FOROUSHI SUN 
162, passage Gole s tan, avenue Nasser Khoarow 
TEHERAIT 

COMMERCIAL OMID C° 
Serayé Omid 
TEHERAN 

RANG C° 
502,  avenue Shah Réza 
TEHERAN 

SADR C° 
Serayé Bank, Bazar Beinol-Haramein 
TEHERAN 

TAZAYOUD C° 
Serayé Omid 
TEHERAN 
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TEHERAN KAGHAZ . 
11, 3«rayé Safa, Bazar 
TEHERAN 

CORONET C° LTD 
Af tab Shargh Building, 801, avenue Ferlowsi 
TEHERAN 

GUTENBERG PRINTING C° 
525» avenue Saadi 
TEHERAN 

PERINEX TRADING C° 
17/le, Se rayé Majdieh,  avenue Bouzardjomehri 
TEHERAN 

PORKAR & C° 
3errah Azari, avenue Ghazvine, rue Chandi 
TEHERAN 

ZAÎTG C° LTD 
Avenue Zahédi, rue Kamel 
TEHERAN. 
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Dttaila of investments for sisal Mil^B 

Million PMG       I    Million FMG       !    Million FMG 
Bleached sulfate Semi-bleaohed       (Bleached sulfate 

30,000 t sulfate 30,000 ti        100,000t 
faotory faotory | faotory 

I 

I - Fabrication eauioment 

Reoeption and preparation ; 
of raw material 

Unbleaohed pulp fabrioationi 

Bleaohing  ) 

Chemicals preparation  | 

Wet machine and baling | 

Conveyanoe J 

Civil engineering  

Pitting up and general ! 
oontracting ! 

Engineering j 

Spare parts ' 

Partial total 

| II - Recovery unit 

Boiler..     

Evaporation,  oxidation,        i 
deodorization   

Caustioizing and lime kiln ; 

Conveyanoe  „ .. _j 

Civil engineering | 

Pitting up and general j 
contracting 

Engineering I 

Spare parts ' 

Partial total  ...i 

200 

400 

600 

300 

700 

200 

250 

480 

125 

200 

400 

170 

170 

700 

190 

180 

380 

100 

1 000 

1 050 

1         750 

1950 

600 

600 
1 

900 

500 

H 

200 1     75 600 

3,455 2,565 8,350 

350 

i 
! 

550       1 900 

150 150    1 450 
140 I4O        j 350 
40 40        j 100 

75 50    j 200 

100 80    ' 300 
50 50      ! 75 
20 30      ' 100 

925 890    j 2,475 



Ill - qtnr4 sfrvioes 

Power station 

Pumping and water treatment 

Laboratory    

Maintenance shop  

Ducts it pipes  

Conveyanoe  

Million FUG       I  Million FMG 
Bleached sulfate [   3emi-bleaohed 

50,000 t ! sulfate  30,¡*00 t 
factory t faotory 

-••*••••       • I 

Fitting an and general 
contracting  

Civil engineering and 
office building   

Engineering 

Spare parts 

partial total. 

General tr tal. 

160 

130 

10 

50 

10 

20 

60 

75 

75 

20 

610 

4,990 

/   5,000 

S        18 
million 

120 

100 

10 

50 

20 

20 

60 

70 

70 

15 

535 

3,990 

4,000 

14.4 
million 

Million ma 
Bleaobed sulfate 

100,000 t 
factory 

330 

300 

10 

60 

Ä0 

40 

200 

100 

25 

100 

1,185 

12,010 
canas s **M 

12,000 

43.250 
million 
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• A MtilUc loading hopper for quicklime atorage. This hoppar ia fittad 

on a metallic platform which haightana it aa regards to tha alakar. The 

liaw ia reclaimed by aeana of a rotary tabla, and is loadad into tha 

alakar locatad balov, 

. A lime alakar, which slakes tha quicklime with the ovarflow of the grean 

liquor clarifier and with a make-up water. A continuoua «craping apparatua 

dlachargaa »and and residue», and a paddle agitator in tha axia of the 

tank maintains th« mattar in suapension before it is poured into the firat 

cauaticiaar. Thia alakar ia on a higher   level aa regarda to tha floor 

•nd sat upon a concreta platform. 

- Three cauaticiaera fittad in series, for white liquor preparation. Theae 

a teal tanka are act on concrete beds and flow one into the other by meana 

of spout, while a continuous stirring ia maintained in each tank by a 

paddle agitator. 

- A «»eta 1 lie tank for the reclaiming of the white liquor coming from the 

laat cauatlciaer feada the white liquor pump. 

- A white liquor pue? of the centrifugal  type for supplying the white liquor 

clarifier. 

- A white liquor clarifier, which also enauras the storage conaiats of a 

high capacity tank, equipped with a continuoua apparatua for «craping the 

eludgea continuoualy. 

- two pumpa for the white aiudge. One ia a diaphragm pump and the other one 

la centrifugal. Thaaa pumps drive back the white sludge into the following 

sixer. 

- A white aiudge mixer which enaures their dilution by means of the overflow 

of the clarifier and of the green liquor thickeners aa well aa of the 

filtratea from the white sludge filter and a water contribution. Thia 

mixer which is placed on a higher level than the thickener one, is set on 

a concrete bed. Mixing ia effected by a paddle agitator set in the center 

of the vat. 

- A weak liquor thickener which aiao enauras storage. It has the same general 

characteristica aa the clarifier. 

- A white liquor centrifugal pump takea up the overflow of the white liquor 

clarifier for feeding the cooking. 




